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PREFACE

Unemployment among minority youth is currently running at a rate almost '

three times as high as for non - minority youth. These youth not only haVe

the 'greatest difficulty entering the occupati,onal society but, in addition,
are faced with eqUally great problems in terms of advancing and moving up in
that society once they enter. Advancement in the occupational society for
such youth demands that they be equipped with general emplOyability/adapt-
ability/promotability skiAs that will allow them to changelwith change.
Such 'skills fall within the province of the career education movement. No

matter how the data are manipulated, the inevitable conclusion is that the
needs of minority youth for bOnafide, effective career education efforts are'
even greater than those of the general population. Such needs apply to
minority youth in the entire range of the education system -- from the high

school dropout through the Ph.D. graduates.

If equity' in career education is to be provided minority youth, special help
both- from the broader, community and from the formal education 'system will be

rE:quired. It will not be enough for the education system tO link only with
the existin4 business' /labor /industry community nor with those community

organizations whose membership represents primarily non-minority persons.
In addition, special as istance must be made available by'thos'e community

organizations whose ri ar focus 'is on minority persons themselves.

Recognizing this, the U.S. Department of Educatign's Division of Career
Education contracted wit ,InterAmerica Research Associates, Inc. during 1981

to hold a series of intensive two-day seminars with representatives from
various NationAl community 'organizations representing,minoritypersons. The

basic purpose of this series of seminars was to seek input in the form of,
advice, suggestions, and new conceptual thoughts regarding ways in which more
effective career education could be delivered.td"Minority youth through
collaboratvie arrangements involving the community organizations and the

formal education system.
V.

Nominations with respect to the names of National community organizations to

be invite to this series of seminars were obtained from the appropriate
offices within the U.S. Department of Education representing: (a) Black

Americans; (b) Hispanic'Americans; (c) Native American Indians; and (d) Asian

Pacific Americans. Because of the numbers of persons each of these four

major types of organizations\represented, the initial decisions made were to

°hold three seminars both for\organizations representing Black Americghs and
organizations. representing HipWlic Americans with two seminars for organiza-
tions representing Native American Wians and two for organizations representing

Asian Pacific Americans. Each organization named those persons to serve as

representatives in these seminars.

Each seminar was led personally by the Director, Division of Career Education.

At each seminar, participants first identified what they saw as the major

1

issues, problems, or concerns to be discussed. Following this initial

identification, participatns then decided, by' consensus agreements, which

issues were'to be given priority for discus'sion. With each issue, all

.

ian,, particpts contributed their thoughts in an open discussion format. Time

I
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prevented each seminar from discussing, in detail, all the issues they had

raised. For this reason, readers are urged to study the total set of issues
as well as the comments participants made with respect to each. The notes

. , found here represent the commnts of participants, as recorded by hand by the
seminar feader and later corrected by the participants themselves. Each

participant was asked to speak only,for himself/herself --,not FOR the organi-

zation he/she represented.

,A great many practical, innovtive, challenging ideas are. found in the notes
reproduced here.' Many of these ideas and suggestions are crying for imple-
mentation at the present time Each of us has a responsibility for doing
what we can do to assist in this impler?tentation effort. Each of the community

organizations represented/ in this series of seminars is a potential tower of
strength for use in attempts to make community career education efforts more

effective for minority youth. It is hoped that publication of these notes
will motivate both educators and community leadErs to move actively toward
Joining forces in this effort.

A

.4.44.040h.

Kenneth B. Hoyt, Director
Division of Career Education

t.
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INTRODUCTION

The following document is possible through
Va

-contract between the U.S.

Department of Education, Division of Career. Education and InterAmerica

Research Associates,4"Inc. Our mission was' tocontact-Community Based
Ocigan-Vations (CBOs) serving minority populations who expressed an inter-
est to the Office Career Education in working collaboratively in
Career. Education and to organize and arrange.twelve two-day mini- confer-

ences for representatives of thesetorganizations.

. The Final Notes that follow represent the data ,collected at each of the
mini-conferences along with the recommendations made by each of the parti-
cipants:3 The potes have three specific functions, e.g., (1) they serve to

est0Pfsh a firm record of what tooklplace during the mini-conferences,
(2) they strengthen the perception of what pafticipants actually did in
the process, and (4) they present the "effects" of a specific mini- confer-

ence beyond that mini-conference.

L

The Notes from each conference were recorded by Dr. KenAth Hoyt; they were

compiled by the project staff and then mailed to each participaht for their

co rections. As soon as the corrections were received from the participants

th y were incorporated into the Final Notes. A Inplete set of all the

`notes was mailed to each participant enabling th to learn from observa-

tions made by other participants at each of the mini-conferences.

------------

The Final Notes gives the reader a comprehensive view of what Hispanics,
Blacks, Asian/Pacific Americans and Native Americans perdeive as the vehicle

to better serge ilk-school youth. Their,ideas should serve as a sincere

contribution toward achieving'the goals of career, education.

fr

Ismael Lugo, Project Director
InterAmerica Research Associates, Inc.
September 4, 1981

fr
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Issues Raised by Participants

,

1. How to use career education as a vehicle for improving basic skills
'through bilingual education for K -6 pupils (in a developmental sense).

2. How ko use career educa,tion as a vehicle for improving basic skills
through bilingual education for Grade 7-12 pupils (In a remedial sense).

3. How to improve -access to career awareness/career.expioration opportUnities
/

for Hispanic youth.

A. 'How to help counselors understand and deal with the need for raising career
and educational aspirations of Hispanic youth.

5. How to encourage_enrollment of Hispanic youth in vocational education.

6. How to get vocatiOrlal edudation and career education taught,in the native
language:

7. How to get appropriate career education materials' far Hispanic persons
enrolled in adillt education - and at'an appropriate 'reading level.

How to involve more Hispanic organizations in the delivery -oaf career

education.

9. How to involve-the Hispanic community in career motivation of Hispanic
youth without urging them to'leave the community.'

10. How to involve Hispanic experts in training "career ed types" Who are

currently conducting career edtication insetvice efforts.

11. Sow to encourage significant numbers of Hispanic persons to become career
education experts.

12. How tq help Cuban refugee youth,and adults recognizeend deal with the
American work ethic.

13. How to devise systematic curriculum development for career education within

the framework of bilingual education.

14. How to provide effective career education to Hi,panic yquth in.rural areas
where diversity of occupatioris is limited.

15. How to make career education materials more consistent with the philosophical

views of Hispanic youth i.e., the need for a philosophical papdr.

lb. How to develop teacher education models for inserting a career education
component into - bilingual teacher education.

, 17. HoW\t8 identify and dey4lop a national serires of role models fOi. use in

career education for Hispanic youth.

3
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18. How to'tap and utilize resources'of Hispanic business organizations in
career education for Hispanic youth.

19. How to develop State Bilingual Associations 4s vehicles for promoting and
making effective career education possible for Hispanic youth.

DiscussiOn of Issue'

Iss.ue: How to make career education materialsMore consistent with the
philosophical views of Hispanic youth iVd., the 'need for a philosophical

paper

,Olivia: Th-e career education, materials mailed to us reflected primarily middle
class Anglo value systems, and those value systems are fine for certain segments
d\f our population. We pave to see to it thet career ed "types" become more
aware d'f the value systems of the Hispanic population. This is part of the
broader problem we face - i.e., we see white middle class value systems reflected
throughOut almost the entire,history and curriculum of American Education. Many

Hispanic youth come from cultures whose value systems differ markedly from those
of white middle class persons. There should be reflected, in ,career education
materials, more, dedication to a pluralistic' philosophy emphasizing diverse,
diff rent value systems. This does not mean there is only one set of values
for L Hispanic persons - 1:e., differences Along Cubans, Puerto Ricans, and
Mexic -Americans - as well as other Hispanic cultures should be reflected'in
caree education materials.

Vernon Hispanics in America currently represent 22different Nations. Seen

as a w le, Hispanics in ti4e USA represent the 5th largest "Hispanic Nation"

in the orld - only Spain, Colombia, Argentina, and Mexico have more. By the

end of his century, there will be 35 million Hispanics in the USA. They are ,

not going to "disappear". TIieir needs,including their career education needs,
must be met.

\-,-Jgtino: Career education materials should be put into'the hands of persons
who know how to revise them to meet the needs of various kinds of Hispanic
communities. For example, "reality" for Puerto Rican in Northeastern U.S. is
quite different than for Mexican-Americans in Southwest USA. Bilingual education
currently,has six MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTERS scattered throughout the United

,StItes. Persons in these. Centers should be,encouraged to undertake this task.
One such center (in New York City) has made a.beginning effort, but much more
remains to be done.

Ricardo I: What are the basic Work values differences being talked about here?
.

Carolyn: A good ezeple can be seen on _Page 28 of A Primer For Career Education

where it states:

1

Consciously and conscientiouslyprovide rewards to students
who exhibit and practice such basic good work habits as:
(a) coming to school (to-work) on time; (b) completing

assignments that are begun; (c) doing the best that they can;

and (d) Cooperating with one's, fellow workers (students),

4
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Stated in this form, we see something clearly inconsistent with Hispanic'
value systems.

Justino: DISAGREE. I nave no problem - or qualms -.about'telling a student

to "come to work on time". Aftef all, that's the value system they're going.
to have to learn to live'with if they are to be successfully employed.

.4%

Vernon: The traditional religious view of the "work ethic" isn't meaningful
to Hispanic youth - after all, not many such youth 'tiew either Calvin or
Martin Luther as their favorite role model! As worded, the religious view
of the "work ethic" - i.e,, warning that one will 4o to Hell if one fails

to follow. it - is sure to be interpreted, by many Hispanics, as far too
punitive and thus.at. variance with their personal value systems.

'.Vernon: If we really were to addresS the philosophical base we're talking
'about here, we would get into history, culture, customs, etc. We simply

wouldn't have time to discuss all of it.

Ricardo I: DISAGREE. We could help by emphasizing such:relatively simple

things as, for example, Hispanic values regarding a desirable pace of life -

w4ich would be quite different from white middle class values.

Vernon: Perhaps a betten way to put Ricardo's example would be to emphasize
that Hispanic persons tend to be less materialistic - less greedy - in their

pers9nal value systems than many white riddle class persons.

Jim: It's not the words, rather, its the interpretation of the meauing of

the words that's important to convey. 'I don't want, for example, to minimize

the import/ince of Peing on time. We must teach that value to Hispanic youth.

The real problem is to simultaneously teach employers that, in'a cultural

sense, the Hispanic person may feel that "getting to work on-time" is relatively

far lessimportant then what happens after one gets to work.

Vernon: AGREE: "Time" is a philosophical concept whose meaning varies from

culture to culture. -

Ricardo P: DISAGREE. This isn'ta problem with Hispanics in my area of the

country. Our youth are well cohditioned to the importance of "being on time"
V

before they reach the Second Grade.

. Ricardo P: Maybe we should list and defi.ne, for Hispanic youth, what career
education "types" really mean by the words that they use.

Justino: AGREE. For example, "Mariana," in the Hispanic culture, doesn't

so nearly mean "resisting being on time" as it does "don't hurry."

. Vernon: "Mariana ", to Hispanics, implies a- circular concept of time - i.e.,

a concept that this time will come around again. This is quite different

trail a value system that contends, "If you're not right on time, you're late

sand that's all there is to it."

- 5
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Ricardo I: Perhaps the Latino perspective on "career. aspirations" - when con-
trasted with that of Anglos - would be a good example to use in illustrating
Important differences in value systems.

Olivia: D'UAGREE. It's only the peceptiot o'f Anglos that career aspirations
of Hispanic youth are lower than those of many other segments of the total
population. The point that needstto be emphasized is that, in fact, the
career aspirations of Hispanic yoUth efre as high as those Qf any other youth.

CIN\ Justin8:, Many Higpanic parents hold a perception that, if their children can

N I \graduate from high school; they are well on their way toward "making4ipt" in
,..1,,,,

.,eciety. This is quite a different "va.1-ue,system" from many white Runde

..,
(hags-persons who insist their ,{children must graduate from college in order to
he' on theiX way to "making it".

, . - ....

II

,
-,-

Ricardo I: Technique effective in, motivating youth may be qui&e different
.

for Hispanic'youth as contrasted with Anglo youth. .This is another exampae.of
1-1-1-15ences in value sisteMs that Career education should take into account.

Ricardo P: AGREE. AnglOs tend -to be motivatedsby external competition whereas
Hispanics tend to be more inner motivated. The latest studies show conclusively
that Hispanic children entering our elementary schools Zte highly motivated.
It's their elementary school teachers who are-destroying this motivation by
constantly pointing to their "failures" rather than to their "successes ".

Justino: Many American youth are still being given false information about
the Hispanic culture; For-examp e, they are often taught that Europeans "did"
things for America whereas Hisp U-un-I'did" things.' This is wrong. In the!

last.three years, we've had a oject to show Hispanic youth role models
within their own history of tremendously ways in which Hispanics have "done"
things for America.

Vernon: Biculturality is a park of what we're talking about here. Aspirations i

are surely Present within Hispanic youth, but the youth is being asked tb live
with hisculturekhile being constantly impacted in school and the b.roader-

--:-
occupational society by Angle culture. Any philosophical sitatement we make
must take th's into account.j The problem is one of getting American society
to QPEN UP OP 4111\.41TUNITIES FOR HISPANIC YOUTH. It's not that these youth lack

aspirations. Rather, it's a matter of their systematically being denied oppor- 14

tunities to move toward t/ their aspirations.

.

Olivia: Young, 'aspiring educational administrators get promoted as prQteges

of those now in power. This tends to deny opportunity for minority, persons.
Weneed a strategy to use the few minority persons, now in power to help other
minority persons move up in the system.

Ricardo P: AGREE. There is no effective "old boy network" in the Hispanic

community. For example, we recently had as Hispanic youth fired from his job
because his employer heard him speaking Spanish: The Supreme Court upheld th
employer on the basis that, since the employer owned the business, he could
make a requirement that all employees must speak English on the job if he chose

to do so.

6
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Ricardo P: We ought to look at the "American work. ethic" and see how - and
to what extent - it differs from values held by various kinds of Hispanic
communities.

NOTE: The "work ethic", in a classical form, contends that one owes' it to
others to work. Sometimes, this is expressed in each of the following ways:

"You owe it to your Creator to work. You were put on this
Earth in, order that you may, before you leave it, make the
World a better place than it was when you entered it. If

you do this, you willgo to Heaven. If you don't, you will
go to Hell." .

. .

"You owe it to your ountry to work. No great Nation survived
long after its citizens lost their Commitment to work. at

was true of Per4a; of Greece; of the Roman Empire; of Spain;
of France; andkof England. Thesre is no reason to believe the
USA is exempt from this historical pattern."

o."You owe it to ourself to work. Work is theol.e.ar.e.Z. possible

way eaQ;a of us for answering the questions t(a) Wh/do I
exist, and (bY o am I? Each of us is Icier. known to himself/
olierself and td others through the work that we do."

NOTE: Career 2tucation regards "work" as a human need, not as a societal
obligation as implied in the "work ethiC." To career ed advocates, work

represents the human need of ALL human beings to do, to achieve, to be
someone because I did something, to know that someone.needs me for some- thing,
to know that it makes a difference that I exist today, and that itwill be
important that I exist tomorrow. Career education, then is built around the
cencept'of work values rathelitthan the work ethic.

'Ricardo P: We Hispanics would say none of those things. Instead, We' would say,

"you owe it to your familyto work at something that will be espectable'and
not bring dishonor'" to your family".

a

Olivia: AGREE with Ricardo P. on the importance of the family .b I don't think

we would have any trouble selling the humanistic concept of "work" used by
career education to Hispani2 persons, but statements regarding the "work ethics! -
whereby one owes it to Creator and country to work - needs to be addressed.
There are basic value assumptions tied to these statements of the work ethic.
Working for a creator may conflict with other religibuS value systems, for
.example, thcAe Of oux Native American and Asian populatiolas. Also working for
the country assumes that all Americans are patriotic in relation to caree.s.
This assumption has clearly been emphasized by the Hispanics, and other minority

groups volunteering for the armed services as well as the data available to
\ prove that a significant number of medals of honor have been awarded to

N,
ispanics during World Wars and Vietnam. If we are going to include a plural-
ictphilosophy in career education, we'need to be sensitive to diverse;

di ant value systemS affecting a "wprk etha". ,

1
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Carolyn: AGREE ivith \Ricado P. on the importance of the family. For

if a member of a Hispanic's family becomes ill, the Hispanic person would
immediately leave his her job to take that family member to the hospital - NJ

even though the "boss' might object or fail to understand such actions.

Ricardo I: AGREE. Th 'emphasis,on FAMILY, within the Hispanic community,
does - because it moti ates Hispanic youth to stay close to their families
restrict career choices\ considered by many Hispanic youth.

\

Vernon: DISAGREE." ThelCmyth" that Latinos won't leave home in order to go
to college,,.;simply doesni\t apply wIleic I live.

Picard() P: DISAGREE WIT VERNON. It does influence both college attendance
tnd'choice of colleges.in my part of the country.

Jim: One of the reasons by Latinos have hesitated to leave the family
environment is because, e -ry time they'do sop, they run, into a hostile

environment. Career educa ion whould help Hispanic youth overcome this
,!hostile environment" and .ssist in developing a support sbcial,system
wherever they may settle as a family away from home.

Raul: My big question about\"work", no matter whether you want to speak of

the "work ethic" or "work va ues", is WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THERE IS NO WORK? For

example, 71 percent of Puert Ricans are on food stamps right now.

Rau: .We Hispanics hardly ev
Somewhere, careeiieducation m
'Anglo work environment.

r teach our people how to behave on the job.
st teach Hispanic youth how to behave in an

Vernon: AGREE. But we alto ha

Hispanic youth. Career Educati

e to teach the Anglo work environment about
n should help to do this as well.

Carolyn: To the Hispanic youth, how he/she is treated on the job is more
important than how much money he she is paid.

.

Carmen: AGREE. It's basically a question of job satisfaction. The qU'est...iLA

is, ARE HISPANICS MOPE PRONE TO ,4.1'EAVE THEIR JOBS IF THEIR CULTURE IS NOT

ACCEPTED than because of innate dissatisfaction with the JOB-ITSELF?

Olivia: This conversation is worrying me. WE NEED TO RECOGNIZE THAT INDIVIDUAL

DIFFERENCES APPLY TO HISPANICS EQUALLY AS WELL AS TO ALL OTAERS, WE SHOULDN'T,

"TYPE" HISPANIC YOUTH AS THOUGH THEY. APE ALL ALIKE.

Raul: Agree BUT this is not to say that differences don't exist, between
Hispanics and others in Such things as skin color, accents, etc. I don't

want in any way - to deny the concept of "individual differences" for

Hispanics. At the slime time, I do want us to recognize the tremendous challenge

facing us to desensitize Anglos about the obvious ways in which Hispanics differ

from them.
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Issue: How to tap and utilize resources of Hispanic business organizations,in
career education for Hispanic youth

Ricardo P: A monthly Hispanic magazine - NUESTRO - Published, about a year ago,
a list of this Nation's 100 most successful Hispanic business organizations.
That list would be a valuable starting.point for use in solving this issue. In_

addition, NUESTRO typically contains one or more profiles of ,Hispanic business
persons who have "made it" in the occupational society - a really good source
of role models.

1

Justino: AGREE. In addition, NUESTRO also contains a great deal bf current
news regarding what major National Hispanic organizations are doing. If

career education wants to link with National Hispanic organizations, this would
r

f
i

be valuable information to have.

Raul: There is also a booklet of Community Based Organizations that deals with
Hispanic community organizations-published by.Philip Morris. That booklet
does not; however, list Hispanic business organizations.

Maria: There is an organization of Hispanic professional engineers in New York
City that promotes careers in professional engineering for Hispanic youth.

Raul: There-is a SOCIETY FOR HISPANIC PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS with-a contact

persOn in the U.S. Department of Education.'
. ,

,

Ricardo I: International corporations have a very great need for bilingual

employees. They should be Very interested in helping to promote and Implement
Greer education efforts as a component of bilingual education.

/7 I

Maria: ,Titre IV-C, ESpA, did compile last year a preliminary list of business

organizations, Community Based Organizations', and Educatilkal organizations
with whom Title IV-C projects involvihg.Hispanic youth could make contacts.

Carolyn: InterAmerica has the NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION.

As part of this operation, they have authority to issue a subcontract which,

in part, is intended to link bilingual education with business organizations.

This subcontract - which will expire in September, 1981 - has not.yet been

awarded. Since it involves about $80,000, it would be very helpful to our,

efforts at career ed/bilingual ed linkages if that subcontract could be

awarded and successfully carried out.

Raul: The 1980 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act includes Title 1.1

"International Education". Within Title VI, the Hispanic Higher Education'

Coalition recommended establishment of 'OSA/MEXICO RELATIONS CENTERS. This

could, IF established, be used with a career education emphasis; wThe way

that the LATIN AMERICAN CENTERS now in existance operate is primarily in a .

mode that sees them taking from 7,rathbr than shaxing with - Latin America.

Justino: Undo Title VII, ther;'are also BILINGUAL SERVICE CENTERS. In New

York City,. we ar working with one of these Centers who will be putting on a

one-day "Career Fair" for Hispanic youth this Spring.

9
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Is there any kind of National Hispanic Business Organization now in existence?

Justino: The Commonwealth of ,Puerto Rico puts out a NATIONAL DIRECTORY. OF
PUERTO RICO ORGANIZATIONS - including business organizations.

Vernon: There is an organization*in Chicago called OMAR. This is an, adver74

tising/public relations firm that does a lot of research in the'HiS-Panic
community. They would, undoubtedly have very good ways of knowing about Hispanic

community values and about Hispanic business organizations.

Raul: The three major Hispanic business organizations to contact are:

LATIN AMERICA MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION - Manuel Calderas
Phone (in Washington, DC): (202) 467 -5803.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - Joe Flores Aw

Phone: (916) 44815777 Ar

V.S. HISPANIC CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - Nelson Rodriguez
-

Phone: (214) 358-3833

Issue: How to involve parents of Hispanic'youth in career education

Justino:, "Career education" isn't yet a "hclusehold term" among parents of

Hispanic youth. Parents bring their children to school with great expectations -
which typically, because of what the Education system does to these children
(and fails to do for them)(falls by the wayside in a few years. How can we

keep this initial parental enthusiasm up? At its roots, the whole issue4here -
'in terms of career education - is the fact that, for many Hispanic youth, parents

know there will be no JOBS at the end of the line.

Raul.: The network linkage system needs to be strengthened. Puerto Rico is

a good example. There, a number of higher education institutions exist which
are preparing Hispanic'youth for careers which, in fact, will not exist when

those youth graduate with theii degrees (i.e., Sociology, Psychology, Philosophy,

etc.)

Carmen: Wainguai Education' programs at the local school district level do all

have a PARENT ADVISORY COUNCIL. Such a Council could become a very valuable

resource for career education.

Jim: AGREE. 'Some of the active Councils carry messages to -1-1e school board

abOut all kinds of educatiOrial concerns. They also tend to become active in

other community affairs. One such parent is now traveling extensively through-

out the Southwest conducting training institutes. She is an active member of

a number of community organizations arid-has developed into an influential

political figure.

Olivia: In Arizona, we hold an Annual Bilingual Education Conference with a

very strong parental comfonent. We were to insert the topic of "career

education" into that State Conference, it would be necessary for the career ed

"types" to: 0111
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Have at least some of the presentations made ip Spanish

Establish a link between the formal Career Ed Organization(s)
in Arizona and our Arizona Association of Bilingual Education

Such contacts have not, to date, been made. CommunicatiRn is obviously a
hard thing to do, but somebody should take the initiative and do so in terms
of linking career ed in each State with the StAtes Bilingual EduCation Association.
HISPANIC YOUTH GROUPS - AS WELL AS PARENT GROUPS - NEED TO BECOME INVOLVED IN
SUCH LINKAGE EFFORTS.

Raul: The first thing,that needs to be done is to present parents with very
clear, simple information about career education. CLEAR COMMUNICATION IS
ESSENTIAL. Moreover, because many Hispanic palpnts work odd hours, meetings
with them may have to be scheduled for Saturdafs, evenings, or even Sundays.
Because many Hispanic parents are poor, it will also be necessary, in many
cases, to provide them transportation, babysitting services, etc., if you
expect them to attend a meeting to talk about career education/bilingual educa-
tion linkages.

Jim: It's been our experience that parent meetings conducted by parents them-
selves are the best. Parents are the best "trainers" of other parents. We've
identified a few parents in each region of Colorado; trained them and they now;
ire turn, serve as "trainers" of other parer s.

Justino: Former Congressman Badillo - who also served as Deputy Mayor in New
York City - initiated a program in the late 1960s under'which he brought profes-
sional business persons from Puerto Rico into New York City classrooms to visit
with Puerto Rican youth enrolled in the New York City Sphool.

Justino: There is a casette tape Cn the market called "BILINGUAL CAREERS."' I
have used 'it with parents to teach English as a Second Language. If lewere
refined and expanded, that idea could beta valuable one for consideration in
devising career ed programs for Hispanic youth.

Olivia: SESAMETREET has a kit%don'e in Spanish on CAREERS which is now on
filmstrip and vasealrp tapes for primary 49Tades that can be used for teacher

training.

Carmen: Could the ERIC Clearinghouse On Career and Vocational Education dissemi-
nate information on career education to/Hispanic Organizations? Could Hispanic

Organizations make presentations to the/National Advisory Council on Career

Education'?

Issue: Hc44 to use-career education as.a vehicle' for proving basic skills

through bilingual education for Grade 7-12 pupils

4rt: .Because, bilingual education has, in very recent years, been available to
K46 pupils, we face a different kind of problem in delivering career education
to K-6 Hispanic pupils than to those now in Grades 7-12 who, during,their
elementary school years, ,were deprived of the opportunity to participate in

bilingual education. As a result of bilingual education, the K-6 pupils have

11
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experienced a certain degree of success - and a resultant raising of aspirations
through consideration of his/her culture as part of the teaching /learning
procdss. This condition, cannot typically be seen for Hispanic youth now in
Grades 7-12..),/ The Grade 7-12 Hispanic student is, as of now, typically one
with very limited aspirations and quite prone to become a high school dropout.
Thus, the Grade 7-12 student is going to need a different approach to building,
aspirations - i.e., a remedial approach to building basic academic skills, self
confidence, etc, In career education for such students, we will need appropriate
materials for use with 'students along wiEih opportunities for parents to partici-
pate in career education efforts.

Ramon: Perhaps, in the short run, Grade 7 -i2 students are more appropriate to
\

concentrate on in career education, but K-6 pupils is the obvious long run
answer. There are two points to be made here:

We mush:t assume that "career education" is the only answer
for these Hispanic youth

Many Hispanic youth see school as a "dead end": It's pos,sible

that, if career education is pictured as something leading
toward a job "at the end'of the rainbow", it may motivate
Hispanic youth to learn more in school.

Vernon: Career education isn't going to improve basic academic skills - i.e.,
only instruction in the basic academic skills can 'do that. On the other hand,

career education may improve MOTIVATION of Hispanic youth to learn. The , -

question I %mould ask is how will we involve Hispariic values in this career
education effort so that it will have more meaning to Hispanic students.
Motivations are obviously the KEY to academic success of Hispanic youth. I've

already demonstrated that through my own teaching. Input of Hispanic expertst

will be essential/in building an effective career education plan for Hispanic

youth. The Hispanic point of view, of course, must extend to ALL of the

educational programs for such youth, not just that part known as "bilingual"
N.eiucation".The career education philosophy and materials, as it currently

exists, will have to change in ways that involve the Hispanic point of view.

-'/
. .

Ramon: We come back to how'We mdke school meaningful to the student. All the

career education in the world won't help if, when the youth leaves school,
%

society hasn't, changed so as to help that youth be better accepted by the

broader society. Obviously, we have.to change the environment as well as

provide career education to students. Can career education atla k this problem

on both fronts. simultaneously?
V. .

Justino: IF'caree`r ucation is a motivational vehicle - and I think it is -

..1.
th it behooves these who want to promote career edu6ation to transmit the
car er education concept to the trainers of teachers of bilingual education.

Those involved in bilingual teacher education efforts must be given knowledge
of how to infuse, career edlication into the teaching/learning process. This will

require more than simply "requiring" one or more courses in career education of
all prospettive bilingual'education teachers - i.e., the challenge is one of how
career education concepts are made an integral part of educational methods'courses

now existing for use in training bilingual education teachers.

12
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Olivia: The viability of the link-up we seek between bilingual education and
career .education rests with making sure that we don't attempt to picture
".career education" as a panacea for academic motivational problems facing
Hispanic students. Instead, career education must be properly viewed as only
one among several viable motivational vehicles for use by classroom teachers
with Hispanic student's.

Justino: ,The career education movement is really jUpt stating the obvious.
As one concerned about the education of Hispanic youth, I am faced with the
challenge of motivating that youth towards:

Learning the basic academic skills

Completing,high school

Remaining in the Hispanic community

I'can take students on a field trip into the SouthBronx where they can both

Learn about ,jobs

Raise their social consciousness

a

We need to look for ways to infuse a career e,clucation approach into the daily
work of the bilingual education teacher.

ir

Jim: Caner education could learn much from bilingual-education's."experiential
education" approach to the teaching,41earning process, from methods used by .

bilingual education for bringing the\home environment into the teaching/gearning
process, and from invol.ving parents in the teaching/learning process. Career

education - as information - is important BUT much more important is how such ,

information can most effectively be transmitted to Hispanic youth through
bilingual education.

Justino: In our bilingual education program, we,125 the best success when we
take Hispanic youth defield trips to business/in ry settings. Career educa-

tion is a natural extension of bilingual education'.

Ricardo P: Texas, we know that career education is working better in our
elementary schools than in our high schools at the present time.

Ricardo I: If we can agree that our goals in linking career education with
bilingual educe on include involving the Hispanic student in his community and
in his culture perhaps we could identify careers that Auld be in these areas.
Should we cone trate relatively more on careers that willieventually best help
the Hispanic stu ent improve his community?

Vernon: Na. We have to talk about all tareers, but, in dding so, recognize
that any career can be used by the Hispanic person - directly or indirectly
to improve the Hispanic community. OUr Hispanic kids aren't stupid. They

know that a Hispanic woman with a college degree will earn only 1/3 as much
as a white male with that same degree.

13
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Ramon: Are we going to predicate the variety of career choices made available

to Hispanic youth to careers that will provide direct help to the community?'

That, it seems .to me; is being much too narrow, Inlenoaster, Pennsylvania,

there was one Spanish Center that received money to rehabilitate si.pverhood
housing. 'This_project resulted-in doing several things at-the sa me'

Edbnomic incentives ,

Jobs

Neighborhood improvement

These were all of immediate benefit to the Hispanic community.

Vernon: Ideally, without,in any way limiting career choices Of Hispanic youth,
wejhould show hoW Hispanic youth, through any career they choose, can use
their skills and knowledge to improve the Hispanic community.

Jim: I know we'renot going to track our students so that, no matter what,

they will automatically feturn to the Hispanic commoity. Obviously, we want

to piomote andepfovide maximum freddom of choice. Every career holds potential

for returning benefits to our Hispanic communities. It's just second Mature to

us. For example, in the LULAC organization I wo4hed with in El Paso, we had

people employed in fields such as accounting, computers, etc. They had no

direct opportunity to improve their Hispanic communities through their jobs -

SO they did this community improvement in their leisure time - in addition to

their paid occupations.
a

Justino: AGREE. This is what we've done. the task is to convert this_
commitment from us to our students. This then, represents a new dimension of

career' education required to make it meaningful to Hispanic populations.

Raul :' What we're talking about is building a social commitmedeto our ethnic

group. I youldlike to see the career education materials to be used in accom-

plishing this. We need to be reu those materialsdbn't carry a message

that. the perfn has an obligation -, rather, that he /she, has an oppoitunity to

do so. .
. .

et1'
1

Vernon:

.

AGREE. We don't want these materiels to create guilt feelings Among,

Hispanic youth.

Olivia: AGREE. We are expecting
0

a commitment of Hispanic youth to their

communities but there has, to be some give on the part of broader society

etc() so that the .broader society will becou4 more receptive to king Hispanic

youth into their environments.

Ramon: In most smaller towns, different subcultures tend to be inwarlookingr-

i.e., they protect their community. Community commitment must be looked at in

this broader context of the total community - not just on the Hispanic elements

of that total community.

14
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Ricardo I: Nobody's going to HELP'Hispiinics more than Hispanics.

grstino: The concept of personal meaningfulness is very important to this

) "community involvement" idea. A career education approach can help here.
'Then things,are made better for.Hispanics in a given community, the whole

community is helped.`
0

Ricardo P: Which careers should be introduced to,14spanic pupils in elementary
schools? It might,be good to consider giving priority' to those careers where
Hispanics persons have, in the past, been most successful.

Vernon: DISAGREE. We need td expand - not,restrict - career choices fpr

Hispanic youth:
A

Ray.: The National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) has Itatistics
about what careers Hispanics have entered. By and large,` Hispanic's have entered

careers that are least expensive to enter.

Vernon: This is where career education can help - i.e., It can open up career

options for Hispanic youth.

Ramon:- I'm getting an imprpssion that public vocational high schlpols in the
last few years have become elitist - with long lines of applicants waiting to

enter. The number of minority persons in vocational schools has been very

small. It's ironic that, the betfter our vocational eduation schools have become,
the more they have moved toward excluding minority Arouth. If this is,a National

trend - and I suspect it is pne of --Eareer education's objectives should be to

. try to increase options for minority youth in vocational educat,ion....

Ricardo P: DISAGREE. At least, if we look at postsecondary, vocational/technical
schools, I don't see Minority youth being discriminated against in Texas.

Justinp: Historically, what's wrong was that minority youth were perceived at

being better at "working with their hands" than in.'woxking with'their heads".

Now, it's recognized that vocational/technical, training can,pay off fir many'

youth. That option, 0o, must be left open for Hispanic youth. A

/
f

Idea: Where do we go groin here? Recommendations for the Departitent of Education
4 4

Raul: Study and review with Gil Chavez the Spanish initiatives that have been

-set forth in the Department of Eductation. See where the Office of Career

Education could fit in, for example,.in

Use of consultants

Rules and regulations

Vernond We're taAiing about a possible HISPANIC COMA'SSION 'ON CAREER EDUCATION.

Q

Raul: it's possible that, if the Office of career Education'would work with

Gil, this could be done.

15
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Vernon: Perhaps we need a State by State needs analysis of career education
for Hispanics.

Justino: I've been involved in career education for the.last 6-7.years. This

,
is the first .time I've ever-had a chance to get involved in discussing this 4 .

area with 'my Hispanic colleagues. We should use the three mini-conferences for

Hispanics in this series as the base knowledge needed - not simply to create
some new body to "study the problem further". The basic concerns of Hispanics

in career education will surely be pretty completely expressed by the time
these three mini-conferences are concluded.

Olivia: It would be very helpful if, after this series of three mini-conference
notes have been studied by, Gil, if Gil would communicate his own. thougbts to

alb parti.W.pants.

. Ramon: NABS has 10 Special Inteest Groups - one of them is "vocational educa-

tion". . Contact should be made with the Chairperson of that group - Allen

aurwitz, Fitchbui-g State College' (Massachusetts). Each Special Interest Group

(SIG) has "x" number of slots,in their program for the NABE National Convention.
Perhaps bneof these could go to career education..

1

J stino: I've been attending these voc ed workshops at NABE. Most of the

articipants are not Hispanics. It might behoove NABE to expand this interest

group so that it could Ve called "career education" - with "vocational education"

being only onecomponent of the SIG.

e
Ramon: Each SIG has/d lot of 'autonomy.

Ismael: Rod Cruz will be presenting a paper on "Career Education In Bilingual
Education" at the NABE National Convention this ,'ear in Boston.

Rod: I've written a paper on "Bilingual Career Education". One of my premises

is that Bilingual Education and Career Education4'should go hand in hand., A .

second premise is that bilingual vocational training much as it is needed

has been overemphasized for linguistic minorities. Career Education is needed

among minority persons even more than among Anglos.

Ramon: Rod's presentation will be as one of NABE's "concurrent sessions ". It

may get published in the Conferente Proceedings - or it may not be.

Rod: I'm going to emphasize that OCE should be, teaming up with the Office of

Bilingual Education.' For example, there should be joint mini-conferences
sponsored and conducted jointly by OCE and Bilingual Education.

Vernon: One thing that could,be done is for OCE to make sure, you have systematic

Hispanic.input into all "Career Education National Conferences. SeCOnd, OCE

g'.11Ould seek to help Hispanic organizations link with other National community

organizations currently working with career education.

Ramon: ,We have seen to many situations where a Hispanic is put on a project

"just for shOw". That doesn't appeal to me. We have to be involved if we're

going to be asked.

16
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Jim: We should assume that career education materials for bilingual education
will be translated,in terms appropriate for various Hispanic groups.

Ramon! Structurally, Spanish is Spanish. Govd-§panish is good-Spanish. We

dOnit need three "translations" - one for Cubans, one for Puerto Ricans, and

one for Mexican-Americans.

Jim: If OCE is-to talk with Bilingual Education, there should be some way of
distributing the resulting- materials to bilingual education associations.

Ramon: Nationwide communications could be Made through NABE newsletters.
Regionally, the EDAC (Evaluation, Dissemination, C Assessment Centers) funded
by Title VII, ESEA could also help on this.

A

Ramon: The NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION 'should also be
involved-in this communication effort for making the biliAgual education/
career education "connection". ,

17
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Issues Raised by Participants:

1. How to build a better working relationship with educators.
4

ob

2. 'How to most effectively suppleffient the efforts of educators not sup-
plant them in Meeting career edutation needs of Hispanic youth.

How to solve the definitional differences between voc ed and career ed
for Hispanic youth and for educators.

4. How to keep from threatening eduoators_with involveMent of community
organizations in school settings.

5. How to infuse a career ed involvement of community organizations so

that it's incorporated into the total school program.

6. .flow to gain academic credit.for students who participate in the program.

7. How to develop coopepetive linkages between OCE, schools, cdgMunity or-
ganizations, familieS, and the Hispanic youth culture.

' 8. How to. relate career goalswith other life goals. tr.X: ;1"1

9. How to overcome sex stereotyping in career ed of Hispanic youth while
respecting the cultural heritage.

10. How to raise career aspiratiOns of those Hispanic youth from low socio-
economic backgrounds.

11. How to provide4'effective career ed for first generation Hispanic youth.
. .

12. How to get effective careered for very young Hispanic childrip - i.e.,
not waiting until the junior/senior high school years.

13. How to make career ed more exciting to Hispanic kids..

14. How to make career ed more simple in its delivery so that community
persons can become more involved,.

15. How to get effective career role models for, use in career ed of Hispanic
youth.

, .

16. HoW to emphasite productive use of leisure time as part
1

of
,-,
career ed for

.

Hispanic youth.

,

17. How to stilve the urban/ruivl transition problems related to career edu-
cation for Hispanic youth. >._ 1

Discussion of Issus

Issue: How to infuse a career ed involvement of comity organizations so
that its incorporated into the total school program

19
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Maria: I've found schools willing AD accept our career ed program
because the school had no financial commitment to it. They just give

'tfs space. We bring in the resource persons, provide career ed. workshops,
take kids on field trips, etc. My worry is what will happen when our
Federal funds disappear? In San Juan and in Conneticut, schools give
youth academic credit for our program. Thus, it may continue to exist
there but, in other cities, this isn't done.

Shirley: There are tw.o basic issues here:

As community organization support to keep an effort going, and
%

school system suppor:.

`Both must be considered.

Maria: Community organizations need funding sources in order to exist.
They can't continue without support. When Federal funding sources fail
to exist, the community organization's support must also disappear. The
question I'm asking is, "will the schools continue this effort using their
own ,resources ?"

I

Dave: There is a body of evidence that career ed works with whi e middle-
class youth but thefe's no comparable body of evidence to indicat that

* it works for Hispanic youth. We need to be sure of what the career ed
effort for Hispanic youth will consist of. Given that, what would then be
needed is tinterest the community. One of the ways that could help.'here
would be to go to other.community elements outside the school system
and urge them to support a sustaining effort. For example, a local indus-
try might become interested, as might local leaders of Hispanic oroaniza-$
tions. Such groups should be interested if we have, in fact, a viable
way of getting "career" help to Hispanic youth. In addition, we can think
of using political forces to mount a sustaining effort. The point is, we
need to make it hard for the school system to simply announce that "we're

....jdropping. this career ed effort".
. ,

.

Maria: We have a lot o community groups now who meet with our Boards of
Education. When this happens, we always talk about the positive things
we've accomplished. When we met with our local Superintendent of Schools,
we found him supportive of our program but then he always talks about the
school "budget" and how limited it is. At this time, we are working with
Freshmen - rather than Seniors as we first were asked to do. by USDOL - and
can use data about our successes in reducing high "school dropouts to address
Board of Education members. Such figures can certainly be used in budget
meetings to help demonstrate that our program is an "investment", not a"
"cost".

/
If

Dave: AGREE. Each school program must be related to the school budget.

Maria: Everything we do now involves the regular school staff - at least
they're invited to participate with us. This is helping us get some
visibility with staff persons in the schools . Teachers who go with us on field
'_rips have a pretty goOd concept of career ed. They do incorporate some of
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the field trip learning into their lesson plans. English teachers have been _

the best. Math and history teachers. haven't been nearly as effective.

Ted: In one of our local high schools, we've found that when we call kids
out of classes, we sometimes only get 1 orlOyids we've asked for. . The
teachers don't want to let kids out of their classes and we don't _blame

them. The school counselors.- obviously limited in the time they have are

also threatened by our efforts to help kids in career exploration. To solve'

these dual problems, we are now beginning to set up some career exploration
courses which high school kids can choose as an elective course - with that

course being taught by the school counselor. By doing this; we hope to re-

duce both teacher and counselor resistance to our efforts.

Ted: In our career effort,'we're now concentrating on helping both industry
and'schools answer the "What's ih it for me?" question with respect to

working with us. We're getting good cooperation so long as neither schools '

. nor industry see either:

An increasedwork 1T d, or

An increase, in their hard dollar budget, Schools are

cutting down on the numbers of counselors they employ
now, but the counseling needs of youth are just as

great or even greater than they ever were. Thus,

schools do need us more now. They know they can't do

it by themselves. The principle of making it a total

community effort with the community sharing in both
the credit for success and the blame for failure is

wining wider acceptance.

Shirley: How do schools get career ed funds? Shouldn't teacher education

institutions be involved if career ed is to be implemented?

*Maria: We've been invited - as a community organization to participate

in P.L. 950207 (career ed) inservice education for educators next year.
BUT, even though we will do that; it won't help much in terms of our
basic problem -*i.e., how to incorporate our program into the education

system once Federal funds are gone. Our participation in the school

system's career ed inservice activities is a "band aid" approach but in no

way a "cure".

Gladys: Our o anization could help as an advocacy grdup - through spon-

soring colmunity meetings where we can help community members understand

what career ed is. If community members understand, they could become an

effective lobbying group.

Maria: I think, that's an. excellent idea. I hadn't thought about linking

with your group, Gladys, in gaining community support for our in school

career ed effort,

Ted: With parents of younger children, we mass mail out career/college in-'

formation so that the parents will have some basic information for use in

visiting with their children. If we keep mailing these m4terials year after

year, parents will eventually read them - and use them!
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Shirley: The media could be used to reach parents and other community persons
and enlisting their support for career ed.

Maria: We find we
mailings. Parents
"career" problems
to talk about such
ORGANIZATIONS SUCH
CARER ED EFFORT.

can reach HiSpanic parents better by radio,than by mass
respond by calling our organization to talk about the
their children are having BUT they won't call the schools
problems. ,THIS IS ONE SPECIFIC WAY IN WHICH COMMUNITY
AS OURS CAN BE EFFECTIVE "PARTNERS" IN A TOTAL COMMUNITY

Issue: How to overcome sex stereotyping in career education of Hispanic
youth while still respecting the cultural heritage

Shirley: MANA (Mexican American Women's National Association) is an advo-
cacy group for Mexicarican women. Women are held in a different esteem
in the.klexican-American culture which can be both an asset and a liability.
In our culture, there are "male roles" and "female roles". With the economic
system now demanding, more and more, that women work in paid employment, a
change in community attitudes toward women is obviously needed - and must be

met. Sex stereotyping is a problem that starts in the dome and extends to°
the community in general.'

When I deal with parents of young children, I find its easier to convince
them to give a boy a doll or a girl a tool set if you state the reasons
for doing so in normal human development terms rather than mentioning any-
thing about,pcssible eventual carPrir choices. In the Mexican-American cul-
ture, sex stereotyping campaigns are more resisted by men than by women.

In terms of-career ed, sex stereotyping is an especially great problem when
it involves questions of upward career mobility for Mexican-terican women.

MQxican-American home, kids are taught a lot of good work habits but
they are NOT taught nearly enough about how to move 122, in the ocdupatidnal-

society. We have to work with the family as well as with the student.

Maria: With Puerto Ricans, its the same in some ways but different in other

ways. Puerto Ricans came to the USA in the 50s and 60s in order to find

jobs. It was easier for women to find jobs in New York (in the garment in-
dustry) than for men to find any kind of job. Now, with the second and third

generation Tuerto Ricans, girls are interested in considering a wide variety
of careers, but the cultural pressure to become married and to raise children

is still there. Men and women have always wOrked in the Hispanic family
but the unmarried Hispanic female has not met the cultural expectations of
being married and raising children - and so does not fulfill,the complete

cultural expectation.

George: We've studied various sub-groups of Hispanic youth. There are dis-

tinct differences in rural versus, urban families in Puerto Rico. In the

,rural family, the traditional stereotypes of "proper" family pores still

exists - but not so*much in the urban Puerto Rican family.

David: Socioeconomic, geographic, and educational levels create great dis-
parities among subgroups of Hispanics - jtist as they do in any other sub-

culture. To try to attempt any kind of generalization as applicable to all
Hispanic persons, will limit the effectiveness of the programs which one
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tries to implement.

Shirley: There are special, problems of sex stereotyping among Hispanics
that do differentiate them from the general population.

George: AGREE. As an exampfe,:there is a new Health Careers film showing
a Hispanic female M.D. talking to a Hispanic girl about her possible in-
terest in becoming an M.D.. When the M.D. suggested that the girl talk
with her mother about this career interest, the M.D. dropped her head.
That is a Hispanic - not an Anglo concept and custom.

Maria: The stereotype of the Hispanic family.as a close knit group isn't
a stereotype" - i:e., its a FACT!

George: AGREE: This gives community organizations such as ours an added
opportUnity to be effective in cieliveringccareer ed to Hispanic youth.

Shir "ley: The only way I've over sex stereotyping is throligh stubbornness

and,persistance. 5

Maria: Its not going to stop me at all. I'M ambitious, I have goals( and
am working to meet them. My family is very proud of me in my profesSional

life. The problem is, they still worry about my personal life.

Gladys: We Hispanics think and talk too,much about our culture but when
we really want to get somewhere`- we do get there! It really isn't much of

a problem. I've always been encouraged to be whatever I want to be. We
have a tendency to overemphasize how Our culture is holding us back when,
in fact, it really isn't.

Shirley: It hasn't affected me, but it surely is affecting many rural Mexi-
can-American families more than Anglo families of similar socioeconomic
status. Sex stereotyping- is a special problem for __Hispanicwo_men_i7 at least

for many of them`

Maria: It doesn't work to present non-traditional jobs to Hispanic women.
In our culture, "progress" is defined in terms'of "clean, white collar"
work. We can't suggest to our Hispanic girls that they should seriously
consider becoming an "auto mechanic" or a "telephone repairperson". Progress

in our culture isn't measured by how much money one makes but, rather, by

. how clean the,work is.

Shirley: With Mexican-American families, being "happy with your job" isn't

the NO. 1 thing. The "NO. 1" thing is the status of your occupation.

Maria: The Anglo-American can feel free to Ohoose any occupation he/she

wishes. As a Hispanic, on the other hand, I must try to counter the ex-
pectations of society in general that Hispanics are best suited to do the

blue collar jobs. Thus, I refuse to choose a blue collar job or I would

be reinforcing that societal stereotype. That is onelof the reasons why

. status ts so important among Hispanics.

eorge: DISAGREE: lin ifly family, it really didn't matter to my parents

what their children did in terms of careers. In terms of stereotyping,
.. b
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the thing we should do is show ALL careers to both malesand females.
It would unfair for us to do,otherwise. After all, most Hispanics are
still "strangers" - "visitor," in the U.S.

Issue: How 'to raise career aspirations of thosl Hispanic youth from low
socio-economic backgrounds

David: This problem *plies one's total pattern of living. It's hard
to raise the aspirations of1a youth with a low self-concept. We would have
to start very early in life by working with the family before the child
enters school. -Poverty is a state of mind - not only a condition of
lack of dollars! We are speaking here about attitudes, i.e., "career
aspirations" are part of a much broader problem. If you had a "career
week" that went from morning to night, it wouldn't be enough to raise
career aspirations much.

Maria: In the Puerto Rican culture, there is a fatalism that says "IF YOU
ARE POOR, YOU WILL ALWAYS BE POOR". It also says "THAT'S WHAT Gtkp WANTS
FOR ME". It's very real. When me try to help these kids see themselves
in a positive, optimistic light it's very difficult to overcome this
fatalism. It's a very difficult goal, though obviously a very important one.

Tek, The welfare needs and immediate needs of low-income people is that
they become secure with receiving $400 a month plus $200 in food stamps.
If a youth in that family goes to college and receives money to subsidize
his/her college attendance, the total amount of money going to the house-
hold is increased - which means, most often, that the food stamp allocation,
of $200 per month is decreased.- The family, because of its low economic
status, needs the youth to go out and work NOW so that more money can come
into the home. If the youth attends college,, he/she not only fails to bring
more money into the home, but, in addition, may actually cause'less money to
come into the home. Is it any wonder that some low socio-economic level
Hispanic families discourage raising career aspirations of their children?
They can't afford for their children's aspirations to become so high that
they want to attend college.

George: There is a defeatist attitude in existence among many low income
Hispanic persons. Given this, it's easy to see why high cakrer aspirations

tare seldom evidenced and difficult to encourage.

George: We try to get out of this kind of difficulty in our program with
a parent surrogate -.guppowt,system. For example, there is.a youngster
who grew pp in my nieghborhood who dropped out of high schopl BUT his
older brother, serving as a surrogate, induced him to join the Army. His

parents were separated so his brotgeirgave him this needed encouragement.
I've often, seen very strong Hispanic women raise their children b_y_
themse es. This is not to say they can raise their career aspirations.

Maria: e probabilities are that a single-parent Hispanic home is a
posit' e role model for the youth in that home.

George: The "extended family" concept is also a set of positive career
role m els here., This is one way of raising career aspirations..
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Positive reinforcement is very important if career aspirations are
be raised. Whenever an aspiration-isrstated, we need to reinforce it.

Maria: Another alternative is to meet with school counselors in an attempt
to\make them more aware of the Hispanic culture. Unless they understand
that culture, they will have difficulty in their attempts to raise career
aspirations of Hispanic youth. 4

George: We-need to develop alternative learning opportunities for our
students. Where the educator works for a CBO, the CBO has some control over
this situation. When teachers can see kids getting a fair shake, they
like it. The basic thing.is to start with an assumption that the kid
IS worthwhile. The problbm is one of finding appropriate career explora-
tion sites. SER can do this, but it's a very expensive program - 65% of
the funds required go for paying stipends to,the participating youth who,
because they are poor, really need this stipend money. Other major expenses
are mostly associated with creating and sustaining community linkages,
and with the low teacher/pupil ratio of 25:1.and the low counselor/pupil
ratio of 40:1. We are now trying to find more local contributors to match
Federal funds in an attempt to 'lower the total Federal cost. Increasingly,
we find ourselves depending on our local PIC Councils.

Maria: We're going to seek local community matching for our Federal d lars

this year. Next year, we hope that the Board of Education will pick our
program when our Federal funds disappear. In New Jersey, our local PIC
Council seems to be a very likely source of good help for us.

Te\ We realize that-no single company/industry will give us very much
mon y so we use a"consortium approach" of asking each for some money and

then pooling the funds we receive in a single "pot": Most successful
career persons in the community are willing to volunteettheir time to

411

go into schools and talk with young _kids about their "career" problems.
That doesn't cost any hard dollars - and much of the "cost" of career ed
is of this type. Still, t'o get the effective "glue" to hold the total.
effort together as a community effort does require SOME had dollars,
and we need to find them somewhere.

Issue: Can career ed contributions of-Hispanicscommunity organizations
best be done as: al an alternative delivery system to school efforts,

b) a "partner" with the schools, or e) a supplemental source Of financial/

personnel assistance in the schools?

Maia: In order to change a system - like' 'Education you'must become

a part of that system. Ai an "outsider", I must meet the education
system's certification requirements. Having done so, I'm now welcomed
because I bring in services BUT I'm not really a part of the school system.
If Federal funds for my program were to last, say 10 years, perhaps the
school system wouldincorporate us in, its structure, but, if Federal funds,
stop now, the school,system will drop us. Let's say, for example, the
block grant structure comes through under arrangements whereby the school

system co d elect, if they chose to do so, to.use part of their block .

grant mon to support our services. They might choose to do so if we

have bee ound for years, but they're unlikely to do so if we've been around

for only two years.
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Ted: One policy, if block g nts come along, is that minority organizations

should be represented on e Board that decides how to distribute those
fdnds. That's pretty much the way it operates now. Right now, our organi-

zation receives a combination of Federal funds and private sector contri-
butions no State or local education funds. This is the IDEAL i.e., we

don't have to be accountable to theelocal school district. If we were,

our freedom to help Hispanic kids would be curtailed. To receive money
from a local school district would mean we would have to meet the school
system'sc needs not the community's needs. We would have destroyed,
the baSic rationale for having a COMMUNITY BASED ORGANIZATION.

el
Maria: Our Hispanic youth will still be enrolled in schools long'after
Federal funds are cut. How will these students be served then? Our Centers,

as a CBO, cost about $12,000 each per month to run now. If we were a part

of the school system, the cost would be.much less - i.e., the school would
be supplying the space and overhead and would have tp pay only for 2 or 3
additional counselors.

Ted: Our community organization doesn't want to be ,apart of the school

system. After all, it's the teachers and counselors in that system who
Hispanic kids want to get away from! The kids are glad to see us when we

come into the schools. We come in all day 1 - 2 days per week in urban
'settings - or, in smaller rural school districts, perhaps only 1 day every

2 3 weeks. The rest of the time, we're back in our offices, Our main in-

terest is getting assistance to Hispanic youth who want to go to college or

some other form of postsecondary education,

Shirley: I'd like to think our total services. to Hispanic youth would be a
more complete experience extending far beyond simply supplying information.
Assistance in using that information is also needed. Career ed must begin

in early childhood. A continuous system of active assistance is needed.
Right now, my "IDEAL" for MANA would be to put pressure on the school
system to better meet the career ed needs of Hispanic youth. MANA would

like to participate on a career ed advisory board, but not as a service de-

livery system foe- career education.

Ted: The LULAC Division of Educational Services is a service delivery
system, but one that works better'if not a part of the formal Education

system.

Shirley: AGREE: If you're on ;the inside Of the school system, it's much

harder to object to some of what's going on in that system.

Maria: ,DISAGREE: I can't change the school system from the outside. My

goal is to change the existing Education system. ' f

David: The problem is that different communities will have differentLeeds.

What's appropriate in one place won't be appropriate in another. th,my,

"IDEAL", I think the Education System can change BUT change can - and'should-

'take place at the community and home/family levels as well. We can't think

abopX change/ONLY'in terms of the school system. The thing to identify'now

is what are,the parameters of change. Ultimately, the "IDEAL" would be to

seek change both inhe-Educatio

/

system and in the community.
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Career-education is seen within the context of its interaction with the
Soolo-economic characteristics.of the client population, the 'academic
development of the client, economic and market trends, the psychological
and attitudinal variables of the client, and,Government policy at the
Federal, state, -and Local levels.

The career education process can be implemented at different levels of in-
dividual, family, kganizStional, and community. Each level may have speci-
fic needs and may require specific strategies and prograffis to be implemented.
All of the variables mentioned here interact with the resources available'
(finanCial, human, technical) to deve*p viable programs.

The role of Hispanic organizations in the career education process will vary
depending on the organization and. their respective communities. Within the
context of the variables discussed, each organizati- will have different
needs and priorities. A schematic representation of the interaction of the
variables discussed is presented in the following'figure:

Figure A
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Gladys: Different communities have different needs. Both the.education

systet and-:the community need to be changed. my organization can create

facilities for community persons - including parents - to meet. We're not

a direct delivery system.

David: penever you deal in Human Services, you always have to. specify:

The client,

The community, and

The s'eritices to be delivered.

Gladys: Not all school boards have the proper balance of membership so'as.
'to be4414:.to'represent the'total community.

7i

Maria: IDEALLY, edUcational 'change is needed - including changes that result
in putting CBO representatives on the school board. 4his is what we would hope to'
work toward so that school programs offered by CBOs become 'incaxporated.in

the regualar school program.

Attk.
Ted: Once you'slart receiving'funds from the school district, you are no

longer representing the community. Instead, you are just part of the, school

system, and remember, the school system doesn't represent the COMMUNITY.
I'd like to see the day school systems have a good career ed program,
but that wouldn't take the place of community organizations who represent
the comm ity. The total COMMUNITY must take responsibility for the
COMMUkT career' ed program.

,

0

Shirley: It would be ideal if 'opportunities existed for career education to
begin either as a COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION.EFFORT or as a SCHOOL SYSTEM EFFORT -

but it should wind up being both., Resenrces are going to be,a key part of

the answer in the years, just ahead.

Ted: LULAC Education CentO.crsQ,zio try to be represented on Education ComMit-

tees but LULAC, in general, is involved in all kinds of community concerns

in addition to those associated with the Education system - e.g., water

system problems, Avil rights problems, etc.

Ted: The LULAC Education system is concerned about education as preparation,,

for work. We try to get the'edUcatioh system to change .cp,:t.ids will be

better prepared for the jobs that a're out there. For example, part of the

Space Center wild soon be moving to Colorado Springs. We want jobs there

filled by youth and adults who now reside in Colorado Springs - not by

outsiders who areg"imported" there with the kinds of °skills needed.,

rssue: How to make career ed more exciting for Hisptriic youth

Ted: We hit on this some yesterday when we talked about the use of media.

Just talking abouticareer ed and assing:outbrochures to kids isn't very

exciting to them.

Gladys: Bringing adult role models from the Hispanic community in to talk

with young children would be exciting to Hispanic youth. '
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Shirley: With Very young Hispanic children, we can point out "this is what

various workers contribute to their communities".

Maria: The content of career ed will be just as excitingto Hispanic kids
as 'to any other kids. The important point is who presents it not what's

presented.

Ted: Lots of Hispanic kids-would be interested, for example, in police
work BUT they don't know - if we don' tell them that you have to take Grp

a test in order to get a job as a police officer.
TO

Maria: For Hispanic youth, the home /family, structure must be an important
part of any_fareer education effort. In the urban setting, the Hispanic kids
are learning\to be "street-wise. Their career options have to tie into

their home and family structure. For example, if the kid thinks he wants. to 0

be a drug pusher or a police officer or a teacher we would ask him to
consider each of those choices and relate them to the home/family Structure.

George:. We Worked with 250 Puerto Rican kids. last Summer in Puerto Rico,
The home/family structure was very important the're. I'm not sure if this

would apply to Other Hispanic groups or not.

George: To make career ed,,more exciting to Hispanic youth, we should try to
place the 1p in some kind of job just as quickly as we'possibly can. In Puerto

Rico, we /had more pa nt Involvement thapt fn any other place. In the USA, V

we didn't see the " gic" of the home/family structure that we saw in Puerto

Rico

Maria: We have found the same thing. .Our program worked better in Puerto

itico than it did-in New York. There's an apathy in New York that's not in

Puerto Rico. ,

David: To make career ed exciting, you need to look at characteristics of

kids.
>,

0
0

George: In Miami, it would be iaportarA that some kind of tangible place-

ment.be involved.

David:, AGREE1
setting, found
company has a
appeal!

As an example, one girl in our program, when taken to a work
that, if she enters the company as an entry, level worker, the

plan where they would pay her` college expenses. That has

Geoge:. Uniforms seem to appeal to Hispanic youth. For example, in ohe

proiect where we worked with Sears, we gave each "intern" a special jacket ,

and button. This turned them on. In addition, you can expect anything
\-A

that involves "hands on" activities to appeal to Hispanic youth.

Maria: The basic thing that would make career ed exciting to Hispanicekids

is to involvecHispanic persons in the'delivery system. The activities of

career ed in-and of themselves - don't haye to be any different than for

any other kids.'

Ted: We need our information to get to parents as' well as to kids if

career ed is to be effective for Hispanic kids.



.)
David: It would be a good idea to circulate information about successful
current career ed efforts now in place for Hispanie-k-ids in various Qmmunities.
If such information ould be collected, it,could be widely distributed to

and through Hispan unity organizations. It could be mesented in the

form of a publicati which would include a description of the career edu-
cation effort and model programs which have been proven effective not'only
for Hispanics, but for other populations as well.

Shirley: AGREE: Our organizations would distribute it ,nationally.

George: AGREE: So would ours. We have a National conference each year for

our Directors. They are looking for some "how to do it" models. They would

really use this kind of information.

Ted: ,AGREE: Just because such examples would show no current involvement

with Hispanic CBOs wouldn't be discouraging to such organizations.

Ted: We have a LULAC Education Center in Miami. I'm not sure they know

about-career ed resources in that area. When you look at the LULAC struc-

ture, you,will see we have 43 State newsletters, a National Newsletter,

and a National magazine. We have 32,000 LULAC mk:Mbeis. We could get
exemplary. career ed practices out to many persons from the Hispanic community.

George: We have an alternative school in D.C. I don't know if it relates

to - og works with - the D.C. school's career ed program now in any way.

Maria: Educational feform would be possible in D.C. if you tie into the D.G.

career ed program and make the school feel that what you are doing is an in-

tegral part of their total career ed effort.

George: DISAGREE: We don't have that kind of rapport. We want autonomy

the freedom to provide educational services to Hispanic youth in our way.

We can negotiate, for example, with the private sector in ways that the D.C.

school system cannot: Granted, I do see a need to change the school system

BUT this isn't what we are supposed to do with our Dept. of Labor funds.

George: Our concern is institutional change through our alternative school

program. We can make eventual institutional change in the school-systeth in

this way. In ouY plan, we will eventually develop the private sector in

ways that will actually put Hispanic kids to work. It's a long and compli-

cated process to irlement ourtotal institutionalization effort.

r- Ted: If Education goes to block grants, there's no assurances that school

officials will do anything for Hispanic youth.

George: AGREE: That's why we, as a CBO, try to get parents on school

boards., We couldn't do that if we were an integral part of the school

system. That's why its better to keep CBOs independent of the school

system itself.
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ilagrIssues Raised by Participants:

ti
1. How to ue career education as a vehicle &Ir combating the 50 %.dropout rate.

2% How to initiate and increase dialogue between the Hispanic community and
educators.

3. How to overcome suspicion among Hispanics that career education is aimed
at tracking Hispanics toward vocaltonal education.

4. How to incorporatp Hispanic persons into the economic system in ways that
broaden'career opportphities for Hispanic persons.

5. How to use career education as a vehicle for motivating Hispanic youth
toward higher career aspirations.

6.(Bow to increase the ability of'counselors in Education to better serve the
career counseling needs of Hispanic youth.

7. How to make the definition of career ed - that includes unpaid work -
meaningful.

8. How to expand the concept of "community" in the definition of career
education. 4%r"

9. How 10 identify and publicize exemplary career ed efforts for Hispanic
youth-

10. How to help teacherS of Hispanic youth acquire inservice education
required to infuse careen education into classrooms.

11. How to incorporate carjerseducation efforts of organizations such as Aspira
into sdkool system career education efforts,

,

12. How to provide effective career education to limited English speaking children.

13. How to provide effective career ed.to adult Hispanic persons in communities.

s4. How to involve Hispanic persons themselves in determining their career ed
needs.

15. How to.provide incentives for teachers to link better with the tote*,
community in career ed - including work on curriculum development.

16. How to get more teacher involvement in developing career education strategies.

4
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17. What's the differenpe between career education and just "good teactiing".0
. ,

18. R5w to use career education to sensitize and humanize the education system
in ways helpful to Hispanic youth.

: N
19. How)to broaden career opportunities for Hispanic youth beyond those

available through thei4, own families..

20. How to do effective outreach for Hispanic adults in adult education that
includes a career education emphasis.

21. How to develop career education policies for Hispanic persons that take the
diversity of orientations into account.

4

22. How to provide equitable career education to Hispanic Youth reared in
inner cities vs. those who come to the USA at, say, Age 10, c

*s,
23. How to develop career ed models that w ork for migrant Hispanic yopth.'

24. How to increase Hispanic representation in making Education policy.

25. How to overcome institutional barriers that prevent Hispanics from becoming
more involved in career education.

I

Discuskan of Issues

Issue: How to increase Hispanics representation in making Education
policy

. Pablo: Ther4 has to be an educational process in the Hispanic community that
mqves from rhetoric to action in designing grassroots local efforts to inflUence
educational policy% We could start in communities with signifi,cant numbers of
Hispanic persons in communities where, say, 60% of the population is ,Hispanic.

r but there are no Hispanics on the Board of Education.' Faced with such a situation,
our operational question would then be WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT THIS SITUATION?

. We need to understand the "politics of politics" before we can act in ways
that get us into the decisionmaking process. Once we begin thiS process, we
sill then build a strong grassroots constituency that will-begin to affect
au community institutirls - including the Education system.

o

Henry: For many understandable reasons, the Hispanic community has had to focus
on immediate crisis situations rather than fundamental community issues. We are
reaching the point where were starting to become involved in such fundamental
issues.

4
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Bill: What's needed is to identify where policy is made and then try to
intercede_there. For_examole, if there is a problem with a teacher,, we should go

to the Superintendent of Schools - not to the teacher. Is the principle of
'.'REDISTRIBUTION OF. THE PAIN" that Martin Luther King talked about. We usually

haven't gone to this kind of ultimate source. This is what we should do.

Rafael: How can we take advantage of the Federal role in career education
to influence significant educational decisionmakers?

Pablo: Hispanic persons, generally speaking, don't now belong to the 16 National

community organizations now involved in careered "partnershiRs". Any monograph

developed from this -series of miniconferences for Hispanic organizations
should be printed bilingually for distribution throughout the Hispanic community.
It could then be a tool for helping Hispanic persons become more involved in

. career education.

Bill: Despite the alarmingly low literacy rate of Hispanic persOns, the first
educational effort the Hispanic community got behind was Bilingual Education.
No one has been able to Show the Hispanic community where they intersect
with career education.

Grizel: DISAGREE. Hispanic community organizations have been doing career
education because other aspects of the community haven't pFovided

adequate career ed for Hispanic Persons. Certainly, the Education system

hasn't. Neither have traditional community youth organizations such as the
Boy Scouts or the Girl Scouts,. for Hispanic youth, that is.

Grizel: We have to find methods of reaching the private sector and get them
more supportive of career education efforts for Hispanic youth as provided

by community organizations such as Aspira. In these times, before Aspj.ra can

face the question of "HOW CAN WE WORK WITH THE EDUCATION SYSTEM?", we need to
face - and answer - the question "HOW CAN ASPIRA SURVIVE IN THESE TIMES OF
DRASTIC REDUCTION OF FEDERAL FUND ?" Why is it, in community after community,
that the Boy- Scouts get 3 times as much support - in terms of dollars - from
the private sector than does Aspira?

. Henry: AGREE -but we don't necessarily need to create a confrontational
sit.vtion. What we do need is to develop new kinds of relationships with the

private sector. The private sector has the funds. We need to find ways to

motivate the private sector to support us.

Bill: Long before Hispanic organizations knew there was a Federal "Office of

Career Education", they were engaged in career education. Yet, Hispanic

community organizations get less than 4% of the United Way support Nationally.

The Girl Scouts get a bigger portion,,than do Hispanic community organizations.

Grizel: AGgEi. As an example, all 3 Hispanic community organizations in
Newark, N.J. got a grand combined,,total of $100,000.00 last year. A local

community Jewishgroup got $250,000.00.

\
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Bill: Example - In Chicago, the 3 Hispanic community organizations get $100,000.00
from United Way whereas the Urban League_gets $400,000.00. Yet,__H*5p4nic_workers.
through payroll deductions, make sizable contributions to United Way.

Pablo: The Hispanic community, as consumers, spends $40 billion dollars per
year. Still, the private sector, to date, has not been supportive of us.

Lucy: Aspire has yecently submitted a proposal for fundpng to create a linkage
with the private sector. Its purpose is to provide career education in the area
of business management. Aspira's ?Primary focus is their commitment to the
community. Threaded throughout this commitment is the concept of career education.

'Volunteer work is in place but not in the conventional sense. Students volunteer
their time in the club program but would not be encouraged to volunteer their
time as candy-stripers, aides, etc. Still, the whole Aspira effort is aimed at
providing young people with the general employment skills of career education. The
expected outcome for Aspirantes is to enter the professional work force.

Henry: In the past the private sector hasn't been, very supportive of Hispanic
community organizations. We have therefore looked to the federal government
and sought primarily public assistance for our people. But with public assis-
tance programs at the federal level now in danger, the need to increase our efforts
to work with the private sector is obvious. This in my opinion is not undesirable. ,

we are at this crucial-time in a much better osition to influence the private
sector than we were several years ago because of our status as a sizable and rapidly
growing consuming population.

Rafael: AGREE. We've had CE /poi, support primarily. In a way, we've been
competing with the Education system for that kind of support.

Lucy: Hispanic community or Ezations are capable of working with many kinds
of community issues. We shouldn't be limited to such issues as, "civil rights",
"EEO", and "bilingual education". We have to break away from occupational
steieotyping, which indicates that we can only work with the Hispanic section of
the total` community.

Pablo: Aspire was created 15-20 years ago because of a real need i.e., the
need of Hispanic persons to find jobs with dignity.

Bill: We have traditionally gone to the private sector with respect to affirmative
action issues, but not to seek corporate contributions for our Hispanic community
organizations. We've operated under a false assumption that the Federal funds would
ALWAYS be al/al/able. In Chicago, Aspira has clubs in various high schools that
are career education oriented. That program - in spite Of its high quality - has
been unable to attract private sector support-so has had to go to CETA for funding.
Now we run the risk of losing much of this CETA., support for such clubs i.e., for
our LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM in the Chicago high schools.

r
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Henry:, The basic mistake the Federal programs created for us in the 1960's
and 1970's was their failure to tie us into the private sector at that time.
Instead we were - and still are - tied very largely to the pUblic sector, which
is inherently subject to political whim.

Marlene: AGREE, but I don't see our public sector support drying'up.

Issue: What should the Federal Career Ed Office be doing to help
alleviate and solve the problem of increasing Hispanic -represen-
tation in making Education policy?

Rafael: Significant numbers of Hispanic perions should be members of the National
Advisbry Council foe Career Education.

Bill: The Hispanic community has much mote faith in certain individuals in the
Department of Education than in the Department itself.

Rafael: More Hispanic persons should be employed in the Federal career,gd office.

Grizel: Hispanic community organizations need help and assistance in three -basic
areas including:

linking CBOs with the private sector

linking CBOs with the public sector (including the Education system)

linking Hispanic CBOs with other major community groups - e.g., United
Way, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, etc.

The priority order of these would be: FIRST PRIORITY - linking with the
private sector; SECOND PRIORITY - linking with other community agencies; THIRD
PRIORITY - linking with the public sector (including the Education system).

Bill: AGREE: To link, for example, with Shell Oil Company, we-count begin
by showing them how many Hispanic persons have and use their credit.cards.

Grizel: With Shell Oil Company, we should appeal by reminding them of their
need for oil from Latin America.

Bill: Hispanic community organizations could, for example, go to any energy
company with letters from Latin American ambassadors suggesting that the
company provide support to Hispanic community organizations.

Grizel: A better way would be a letter from Congressman Roybal.

Bill: The Girl Scouts of USA are trying to set up Girl Scout troops in the
Hispanic community in the same way as they establish other Girl Scout troops.
It isn't working'because the Hispanic culture is different. As a result, the
Girl Scouts are not an effective force in the Hispanic community.
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Henry: We basically support the concept of increasing private sector/Hispanic
community initiatives and feel strongly that federal encouragement and assistance
in-this mgarci-is-essential_ But, the_Federal_Caxaer Ed Office should not initiate
contacts with the private sector on behalf of the Hispanic community unless Hispanic
persons are fully"involved in making such contacts and participating in the process.

Bill: Hi anic organizations have been burned so many times by "brokers" who
profess to be interested in helping them that they tend to.distrust those who
offer to serve as their "brokers". Thetruth is, Hispanic community organizations
are very capable of "brokering" for themselves.

Bill: Career education is a concept'that could be made compatible with Hispanic
interests. We could, using career education as a vehicle, carry the career
education "banner" in our efforts to gain support from the private sector. 'What
is really eAeeded is a JOINT VENTURE involving the career ed movement, the Hispanic
community g4the'private sector.

"Grizel: PARTLY DISAGREE. Aspira could - and does make linkages with the'private
sector all by itself. Our problem is that, typically, our contacts are with middle
management, not with Chief Executive Officerg.

Rafael: AGREE WITH GRIZEL - We're still faced with institutional barriers when
we go to the private,sector by ourselves. If we, align ourselves with career
education:, it may broaden our base of influence.

Grizel: Before 1982, the career education movement should try to ;ink Hispanic
community organizations with the private sector. Time is of the essence. All

'kinds of groups will shortly be approaching the private sector for support, and
the private sector won't be able to meet ALL suchirequests.

*

Pablc: We're losing our perspective here on meaningful 'partnerships" when we
keep r4ferring back to the Federal Career education office. That's not where it
is. Unless the Hispanic community believes career educationtis important, it makes
no significant operational difference. The ideal model for ca eer education in
the Hispanic community may well be different from the career'e ucation model of
the Federal Government.'

.

Sill:, AGREE. For example, if we perform counseling with a Hispanic youth,
it typically involves the parents of that youth as well. Or, if you want,
say, to.involve Hispanic women in some kind of community effort, it would be
advisable to first make a home Visit and discuss that reque$t with the entire

Issue: Is the standard career education concept acceptable to the
Hispanic community?

'4

Adele: NO. For example, to a Hispanic child, the word."community" carries a
different meaning than that used in the standard career education concept.
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Bill: To.uderstand the word "education" from a Hispanic point of view, a person,
must recognize and acknowledge two basic concepts. One concept pertains to
"ACADEMIC EDUCATION" and refers to how far the person has gone in school. The
second concept pertains to the "EDUCATED PERSON" and refers to the person who can
internalize and project the characteristieof the Latino culture. A person with
an "education" is not;necessarily an "educated person". Thus, if the "roof" of the
traditional career education "house" is called "education" - and that is taken to
mean "academic formal education" - then the "EDUCATED PERSON" would be the
foundation of the compassion each an essential characteristic of the "educated
person". The Ph.D. from Harvard, in the Hispanic community, is.not necessarily
an "educated person". That is why, in our culture, college degrees aren't as
important -as is being an "educated person". 1

Pablo: The Hispanic model for career education would be different from the
standard model. For example,, the dominant'culture looks at life aj though,
sometimes; the end does justify'the means. This would not be truefin the Hispanic
culture.

Buoy: The traditional career ed model would.be difficult to translate in-
Hispanic communities, in part, because of the necessity for large amounts of
in-service education for teachers and the schools where Hispanic youth tend to go

aren't ones that can afford this heavy inservice education cost. Similarly,
it would be difficult and expensive to get Hispanic parents deeply involved in
traditional school based career education. On the other hand, parents are included
in Aspira's efforts. Hispanic parents, are very supportive of the need for helping
their children with Career plans.

Pablo: AGREE; Hispanic parents are involved in career decisions made by their
children.

.

Rafael: AGREE. In addition, there is an element of trust between parents
and children in Hispanic families that make their situation - in terms of
parental involvement in.career education - different.

Diana: Some of our Hispanic forefathers didn't value formal Education as a
means of alleviating immediate economic difficulties; howeveg it has been my
experience that nowadays, though working class parents. may not exactly understand
what it is their children are seudykng, they are supportive, encouraging and
recognize higher education as a positive process necessary for becoming a
professional.

Bill: In Spanish, the term "mal criado" means "tedly adjusted". The basic
responsibility for avoiding "mal criado" resides in the homesand includes values
that'transcend traditional formal education system but seem, somehow, t, have been
included in the career education concept. The "well adjusted" Hispanic pegson is
one whose philosophy is both-holistia and humanistic and whose mind is educated.
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Marlene: AGREE. In my agency, I'm the only Anglo. Recently, our receptionist
pointed out that, if we come into the reception area and fail to at least
say "Hello" to every person, it creates a bad impression - i.e., an impression
that they may not be welcomed.

Bill: The traditional career education "house" appears to represent a North
American single family dwelling with a purely utilitarian reason fol. existence.

That's unacceptable. ForexaMple, if a "house" were to be acceptable, At would
have to include some kind of area out front.where people could just sit and talk
with each other. . .%.

-7'.t5Pablo: In t w'Hispanic community, the "FAMILY" - not the four letter word "WORK"
- would be t e "foundation" for the career education "house".

Diaha: AGREE. Although Hispanic families seem more and more to be composed of
single, parent, female-headed households, I would still agree with Pablo in
that family members are expected to work out of a sense of "familia", and in that
way the family would be the.foundation for the career education "house".

Bill: The traditional career education house is missing an ethos necessary to
make it acceptable to Hispanic personi. For example, in the Hispanic home, the
parent may wekl say to the child "you can't engage in that type of, behavior in
this house".

Grizet: DISAGREE. One of the problems were now having with Hispanic youth
growing up in the city culture is 'that culture is impacting on the Hispanic
family in ways that lead Hispanic yiuth to fail to pay attention to some of
what their parents saY'is proper behavior.

Pablo: We're all looking for a better Life. I'vebeen traveling over the

Southwest for the last severalmonths and have noticed that even though many of

the traditional basic values of the Latino culture are under attack, they halie

not been completely abandoned by the Hispanic community. any Higpanics are

still defending such va1lues and, in doing so, are making great and significant

contribution to the total American way of life and to the USA.
.

Grizel: Some of the cultural values of the Hispanic community haVe come out of

our historical colonization. Some such parts of the Puerto Rican culture are
ones I don't want to pass on to my own children.

Henry: We can all agree with Pablo that as Hispanics we want to retain the

_central elements of our culture and that we regent systematic efforts to

prevent us from doing so. But, we must equally realize that we ultimately must

live and work witifin the framework of American society and culture. If our

situation in this society is to ever improve, we must survive and succeed within
this context. In seeking to do so, Hispanic persons must proceed within our own
cultural model of what we stand for, and at some point mainstream America must
-come to recognize and accept the fundamental values we hold as Hispanic peoples.

Somewhere there exists a healthy medium that meets both the needs and aspirations
of Hispanics aS well as those of the4reater'American society.
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Grizel: The Aspira model for career education looks like this:

HIGH
SCHOOL

CLUBS

COUNSELING

FINANCE

CAREERS

PERSONAL

In our "clubs",.youth learn:

COLLEGE

organizing skills (i.e., being President, etc.)

fund raising skills,

skills in performing community volunteer work,

skills in recreational activities,

The Puerto Rican culture, etc.
I II,

RETURN

TO

SERVE
THE

COMMUNITY

These "clubs", which we call our LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, often
include activities such as taking students on field trips to visit colleges.
They meet typically after school or .on weekends but in the school building.
Some of these "clubs" are now turning into various varieties of "career
clubs". In effect, these "clubs" serve as an alternative, for Hispanic
youth, to such other community youth organizations as Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, etc.

In the "counselling" portion of this model, counseling is done by Aspira
employees. Thd Aspire. counselors are typically housed in the school's
guidance office and work with Hispanic youth during the school day on
problems, including career problems.

There is much leer counseling and peer tutoring included in the Aspire
model where older youth help younger children, but the lowest grade reached by
the model itself is 7th grade. The model is not in the elementary school.
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Lucy: The broad Aspira idea is considerably expanded beyond the model Grizel
has just dedcribed. For example, .it even includes day care centers and strong
community linkages that involve very young children. The education system is
just one of the many community elements with which the total Aspira effortseeks
to link itself. One of the strong community linkages is the Puerto Rican Association
of Community Affairs Inc., in New York City. This organization had the first
bilingual and bicultural day care center in the Bronx. Another is the student
involvement in the Aspira club system. Their organized activities are designed
to reacH out to the younger members of their community, (i.e., cultural and
service activities).

Pablo: What the career ed movement needs to do is to plug into the Hispanic
community -'not ask the Hispanic community to plug lint() career education!

Bill: If career education is to be meaningful and appropriate for Hispanic
youth, then paid work experience must be included.

Grizel: DISAGREE. Our kids do engage in community volunteer work. I agree
that they don't call it a "job" and that, if they think of it as a "job", then
pay would have to be involved.

Issue: How to use career ed to sensitize and humanize the education
system in ways helpful to Hispanic youth

Bill: With-operations of organizations such as Aspira, part of the school
.becomeg sensitized through the Aspira clubs. In terms of how extensions are
made, counseling progrws in public schools are, today, being reduced to a
minimum. Any career ed efforts in which the Hispanic community organizations
help the counseling pxogram will If appreciated NOW by the Education system
more than ever in the past. School systems need all the help they(can get now.

Henry: Over'time, public schools have increasingly disassoCiated themselves
-4

from all other community elements. It is not aproge"r25nvironment that is
created when schools operate in isolation from the communities within which they
are located. Schools need to be encouraged to accept aud solicit support
from the broader community ii the best interelts of,their educational viability
and success.,

Bill: Career ed programs must be bilingual and bicultural if they are to- succeed
for Hispanic persons- This is essential in order to take the whole child into
the process. It will help Anglos understand, why more Mexican women aren't

. doctors, why more Puerto Ricans aren't architects,' and why more Cuban men aren't
bankers.

Pablo: AGREE. Bilingual ed is much morp.than simply learning the,lanpuage.
It is important, to bring bilingual ed to our children in both oral and written.
form. When I'm ina meeting with Hispanic leaders,I purposely speak in Spanish.

f
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Lucy: Not all Hispanic children are bilingual. Aspira had a forum where a
prominent speaker commented that politicians will fight us if we appear to be
anti-American. We understand that English is the dominant language in the

,United States. For this reason bilingual education is critical, it allows
children to understand and learn in their native tongue. This speeds up the
process of mainstreaming them into our Educational System. Therefore career
education for minorities should be bilingual but if funds are limitep to publish
this monograph "Career Education for" Minorities", we will accept it in English.

Adela:' There's more to the concept of career ed being both bilingual and
bicultural than simply the language implications - i.e., the design of the preef
ed program for Hispanic youth also needs to be bilingual and bicultural. Even
if the kids speak English well, many of their parents and grandparents don't.

If we want collaboration, the 3 essential groups to consider are:

the schools,

the parents, and

. the community organizations.

All 3 have to get together and figure out ways .?c) get career ed delivered to
Hispanic persons. So much of career ed sounds only like "words". Career ed
could - and should - play an important role in the Hispanic community. In

addition, it is a.concdpt acceptable tot,the Hispanic community, but the imple-
mentation model must be very different for the Hispanic community.

Rafael: To tailor career ed for Hispanic youth demands a tie in with bilingual
ed. Bilingual ed is the best vehicle for use. At the very least, it's part of the
answer. We need a very broad definition of both "bilingual ed" and of "career ed".

Pablo: The Boston conference on Bilingual Ed Will be a good start, but it doesn't
take the place of other independent efforts collaborative in nature with community
organizations to sensitize and humanize the education system. We need career
ed"to plug into our Hispanic community organizations - not vice-versa. We
have a career ed system in place in our Hispanic community organizations now,
but we haven't called what we do by that name.

Adela: AGREE. LULAC w d be a helpful' example to consider.

Diana: Assisting youth in planning for theirifuture is very much'a part of
the interchange between most Hispanic community-based agency workers and the
Hispanic.youth they serve. Within this category, one of the areas emphasized
is career education. This may happen formally, informally, on a one-to-one,
with parents, schools; etc., or whell working with a group of Hispanic youth.
I would venture to say that if approached, there would be a significant
number of willing agencies eager to formalize and improve existing collaborative,
partnership efforts around this issue, because they see the need for such a
relationhip.
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Henry: Yesterday, I raised the question of how to define career ed in ways
that will take Hispanic Cultural dimensions into account., The best thi
career ed could do is to help Hispanic communities and organizations deliver career,
ied as they foresee its relevance. We don't. need a NEW model IMPOSED on us by
the "career ed movement". We are -sand can 5e - involved 'in career ed.
Eventually, we -need to get to the community Level where people can be helped to
ontrol their own destinies. We know our needs. The Federal Government's role
uld be to assist people at the local level)to'determine and pursue the

means of fulfilling their basic meads.

Rafael: We can use career ed as a vehicle for humanizing and sensitizing
the educational system to Hispanic concerns. Many of us in the Hispanic community
would like to see the education system change in the ways career ed is trying to
change that system - especially if a bilingual7EEdultural mode is adopted.

Lucy": What are OCE's plans to hire Hispanic staff members? Is important that
one or more Hispanic persons be working with you in'OCE.

Henry: Would OCE be amenable to developing a consultation group that would
help formulate both moddlS and policies for delivery of effective career ed
to Hispania persons? Our interest is in having input - not in making money!

4 ,

Lucy: At anyaonferences, people want ourlinput", but they don't want to pay
for our services. Why are Hispanics hired td Work only on Hispanic issuesMI , ,

, their capabilities are much
f

broader than this!
--s

ar

Pablo: As Hispanic community Organizal5ions, we're making - if all 10 participants
in this miniconference are considereda $6,000.00 donation of in-kind contributions
to career ed through our partiaipation-12n thiSconference.

Adele: To use career ed to sendttize theeduaatio ysteg, we must first sensitize
career ed "types" to the needs of thesHispani.ecoMm .ty through getting them-to
consult with Hispanic groups. We need a model of ,career ed that works
for the Hispanic community. Given that lodeli, we could use it to sensitize the
education system. We would use,oar model with'OUr,Oommunity. organizations.
After this, we could then yo to the schools/ :It them what we're doing, and

.

then see how we can work withstpe scho 'syStemp.

Pablo: I suggest that we identify Hispanics qualified in ca er ed and use t em
to establish a MOBILE TEAM FOR CAREER ED. We dga p the ountry into reg ns.
The mobile team, composed of Hispanics, would now bot the Hispanic community and
career ed. Our audiences would be selected. us - and ould-be policy makers who
we need to convince. Each audience would be -30 persons. We could explain
to them what we're talking about. We would the ask...each of them to establish
their' own "mobile team" to work at the local achoo evel. It will be a process,
not a program, that will be modified in each,community. We could then eventually
develop a National sense of career ed for Hispanics that will make a real and
significant difference.
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I am saying that what you have done traditionally in "career ed" doesn't fit
the Hispanic community. If we can get our OWN model in place, we can then inte-
grate it with the Anglo community's model. There is no problem in:

finding qualified HiS.panic persons,

getting consensus on a Hispanic career ed model, and

..getting interest.

We could - and should - establish a NATIONAL COMMITTEE - with the help of t1e
U.S..-Dept. of td. The Dept: of Ed should re-order its priorities so it can
pay for this.

Henry: I would say that the U.S. Education Department could and should encourage
- initially assist in securing the financial resources needed, in large part
perhaps through the private sector, to get this done.

Pablo: The most important thing would be a NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE
with all elements of the Hispanic community, involved.

Diana: Career Ed Office might begin working toward ,stablishing such a committee,
by requesting Hispanic organizations and agencies, beginning with the ones who
participated in this miniconference, to nominate and submit a list of Hispanic

4. individuals they believe are qualified to serve on such a committee.

Pablo: The private sector would like it if they co4d see the entire Hispanic
community united on a common issue such as career ed.

Lucy: If you want to pull this off, there are plenty of competent bilingual

Hispanic persons who could'help make it go.

Diana: If there is no money to cover airfare at this time, then begin with
local organizations as consultation groups. I want to agree with Lucy that
consultation monies should be found. Not th the Hispanic organizations are

necessarily interested in a profit but to p for time and to lend recognition

of the value of our input.

Henry: At the end of February, a number of us met with Secretary Bell. We

found him genera. ammenable to the idea of creating a4NATIONAL HISPANIC
CONSULTING GROUP fof the Department. Perhaps if such a mechanism is established,
our career ed concerns could become a component of this broader national' forum.

Pablo: AGREE. The.bi picture is EDUCATION for Hispanics. Career ed is only

a small part of this bi pict
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Henry: Somewhere there has to be a commitment'from both business and Government.
The Federal Government should actively seek to help us secure funding assistance
from the private sector. We don't simply want Ito replace dependency on government
with dependency on corporations. All we want is assistance to continue - and
tp improi/e - what we are already doing, with tfi,ultimate aim in mind being
achieving the level of independence required t permit us the liberty of success-
fully mirroring within our programs our true ne ds and aspirations as a community.

Pablo: Could 'volunteers from this miniconferen e help push this effort with
others?

Lucy: Please send a complete career ed "care p ckacA" to:

Jose Adiel Milan
National Director of Programs
Aspira of America
205 Lexington Avenue
New"York, New York
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Issues Raised- by Participants:

w to,find and use role models for career exploration.

2. How to,find and use community resource persons for career ed.

3. How to get a meaningful definition of career ed.

4. Is career ed better done through infusion in the schools or as an alternative
delivery system Of community organizations?

5. How to make career ed a mandate of Boards of Ed in ways that assure its
really taught.

6. How to motivate youth in career development.

7. How to motivate teachers to want to do career ed.

R. H6w to involve parents'more effectively in career development of their
children.

9. How can we reach out to churches/libearies/multipurprk centers involved in
e' career ed?

JO, How to encourage Iota Phi Lambda chapters nationwide to become involved in
career ed.

11. How to combine career ed OW basic skill impovemeht.

-12. How;to'find the time and materials for a multi-sensory career ed effort for
black youth - including use of videotapts.

.-

13. How to help youth begin earlier in the career development effort.
)

,14. 'How to combine career development with the natural desire of youth to find jobs.

. 44

15. How to overcome racism as a deterrant to freedom of career choice for black
youth:)

16. How to make classwork more relevant to career/life skills.

17. How to get both paid and unpaid work experiences in the private sector for
minority youth.

18. How to increase advocacy for career ed when the "block grants" come.

19. 'How to increase community collaborative efforts in career ed.
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20. How to increase student career awareness in vaaous industries - e.g., health
careers. ti

21. How to develop work values/work ethics that empend beyond economic, need.
0

22. flow to help youth develop job seeking/finding/getting/holding skills.

Discussion of Issues

_Issue: 'How to make career ed a mandate of the Board of Education in
ways that assure its REALLY taught

Martha: As'a school counselor, I tried to set up a career ed ()grain and get

teachers invovled. Teachers regarded my efforts as asking them o take on an

"overload". As a Tesult, I set up a career resource library and process of
bringing in community resource persons. Still, teachers didn't participate. How

can we get the Board of Education to mandate career ed? One of the problems
is that teachers don't understand what we're asking them to do and there's
no money for the kind of inservice ed that would let teachers know how to do

eer ed in classrooms.

Fannie: In Baltimore, the State Dept. of Ed mandated that educators should
become involved, through Summer workshops, in developing units to be used in
their classrooms. We involved the supervisors, curriculum development specialists,
and our Regional Superintendents in these workshops. That's how we got it

mandated in BaltiMore City: Career edis not city-wide in Baltimore.
it looks better on paper thail it does in actual practice - i.e., its not
fully implemented yet.

Martha: In NAw York, even though some principals were interested and suggested
teachers engage in career ed, the teachers wouldn't do it. They felt they

were too busy to take on career ed in addition to evetythihg else they're

asked to do. /
Fannie: In Maryland, the incentive used was to pay teachers for the 3 week

Summer workshop used,to develop their carer ed units. Teachers are now ask-

ing to attend these workshops, in part, of course, so they can get 3 more
weeks pay.

Doris: Some of our teachers get a 6-week workshop - even better.

Yosette: OPEN DOORS in New York City has a kind of Summer inservice program for
teachers BUT I don't know what kinds of followup exist to make sure that Summer
plans made by teachers are actually implemented in the schools in the Pall,

1
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Fannie: Not so in Maryland. Our State Dept. of Ed does followup their

Summer workshop with school year visitations to see that plank are implemented.

Doris: Sometimes, in some schools, career ed is.a "1 person effort". For

five years, I had a "I want THAT Job" program that I ran all,by myself.

No one else helped.

4

Sharon: ,So far, we've been hearing about dedicated people - teachers and
counselors in the "trenches". How do we get the Regional Superintendents, the

Deputy =Superintendents, and the Chancellor of Ed / involved? The whole tiling is

political. The truth is, the decionmakers don't see career ed as politically

important to them. More important, they don't see it as a source of large funds.

Annette: AGREE. Educational decionmakers still tend to think of career ed

as a "separate curriculum". Career ed is mandated now in Calfiornia with

1-5 credits in career ed required for high school graduation.

Martha: Where career ed isn't mandated - as in New York City what could I

do as one lonely counselor all by myself?

Fannie: You could continue to seek out and find some teachers to participate.

s

,01
Martha: ad I asked the local Iota or NCNW units to come to the school to

help me mplement career ed, I would have been in trouble.

Annette: DISAGREE. In New Jersey, outside community groups brought pressure

on the schools to eliminate sex stereo typing, for example and it worked.'

Pressure groups in the community can work!

Geraldine: In Aaltimore, we have a coordinator of the Career Education Office,

who is a former principal. He comes out to schools and engages in staff

development for career ed. This is a paid position by the Board of Education.

In addition, we have a new pilot program called the Individualized Counseling

Model for Student Decision-Making and Educational Development. The pilot is

in 5 schools. The plans call for a cumulative career record for each child,

K-12% ti

Martha: Baltimore obviously has support from top decion-makers in Education.

To tet this in New York is going to require -some political power.

Annette: In Somerset County', the counselors are the ones putting on pressure

to get career ed going throughout the, entire school system.

Martha: How does Baltimore know t t career ed is really working?

Fannie: Baltimore isn't into big statistical studies yet. Instead, since

weoperate on an MBO plan, we simply include some career ed objectives in our

MBOs and then demonstrate, at the end of each year, that such objectives have,

in fact, been met.

Yosette: If the local NCNW went to the NYC Board of Ed and asked for a career

ed mandate, the first response they would get is "IT COSTS MONEY - AND WE DON'T /

HAVE IT."
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Annette: The only way we would get anything from the Board of Ed would be if
we had lott of hard data to back up our request for a career ed mandate.

Betty: Why is career ed mandated in Scarsdale (where rich kids live) but not
in the South Bronx (where poor kids 'live)? Why don't we get more information
about career ed to parents and ask them to help et support for it? The

;
School Volunteers in New York City haven't endor ed career ed yet. (NOTE:

Mildred Jones is NSVP in NYC.)
vtf

Sharon: The NCNW - especially in the South Bronx - could invite the Deputy
'Superintendent to.a. community meeting, Ask him to respond to questions about
why he hasn't mandated) .career ed, and then state our NCNW position supporting

career ed. We could, and should, also publicize career ed in our local
/

newspapers.

Eddie: Career ed has been pushed for economically disadvantaged ygth where
DOL funds have been available BUT not where no money is available. It goes
on a "no money - no effort". kind ot.philosophy.

Martha: NCNW could mount an advocacy campaign for career ed, but they really
hayen't started thinking about that idea yet.

Yosette: Y.C.D.P. in the Bronx has not begun to'advocate for career ed specifically
for Black youth yet because we have been busy working on the survival issues
presented by our youth when they come. These amount to jobs, transportation
money for our field trips, and testing - be it national or local. Perhaps
if NCNW joins forces with some other community organizations interested in
caxeer ed for Black youth, e.g., Urban League, we could generate some
positive-action. Any approach should involve advocacy on the local and state
level.

Sharon: AGREE. Career ed isn't a "small issue" BUT we've got a lot more
basic.survival issues, at the present time, that must take priority for us.

.1.11.11,

Betty Perhaps no black child can survive successfully today without career
ed. Black families are waiting for issues like career ed to be identified;
if they see what it can do and that it needs their support, these families
will support it.

Annette: DISAGREE. So long as career ed is viewed as a K-12 effort, it can
get only limited support. It would have to be viewed as a lifelong concern
in order to get very wide support.

Fannie: A major needed thrust must be to integrate the career ed concept
into all existing academic disciplines. Ies.counterproductive to try to make it a
°separate entity to be supported' all by itself. Why, support career ed? Ies the
total education program that needs improving - and career ed is one way of
improving that system. IF our advocacy efforts are aimed at improving the
quality of the entire education system, we woulpn't have to worry about a separate
advocacy effort for career ed - career ed would be there O.K..
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Annette: AGREE. Career ed is "good Education'''. If we can show teacher; that
they're already doing a lot of career ed, they will support it.; 1

Bessie: Is anything being done in teacher. education institutions to prepare our
new teachers to engage in career ed?

/'
Fannie: Black children need to experience succEaf. I this sense, it may be
that they really need career ed even more than many otter children.

.

Issue: How to involve parents more effectively in the career
development of their children

Geraldine: One of the best ways to get students involved in something is to have
their home/family structure support it. Still, we must recognize it's very hard

to get parents to come to the school to hear about something we want them to
support. If we had more flex-time so more parents could come to the school
during the school day, it might help some but still not enough. What we must
do is move out to the neighborhoods where the parents and children live. That's
the only way to reach parents. If our club members went to child study clubs -
or church meetings -,or social se ency meetings - i.e., places where
parents gather - we would patents talking, to kids more about career choices.
Two other things that wou d help are:

career consciousness-raising sessions run by compan'.ez where parents are
employed: and

TV programs with a "careers" emphasis that parents and their children
could watch together.

Atpresent, parents of black children are so worried about whether or not
their children can get jobs when they leave school they can't make long term
career planning a high family priority.

expect parents to come to us. We must go to 'them.

of our black children are foster Children. That's why parental
social service agencies are so important and useful.

Eddie: We can't

Geraldine: Many
contacts through

Yosette:* In attempting to reach parents, we've tried coffee klatches, game

nights, and other times selected by the parents. We were most successful when

we had the students help in getting their parents involved. Our students
explained difficulties they were having with parents on trust, free time and

communications. When we promised to tryito help examine the issues in an open
and non-threatening way they saw that their parents got there for Saturday
workshops. The format was small, cross cultdral groups with no parent in the
same group with his/her child.

A second thing that works is if parents think they will get helpful factual
information if they attend a meeting we call - e.g., facts about such things as
graduation requirements, expulsion rules, etc. This is, admittedly, -aback
door way of getting parents to hear othe;. "messages" we want to give them, but it
certainly can be - and is being - done.

I
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A third apPlOach is to get parents involved in our efforts to e kids on
field trips. Many will volunteer here and its a good way for educators to
make Helpful parental contacts.

Betty: One of our weaknesses in the ED Dept...i,s that we've failed to tie
into ongoing science /technology special events such as THE SPACE.SHUTTLE
LAUNCHING. Some of us irblack organizations get so concerned about black
kids that we forget there are many other kids with similar kinds of problems -
e.g., its not just black kids who are poor! Part of the task we face is that
of getting much greater involvement from the adult education movement which
serves to prepare parents for)more effective educational participation with their

...

children.

Geraldine: AGREE. Much of South Baltim
children have few career aspiratioft.

reis-made .u6 of white people whose

Fannie: There is a.'"ceiling on the head" of kids that is related to their
lrfamily occupation and social status. One of the needs of poor kids is for
immetlitte jobs. These"kids need much more than simply a menial job i.e.,

they need some help in raising their career aspirations.

Eddie: Our YETP career exploration program is TRUE career exploration. We

are not as concerned about productivity for the employer as we are with expand-
ing the career exploration opportunities for the youth.

Yosette: AGREE. The exact same thing can be said about our YEDPA program in the
''South Bronx. While DOL likes to talk about ."school to work", we think about
"school to careers". There's a BIG difference here.

.'"annie: The Dunbar High School in Baltimore is associated with the health
careers program at John Hopkins University. Students inthi*program really
get the "career, ladder" concept - i.e., far greater career exploration than

111S could be obtained only through one menial job.

Fannie: It's precisely because we don't typically get enough parental involve-
ment for black children that we have to supplement, with our own program efforts,

jmuch of what we would otherwise be expecting arents to do for their children
in career development. The jobthus gets b' ger and more complicated if
effective career ed is to be made available to black children. .

Eddie: We're-talking about economically disadvantaged persons, no just black
children. Such persons need us to go the home - the home, won't me to us
because, in most cases, they can't afford to do so.

Betty: How can black organizations team up with other community organizations?
Right now, many black families don't trust educators verymuch. On the other
hand,''such parents will trust some /other community elements. If our concern is
for how much help can come.to the black child, this must be taken into account.
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Doris: I've often asked parents of children in my classes to come to school
to visit with the class about their careers. Those parents in high level
occupations typically come BUT those from low level occupations don't. % Peer
pressure keeps some kids whose parents are in low level occupations from bring-,
ing their parents in.

Sharon: In San Bernandino, a group of youth are now organized into a business
to do housecleaning work. By so doing, they not only accuired housecleaning
,skills, but in addition, some entrepreneurial skills that will be very useful.

Eddie: AGREE thatentrepreneurialskills are important. In our Charleston
program, we require ALL of our kids to join Junior Achievement. We have
many minority business persons participating in our JA effort. Parental
involvement, however, has been largely limited to buying the produCts their

, children produce in their JA "businesses".

Sharon: I know many welfare parents that would be ashamed to come to their
childrens' classes and say that they're on welfare.

Issue: How to make classw&rk more relevant to career\i-lpe skills

Yosette: In our project in the South Bronx; we're located in a non-school
building where lots of in-school and out-of-school kids come in looking for jobs
and or career Help of various kinds. Is obvious that many of these youth
have never seriously thought about their career interests and aptitudes.
They are currently leaving school in large numbers because they can see no
relationships between "school" and their futures. Our task is how we can help
s4hoolS teach subjects such as reading, math, etc. in ways that let kids see
some REAL relevance to work and careers. Teachers seem-not to see the need
to make their subject relevant for students. They won't do so unless we can,
in some way, show ies worth it for the teacher as well as for the child.

Geraldine: I work with a math teacher who has a 9 week unit in careers related to
math. Each student chooses 3 possible careers, does research on them, and then
learns from the teacher how math fits in with each chosen career. That
'teacher feels that she's making a real contribution to her students - and she is.
No one is making her do this - and no one could keep her from doing so. She
gets her rewards from the help she sees students getting.

-Eddie: In our program, we can pick teachers who will try to relate subject
matter to careers. It takes an unusually'creative, innovative person to do this
and they're hard to find - but it can be done.

Sharon: If you want teachers to put a "careers" emphasis into their teaching,
it will be necessary that someone monitor them to make sure this is done.

Doris: I've used mock interviews in classes involving:

a receptionist,

an.applicant, and

an interviewer.
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The exercise is one of how to apply for and land a job-. The interviewer sets
up his/her own questions. One thing we COULD do would be to encourage the
interviewer to ask the applicant what he/she has learned in school that could
possibly help on the job.

Eddie: One of the major components of our program is JOB OBSERVATION, including
mock interviews. Each kid is allowed to observe a job for 3 days. Even though
these are in-school kids, the schools let us do this With no objections - i.e.,
the school people see our program'as theirs - its very helpful to us. The regular
teachers are very supportive of OUR efforts but THEY are still doing NOTHING on
their own in their regular classrooms:

Yosette:. There IS a need'for a mandate that carries some kind of incentive
for.meeting that mandate - e.g., salary raises for teachers who meet it OR a
requirement for high school graduation - or something. the absence of some
kind of recognized INCENTIVE, most teachers won't follow a "mandate, to engage
in career ed.

Annette: Under P.L. 94-142, each handicapped youth must have an Individual

Educational Plan (IEF). If we could make IEPs mandatory for ALL kids, career

ed could be written into each. Community organizations such as ours could
sdpport'and encourage small school districts and large ones like New York, to

encompass career education.

Yosette: Its hard We could, of course, encourage our
volunteers to contribute to the career education effort. It's hard to do
because each local section has its own set of local priorities.

\41taron: AGREE. We, in NCNW, are now in a position when our resources are
being threatened. NCNW doesn't have as many resources as many community persons
seem to think we do.

Yosette: We do, as NCNW, meet with many other community organizatiods. We

could, if we elected to do so, take the career ed "message" back to them.

Martha: I recently went to a meeting where the notion was raised that, if
the Feds cease their support of us, the private sector would take up the slack
with their funds. A corporate rep at that meeting said that simply isn't true.

Betty:' There are lots of secondary industries associated with*the largest
industries who will help support a career ed emphasis on the part of community
organizations.

Issue: How to find and use role.models for career education

Doris: I am thinking of parents as role models. In addition to their parents,
students can help us find other role models as well. Use of role models works
better in senior high schools than in junior highs. Using role models depends on

teacher.ingenuity,.and teachei security. I've used role models extensively in
my classes. School ptincipals won't object if teachers bring role models into
their classrooms.. The main problem

11-

s one of interesting teachers in doing so.
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Yosette: Provision-of role models is another service that we provide upon
reqdest of local organizations? We have a prognim that can take portions
of what we do with our YCDP youth into classrooms or community centers if we
get such a tequept. When others come into present to our students, we try to
make sure that we prepare them before hand; and follow up afterwards, hopefully
with a field trip to'the location where the individual performs his/her job.

Betty: One of the problems with ghetto life is that we can't give exclusive
attention to race in'picking role models. Instead, we fieed.to pay relatively
more attention'to the neighborhoods from which the role models come. That is
an excellent source of appropriate role models. Use role models from several
neighborhoods.

Doris: DISAGREE. We find kids' saying "that guy made it because he's White".
They feel that just because he/she came from their neighborhood isn't very
important.

Fannie: Just because we can't find "live" persons at any given time to bring into
our classrooms doesn't mean we couldn't have them there via videbtapes.

Annette: PG EE. We have a proposal in now some banks in NYC who will hope-
fully finance our videotaping of some appr riate career role models, so that

this media piece can be used in the school's.
. . .

Sharon: We use role models all the time. We have had no problem finding black
and hispanic role, models for our kids.

Geraldine:' One phase of "Project G.7'" in Baltimore is our "LIVING WITNESS" phase.
In this phase, we try to get as many graduates from the school as we can to be
role models. It works.

Issue: Is career ed better done through infusion in the schools or
as an alternative delivell system of community organizations?

Eddie: In my opinion, an alternative delivery' system is to be preferred. To

do it through "infusion" in the schools would take too long. An alternative delivery
system would give us more control over the situation. In addition, we could

4

pull from ALL community elements, including the e tional system, in,a common
effort. Kids and teachers today have lost faith its *the school system. EXAMPLE: '

In Ch4rleston, there is a beautiful infusion plan written up. One person has,

this elan and tries to go around visiting schools to implement it BUT is not
really working. The school system is not ready to move on infusing career ed into
the total curriculum. N

Annette:. AGREE. He said it very well.

Fannie: Don't you think that society expects the public schools to take the
lead in teaching kids whatever it is they need to learn - including career ed?
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Yosette: The public expects schools to teach kids basic skills - but not
necessarily career preparation. I think people assume the schools are doing
it.

Martha: DISAGREE. The schools are the logical place to center the career ed
effort. The real impetus to makecareer ed go is in the school system.
It's too big a fight for any outside group to take on - and expect to reach all
of the children of all of the people.

Annette: DISAGREE. We're losing ground waiting for the schoolg to change so
that they can do.carear ed effectively:. Schools need community organizations
involved with them if career ed is to succeed.

Sharon: AGREE. That's why I think schools should have career ed as a mandate
4 that involves Working with CBOs. The school system should take the lead BUT it

doesn't always do so. School systems need the help of CBOs and, when that help
is offered, are often receptive to it.

a

Annette: Most black- ..children are in pub is schools. Many black parents are
Still afraid of the schools. CBOs can elp bridge this gap.

Fannie: INFUSION of career ed is the.role *of the schools BUT outside community
agencies dO need to become involved in the total effort as well.''

Yosette: INFUSION is theoretically desirable but, to work in a schvl system,
there must be sobe kind of monetary/reward system for teachers. They won't do
it automatically or just out of professional concern at least most won't.

.

simplyEddie: The key is tha
t.

many, many of today's teachers won't change-
\

Martha: This could be turned around if there were sufficient motivation for
teachers to change. The problem is'"motivation", not "teachers".

Betty: Why'don't 'the CBOs give awards to teachers who'are doing a good job
of infusing career ed? This would be one kind of effective motivator.

Geraldine: AGREE WITH BETTY. If Iota Phi Lambda, in Baltimore, were to gi've
the math teacher I described yesterday an award, it would help her greitly,
AND, in addition, motivate other teachers to also beome active in career ed.

Fannie: One of bur problems is getting favorable publicity for teachers who are
doing good, positive developmental thihgs. I have a lot of faith in the power of
the, media. I've asked Baltimore TV stations to give us 5-minute slots for
career ed, but they have, to date, refused such requests.

Eddie: The point of this issue is CAN WE AFFORD TO WAIT ANY LONGER? The-

answer is there has tofrbe'a short term solution'in addition to any long range
developmental plans we develop. I'm not saying that school system can't be a
"partner". Rather, I'm trying td say I don't see the school sys.tem taking the
lead in this total co i y effOrt."
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Issue: HQW to co mbine career ed with basic skill improvement

Fannie: A lot of what we've said points to the fact that we believe education is
preparation for life. We all agree that,we can't prepare kids for life without
including career ed as a component. If we're going to improve basic ed, we
must improve the quality of career eci: The "career ed" approach must be built
into'all disciplines.

4

Betty; In education, we often talk about teaching kids maturagional tasks at
different age levels. We black professionals don't buy the notion that black
youth \Ire different in their learning ability. There is no necessary reason
why a Career ed approach to improving basic skills won't work as well for
black youth as for anil other youth. We should proceed from that assumption.

Issue:. How to overcome .racism asia deterrant to full freedom of
career choice for black youth

Yosette: The reason I raised this issue is that recognition is a prei*equisite
to overcoming. When we go to meetings with others, its essential that we
recogniie that racism does exist. There are increasing ers of

people today who are tending to deny that racism exists and that's wrong.

Martha: AGREE. I've heard even some black people recently say "ITS A MATTER OF
CLASS - NOT COLOR". That's wrong too.

Annette: Because poor and middle class whites are being affected by current
budget cut proposals, peOple today are tending to emphasize "glass" afp/Ci;"----
expense of "race". The poljular thing -to say is "IT TRANSCENDS RACE". That's

wrong too.

Sharon: Economic factors are a PART of the problem. So far as blacks are
Concerned, however, racism - not class - is the "bOttom-line".,

Annette: Just the fact that more whites are on public assistance t4an are
blacks doesn't keep blacks from taking the blame for abuses in such things,
as food stamps, 'public service jobs, etc.

Fannie: Racismis simply a human weakness and should be recognized as such.
4

Martha: One of the reasons why I'm for integration is that its good for black
kids to discover that white kids, too, have human weaknesses just like ever,

Fannie: a can remember, after_1954, when black children made an exodus to former
all white schools in Baltimore. For some children, that was a good thing to do
and, for others, it was not. There were some black children who I advised to

: remain in their black shools - i.e., they needed the reinforcement they got from
their black teachers. I would challenge ANY white teacher to say she can teach
a black child better than I can.
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Annette: /AGREE. Its-hard to put your finger on it, but it's there!

Geraldine: If a black child would-look his parents directly in the eye, he would
be in trouble - BUT, with white kids, its EXPECTED they will look their parents
directly in the eyes In our school, many whites and. blacks are enrolled together.

We're training our students in race relations. When our new students - black and
whitd.- come ip next Fall, they will find both white and black students there

to help them. s

Sharon: One way to work on racism is to help our youth develop a positive self
concept. Everything we've been talking about here in the name of career ed will

lead to this.

Sharon: When I raised the issue ag. "work values", I was emphasizing that we need
to talk about work values with children beginning at a very early age.

Martha: Its much easier to talk about "work values" when kids come from homes
where one or both parents are working in paid employment.

Annette: The "idle rich" are considered honorable even if they don't work

BUT the poor person who doesn't workis criticized.

Yosette: We go into companies and organizations, and industries where minorities
are underrepresented and try to develop contacts. We talk with white professionals

and tell them what we are doing and that our kids want to learn about that industry
and how they can get on career tracks within it. We try to get them involved by
asking for guest speakers, literature, field trbps and information on entry

level jobs. We get them interested by telling them:.

what our program -is tryihg to do,

how kids get involved in our program,

\ that kids trave,1 to our site 'after school with no stipend and far no
academic cases exceptin the case of a few students.

tlw

Contact some imes.de-myths stereotypes and racistOperceptions.

PGeraldine: P rt of Project GO is a job clinic.,. Part of this is interviews of

employers (white and black) with our children. The children have practiced job

interviewing before. When the white reps talk wIth these kids, its a learning

experience for BOTH. We have an in-plant program, as well, for senior high

youth where they can shadow workers once a week. ,

e

Doris: Racism is an attitude'. We need to change attitudes - including someilif '

the negative attitudes many persons have toward today's teache s. Ma y of the

aren't nearly so bad as some of tie comments ,in this miniconfere have made hem
. .

out to be.



Basic Facts About lotT Khi Lambda '

6-' -It's a business sorority of business /professional women.

2. H more than 75 graduate chapters and 7 undergraduate
cha tars with ) total membership of 2,000+.

3. Chief Aim: To motivate women. to pursue business/

professional careers.

4. There are now 5 Regions - National, Regional, and Local
scholarships are awarded on.an annual basit._ There is only
one National scholarship awarded each year.111

5. Cooperates with NEA on American Education week. Also

participates in Nat,i.orCal Business.Week and in Black

History Wei

6. 'outh programs' include:

GEMS program for girls 10-14 - a career motivational

program primarily for economically disadvantaged

black girls.

.Future--111TA GrRLS.- These are high school girls.
This program is more carter oriented than is

-the GEMS progi'am which approaches motivation
ih general. ,

7 .

7. Is currently working actively to.expand the number of under-

graduate chapters.

Was started in 1929 in Chicago by a perSonfrom busi ss

named Lola Parker.

9. In most chapters, there are members who are school employees.

Thus, there is a possibility of both formal and informal

working relationships with the schools.

Basic Facts About The National' Council of Negro Women

1. NCNW can be thought of in two baSic parts:

4 a coalition of 29 affiliated organizations made

.up of black sororities, national church

organizations, and social, organizations; plus

a membershiporgi7Lnization with 200+ local sectionS
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2. Its founder was MARX MC LEOD BETHUNE. There are no

special membership requirements, just a strong
cdmmitment Wo serve one's community.

3: NCNW has an outreach to approximately 4 million black

women.

4. Mission: To serve black women and their families it areas

of:

ss.

Health care/health services

Youth programs

Womens' programs

Housing

Education

'41 Employment and Training

-Day Care and Lnmpnization

Food Nutrition

Each of these components-has a National Leader who makes

contacts with the 200+ local. sections and 'affiliated groups.

5. NCNW has a historical museum in Washington, D.C. at a former'
home.of MARY MC LEOD BETHUNE - at 319 Vermont Ave., N.W..

6. In a social effort such as caree?" ed, it would be expected

that several of the National Divisions would collaborate

in making it work.

7. SISTERS UNITED PROGRAM A juvenile justice program for girls.

It's basically a career development effort. It exists in 11

commugities at the present time for girls 14-17 years old

who are assigned to it by the courts.

UNWED TEEN PREGNANCY PROGRAM - currently one-is lopated in

New Orleans and a second'in Charleston, S.C.. The former

isw,funded by the-Women's Bureau and the latter by CETA,

State of So. Carolina.

9. COLLABORATION FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH This is,a NCAIW project

involving its affiliated organizations who, in particular

cities, come together to work on a single program - such.as

teenage 'pregnancy. COULD BE DONE FOR CAREER ED.
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10. NCNW has a National quarterly,pUblibation alohg with
newsletters from most of its National Projects.

11. THE MARY MC LEOD BETHUNE RECOGNITION PROGRN - Aims to
recognize achievements of NCNW members. This'effort
raises money for support of NCNW from the general community.
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Miniconference #170

MINORITY ORGANIZATIONS AND CAREER EDUCATION

May 4-5, 1981

Participants

.Ambrose B/#odus

Vice President
San Diego Urban League
8410 Nadine Lane
San Diego, CA 92114

(714) 263-3115

Alice Carter
Education Director
Urban League Of Pittsbui.-gh
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(412) 231-7836

Samuel Wright
Nat'l Assn. for the

Advancement of Colored
peoplk
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New York, NY 1.1q19

1 (212) 245-2100

Gail Glapion
Program Director
Street Academy Program
Urban League Of Greater
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Paula BroWn
Northeastern Region Youth Director
Nat'l Assn. for the
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1790 Broadway
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May Miller
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Issues Raiseil, by Participants

1. Should the career ed movement ideally be supported by the private sector
rather ,than the Federal Government?

2. What differences exist between activities of affluent vs non-affluent
families that have implications for career ed needs of minority youth?

3. What special opportunities exist for delivering career ed to minority youth
in an organized way in the normal settings of minority youth?

4. How to help adults in the minority community better understand career ed
in ways that will help make them productive participants.

5. How to reach the educationally disinclined youth with career ed - including
the out-of-school youth.

6. How to reach parents of minority youth with career ed.

7. How to find and use community role models for career ed with minority youth.

8. How can the "swinging door" position of the Urban League be used to build
community partnerships in career ed?

9. How to get effective career ed for minority youth at the early elementary
level -0§,br even earlier.

10. How to use school alumni as role models.

11. How to adapt the "BLACK EXECUTIVES PROGRAM" now in Colleges to the K-12
levels.

12.. How to listen to and learn from minority youth themselves regarding their
career ed needs, and their talents.

13. How to increase community collaborative efforts among minority organizations.

14. How to change the education system in ways that will help youth see and '

learn about the total society.

15. How to promote a climate conducive to learning in the classroom.

16. How to use natural opportunities to teach minority youth about occupations.

17. How to create residential settings for minority youth that will maximize
positive reinforcement experiences.

18. How can Blacks be recognized as independent when they have been so dependent
on thg Federal Government for prior interventions?
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19. How'to disseminate supplemental information about career ed to membei's of

the minority community.
;le

20. Flow to make special career ed programs geared specifiCally to needs of minority
youth including community collaboration.

21: How can career ed help remove tNe stereotypic perceptions of minority youth
held by the majority society?

22.. How can local communities get career ed money allocated to the State Ed.

Dept.?

23. How to get career ed accepted as an effective system for educating minority
youth.

24. How to get money to CBOs with proven track records of success in career ed.

25. How to get the Reagan Administration to understand the dimensions of the problem

in the minority community.

26. How do you get money and commitment po solve the problem in the minority
community?

27. How to get organization interaction and,support from organizations dedicated
to serving the minority community.

28. How to use alumni associations from both traditional and non-traditional

Black colleges.

Discussion of Issues

Issue: How no increase community collaborative efforts among minority organiza-

tions

Millicent: In uniity and in mass, we will accomplish more than if we continue

to work separately. Youth is a major concern of ALL community organizations

at present. All organizations here are in the same communities and talk with the

1L. same people. If I were an employer(' I'd like one repSom of these community

organizations talking to me rather than holding separate meetings with each.
TOGETHER, we can best approach both employers and school systems. First,

community organizations such las here in this miniconference need to sit and talk
with persons who are really nnning Youth programs - i.e., NOT just the Executive
Directors of the associations.

Dan: This issue is the most important one we could bring to attention of the

Federal Government. There are cities Such Atlanta, Chicago, and New York

who have employed an NAACP Director respopsible for the local Branch. NAACP

Branches have an autonomous status within the general charter of NAACP i.e.,

the National NAACP recommends, but doesn't dictate. The priorities for National,

as opposed to local, NAACP efforts may vary considerably.

;
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Alice: I think you're talking here about the issue of volunteers versus
paid staff persons.

Ambrose: We're not limiting discussion of this question OF WORKING TOGETHEF
to the Urban League and NAACP, are we?

Millicent: The Executive Director cannot be aware of ALL of the problems of
every Department. We who.are concerned with 'youth and education need to
generate position papers on crucial issues such as career ed and present them

to Executive Directors.

1(Dan: My concern is with the organiz tonal structure at ,the local level - that's

where the ACTION really is! NAACP ha paid staff in several cities. We need

to see the Urban League organizational structure in those cities. Then we

will know whether we need to get the Executive Directors - or the Executive
Committees ox some other parts, of the two organizations together.

Gail: There are 116 Urban League Affiliates, each of which has a paid executive
and a paid professional staff. All of them get their general funds from United
Way. Each has a volunteer Board of Directors. Each affiliate is autonomous.

Dan: Then the Board of Directors of Urban League is analogous and also, the
local Executive Committee of an NAACP Chapter. NAACP is in 1,700 communities

whereas Urban League is in 116. Should the Board of Directors of the Urban
League and the Executive Committee of NAACP meet in these 116 communities?
Should only the paid professionals in a git7en area meet? Thatq my que?tion.

Millicent: My point-es that, while the 2 Executive Directors could agree,
to work together, the professional staff persons will have to really DO the
working together if it's going to be done at all.

Gail: Are we going to move and act collectively? This is a PHILOSOPHICAL

question that has to be solved first. If we say "yes", then we can talk

about how to actually do it. ,

Dan: I'm assuming we already have a "yes" to that philosophical question from
a historical perspective of both organizations,

Mary: We're still hung up on these 2 organizations. I'm not talking about

NAACP and Urban League specifically. Rather, I'm interested in seeing us talk.

about this issue in terms of community organizations in general.

44
Alice: If we, as Urban League and NAACP, work out our own strategies for

laboration, we will have some common generalities that will apply to others.

Sam: I read into this issue that we're beginning to recognize a need for
better coordination among community organizations that have COMMON GOALS. We

already have the BLACK LEADERSHIP FORUM vhich has reps from all the minority `--
organizations. Our problem is how to do locally what the BLACK LEADERSHIP FORUM

has done Nationally. The United Way was formed because of the many diverse kinds
of individual fund raising activities carried out by various community organizations.
An analogous kind of problem will be created if a variety of community organiza-

tions each approaches the same merchant in the community and ask for help in
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implementing career education. This is a problem that must be solved.

Millicent: In every one of the Black community organizations represen-
ted in this series_of miniconferences, there is an "Education Depart-
ment". These are the people who need to sit down and talk. I've done

this before and know it works.

Dan: Our problem, I feel, is how to establish 'a model that illustrates
how various community organizations' can get together to talk about and
paticipate in career education.

Mary: AGREE but we don't want to let specific logistical questions
get in the way. Let's talk generally about some concrete ideas
such as, for example, convening a forum/town hall/seminar to talk
about career education. That's the kind of strategy we should be
talking about here.

Gail: Dan is simply asking what's the procedure for agreeing to do
things like Mary is suggesting.

Millicent: However we meet, we will have to get consensus that we DO
have a common concern. For example, our common concern could be a

need to explain to the general public what career ed is and how it

differs from voc ed.

Gail: AGREE. We need to find out who wants to join us in this effort.

Sam: Right now, there is a group of National organizations who have
banded together to fight the proposed budget cuts. It includes such
diverse organizations as the AFL/CIO, the Urban League, the Food
Stamp persons, etc. Using this National network, they have set up a

structure to keep in touch with each other. Our effort, at the local

level with respect to career ed, would be analogoug except that what we
seek is a continuing effort not just something that is an "emergency
of the moment". The ideal structure we're looking for is one that

would have a life of its own.

We're.here to talk about career ed specifically. We must

do so.

Sam: But the .format we make for career ed could easily be applied to
many other kinds of community problems.

Gail: We could form a COMMUNITY COALITION FOR CAREER EDUCATION. V.@

In New Orleans, our Aouth Development Program .(funded by the
National Urban League) actually formed,a Community SteeringsCommittee
to plan for and conduct a,"Career Ed Conference" which held a 1/2
day seminar at the Chamber of Commerce. Out of this came a commit-

ment on the part of various community organizations to hold a State
Career Ed Conference. Out of that effort, grew a YOUTH ADVOCACY

COALITION which has now put together a package for the State legis=
lature to use in pushing for State career ed legislation.

et
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Dan: I would suggest we form a YOUTH COALITION that includes:

Presidents of high school student councils; and

College youth rept,

That would allow career ed to be presented from a youth, as well as from
an adult, perspective to a local community.

Second, I would recommend a newsletter on career education be published
and distributed throughout the community. Such a newsletter could include
a National - as well as local - sharing of community organization involve-
ment in career ed.

Third, we need some way to get recognition to those youth who are mast
actively involved in career education. This could even include local, State,

regional,, and National contests.

Ambrose: In a given community, it will be essential for planners from
community organizations to make the best possible use of career ed persons

from local school districts. Such persons can help us sell career ed to

various community groups.

Issue: Should the career ed movement ideally be supported by the private
sector rather than by the Federal Government?

Ambrose: One might easily take either side of this issue and defend it.
To MORE EFFECTIVELY promote career ed in the minority community, we must
come to closure on this question. For the next 4 years at least, it appears
that money will be in short supply. It behooves us to look at prospects
for GETTING funds from areas other than the Federal Government. In the

long run, business/industry will be employing the youth we prepare so this ,

is a logical.place to turn. We could look at the revenues that would return
to local communities AS RESULT OF an increased emphasis on career ed and
see that it is worthwhile. Businest/industry can readily understand how
they benefit from investing in career ed today - and tomorrow. It is

feasible to consider a package of funding for career ed at both the National
andflocal levels TO be initiated by the private sector,

Alice: It won't work if the private sector is expected to supplant the
Federal Government as career ed's prime funding souiRl. It must, instead,

be a P'Xtnership funding effort. If the private sector is involved, they
could be the prime'lobbying group to get better career ed to minority

persons. The corporate sector already pays taxes to support schools.
Why shoUld-they give more to support schools that have failed minority youth?

M4ry: What would the private sector buy into here that would be advantageous

for them? If they want to mold youth so that youth will "fit' better into

theii'company, I'd have trouble Supporting that.

.

Ambrose: It may be that industry already recognizes advantag

promoting the best development of young minds. Private industry ót

tending to purchase property near universities. There may be a trend away

from industry doing its own research and toward counting more on unilversities
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'doiny this re,,earch for them. If this is true, then industry has some stake

in improving the qua.114-.y of the public schools from which universities get

their studpnts. If so, minority organizations could take advantage of this
as an argument in seeking more p4ivate sector support for'career education.

Millicent: When we talk about private sector support, are we talking about
financial support primarily? Are we talking about in-school youth or about
out-of-school youth as well? How is private industrycto be motivated to do this?

Sam: Indugtry will support career edlin schools from which their new entry
workers come, e.g., the auto industry in Detroit will support career ed in the
Detroit schools.

Many private sector companies are now packaging and distributing various
kinds of career ed 4naterials to schools. What about enlisting their support?

Millicent: It will be easier if we can show private companies what they get
in return for supporting career ed efforts for minority youth.

.Mary: AGREE. One advantage we could point out is that the private industry
wouldn't have to be worried about meeting their affirmative action requirements.
Instead of fighting affirmative action, they could support it.

5

Dan: Is this question concerned about incremental increases in support on the
pat of the private sector over and beyond what they now support, or are you
really asking "will private industry take on full support of career ed?"

Ambrose: I'm talking about considering the question of FULL support for career
ed from private industry.

Other "hot buttons" to get private sector support of career ed for minority youth.

Mary: We could appeal to corporate social responsibility. This is an avail-

able issue now because, in some communities, fights are being waged against
the industrial park complexes which are, taking away some homes of minority
.persons as they are being built.

Millicent: Industry is saying they aren't getting the kinds of "products" they

want from schools today. IF they suppdllot career ed, they could wind up with

all th& scientists and engineers they need in the future.

Ambrose: A career ed program in the school system would surely increase
applicant pools for employers.

Gail: Our Urban League has been listening To our local Chamber of'Commerce

talk about how they plan to attract new industry to New Orleans. We've

said to our Chamber of Commerce "Let us work on building proper career

attitudes and work valUes in youth. Then you (the private sector) agree
to take some of these youth, provide them with the specific vocational skills
they need to become successful in your industry, and hire them." Private
employers know that kids in our Street Academy are high school dropouts.
We're able to get some of them eventually back on school rolls, which pleases

the schools as well as the employers. We know we can produce the kinds of
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workers private industry wants IF private industry would pay the costiof
doing so.

Dan: If corporations are expressing negative concerns about current
work attitudes of minority youth, are these the same employers who are now
also supporting career ed? There's nothing new about selling industry on
things such as "affirmative action" or "social responsibility". What
new ways could be used to sell them on the importance of their support
of career ed for minorities?

Ambrose: The long range objective must be development /of those young
minds who will be the chemists/engineers/etc. - the professionals of

tomorrow. The'private sector will pay more attention to career ed efforts
for gifted and talented minority youth thah if we try to sell them the
concept of career ed for ALL minority youth.

Mary: AGREE. Statements have been made by private industr9%.t.4et there is

now a shortage of scientists and engineers. In some high schools, there's

an annual Science exhibit for ghetto students. Private industry reps come,
identify these students who have exhibits, interview them, take them to
their plants for career awareness/exploration purposes, and sometimes
even pay for their college education and then employ them in their companies. /

Dan: DISAGREE. I don't like the term "gifted and talented". Society doesn't
think of minority persons as,"gifted and talented". It would be a mistake
for the Education Department to adopt a policy that would encourage career

especially for gifted and talented minority youth. How would ".gifted and
talented" be defined?

Ambrose: I wouldn't limit career ed for minority youth to 9e "gifted and
talented" but it would be a good selling point to private industry. In

additions sAh an effort would eventually greatly expand the,pool of
gifted and talented minority youth.

Gail: We will have to help define the term "gifted,and talented" if that

term is to be used with minority youth. If it's defined as "I.Q.", we
would exclude_aarge numbers of minority youth. We will have to rd-define the
term "gifted and talented" so as to broaden its meanirig considerably
beyond "high I.Q.".

Mary: AGREE.

Alice: AGREE but it's important to point out that there are many black youth
with. very high I.Q.s.

,c

Alice: One of the adviantages of corporations putting money into high ability
minority youth is that it gives them a way to get tax write-offs by 'supporting'
higher education for minority youth.

Alice: "Industry", private sector", and "corporations" are different terms.
You can't "renaissance" unless you improve the public schools. What about
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that part of the private sector that includes small business? Why not

talk to these companies about meaningful tax write-offs? Where de-

sc,Iregation problems exist, magnet schools are sometimes seen as a
soli ion. These, in turn-,.lead to the ADOPT-A-SCHOOL approach fo'private
industry that is another excellent tax.write -off opportunity.

Gail: Industry already has4ta way of identifying gifted and talented
, minority youth i.e., we already have AFNA (American Federation of Negro
Affairs) to identify gifted and talented black youngsters. Our problem is

not with the "super black's".but, rather, with the masses. Our best selling
point to private employers is to point out that Oe're on a crime wave now
and that it will cost employers many more tax dollars to incarcerate a kid
than it would to give him careered so that he turns out to be'a productive
employee instead of a jailed criminal.

Sam: Gifted and talented persOns, by definition, make up a ,very small per-

centage of any community. I would sell private industry on both the "gifted
and talented" and on the "masses" who, if ignored, will wind up in crime.
The SOCIAL DANGERS are the biggest thing we have to sell to employers.

Millicent: If I go to a corporation and say "If you don't, help the masses
the crime problem will increase!", would that sell?

Sam: I think it ought to be a combination'of the masses and the gifted/
talented that we try to sell to employers.

Ambrose: The arguments. that Sam is using here are old ones. I'm looking

for the "gifted and talented" pitch as a new one to be added to all other
approaches we've ever used NOT to substitute for other things that we
know work to some extent

Gail: We can appeal to big business by pointing out to them that, without
their help, disadvantagelLyouth won't Kave the kinds of wide opportunities
for career awareness/career exploration that they need, want, and deserve.
We have LEAP (Louisiali Engineer Advancement Program) that takes minority

youth out into Indus ies for expanded career awareness/career exploration.

Issue: How to reach the educationally disinclined youth with career ed
including out-of-school youth

Paula: After it's been decided to have career ed in schools, how will it
reach kids who don't go to schbol on a regular basis and who are not
regularly involved in community activities (like churches,etc.)- i.e.,
HOW DO WE REACH THE KIDS WHO JUST "HANG OUT"?

Gail: For out-of-school youth, there is a great need today to step up

our efforts to reclaim them for society. .The New Orleans St/Vet Academy
started in the 60's, and the need is just as great now as it was in the
1960's:

O
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Ambros.5: In .vety community, you have some students who are proceeding
tnrough school on schedule and doing well and some who are NOT learning

the work ethic. We need to look at the differences between these two
groups of youth - both of whom have grown up in the same community.

Millicent: In our program', we do reach out-of-school youth. Their complaint

and it's legitimate - is that we have only a one year program to offer them.
They need more than only one year of help i.e., they need all kinds of social

services. It should start faith helping sach youth develop a personal inven-
tory, i.e., each wants to be something. Given this, we make-up a progress

chart for each youth.and followpthrough on that chart. The problem is, the

chart isn't completed at the end of only one year.

Ambrose: Perhaps the media could be used to get the career ed message to
A

out-of-school minority youth.

Sam: DISAGREE. The media tends to play up the sensational; not the usual.
For example, there was only a very small piece when Jackie Robinson's son
went'off to war in Vietnam but,a big headline when he returned with some
kinds of problems resulting from drugs. IF the media were to participate,
there would have to be something in it for them. What is it?

Alice: The 6 Black community organizations in these miniconferences have
ALL offered to work with the education system. If now, because of budget

cuts, we have to go but of business, there will be problems.

Mary: What percentage of Federal monies are we talking about? Education

takes 6% of the Federal budg t. We've been told that all the cuts we're talk-

ing about amount to only 3% of the total Federal budget, BUT, with cuts

coming almost exclusively in social programs (which cost, in total, only

about 20% of the budget), the relative losses in each of the social programs
Is very big indeed. There are 116 National Urban League affiliates who

recently met with OMB Director Stockman. Some of our affiliates operate
COMPLETELY with federal funds and are, therefore, now iri danger of being
co9pletely wiped.out. (We have repeatedly told our Urban Leagues not to

tAfe more than 50% Federal money,,but some didn't listen.) Now, they don't

know what to do. Mr. Stockman left them with their mouths hanging open;

he had all his facts and our Urban Leagues had none for use in contradict-

ing him. IF we now were by come up with the world's best plan for delivering
career ed to minority youth but we can't sell it to the Feds what makes

you think we can sell it to the private sector? Are we then simply to say

' to our youth "there's na hope for you". We MUST come up with something new.

The Government won't be our answer now!

Ambrose: One thing that MIGHT get us more private sector 'support is that'the

Reagan Administration says that the private sector is the "the answer".

Mary: The minority organizations represented in this seies of miniconferences
Blacks, Hispanids, Indians; and Asian Americans - have sane common problems

but different solution systems. Maybe we should go to business/industry and
aimply say "support us'with your dollars and we will take care of our kids".
Perhaps industry will be satisfied if their plants aren't blown up!

.3
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Mary: We've selected the "safe" issues here from the list of 28 we generated

this morning. We should get on more of the REALLY hard issues.

Betty: The block grants -; if passed by Congress - can get money for minority
organizations if the minority organizations push for it.

Sam: DrSAGREE: Block grants are the same thing as being "wiped out". With

a real budget cut, and then faced with the need to do more with less, all
kinds of organizations at the State/local levels will have to fight among
themselves 'for these reuced funds. It's going to lA bad news.

0

Millicent: We've been told that DOL Will match.Whatever funds we can get

from our local Prime Spons6r, but the Prime Sponsors tell us their fund
have been cut, and how can they,give us some? It's a "Catch 22" situation

we face.

Sam: I hear the message Betty Ward is ing to give us. The organizations

we work with have not been sophisticated eno gh to write the kinds of letters

- and the numbers of letters to Congress to get the kinds of Congressional

actions necessary to protect us. This must change. .

lis

-N

Issue: How to make special career ed programs geared specifically to needs

--Q

f minority youth including community collaboration

Dan: We need feedback on this. Two examples come to mind:

At a National Institute of Science meeting, the topic of irk ceasing
minority engineering was raised. In several cities now, there
are special curricula to help ready selected youth for engineer- .

ing majors in colleges. Private corporations support this program

in cities such as Houston - and others; and

I'm not sure about the perception of students in 4 year institutions
and colleges regarding career ed versus perceptions of students -

in post-secolAdary vocational technical institutions. The difference,

between careered and vocational ed needs to be clarified first in
the public's mind.

The trends now are toward encouraging more minority persons to enroll in

voc ed so they will be ready for entry into specific jobs. We should think

about forming and operating a NATIONAL YOUTH CAREER ED CLUB that runs in
ways analogous to such voc ed youth clubs as DECA with locals State, and

National contests. I would like to see NAACP Branches to be a part of the
collaborative effort involved in forming and operating such ubs.

Ambrose: There is some truth to the perception that ority'youth enroll

in voc ed courses. This is true in spite of the fac they have not NECESSARILY

been steered this way by their.parents. There exists critical need to

establish and operate a,PARENT CAREER ED PROGRAM. Many parents seek the 'help

of community organizations in finding.ways of helping t eir children in career

decision- making. In most minority communities, parents are interested in help-

ing their children attain higher levels of education. We need to help parents

understand how career ed can help their children increase their career options.
Many parents today look on,vocational ed as a less than desirable educational V

alternative for minority youth.
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Dan: .Ambrose, are you thinking of
® producing educAtional materials so that parents betteirundertand
the concept of career ed; or e

programs O.med at involving parents in the DELIVERY -of career ed
to= minority youth? To TEACH parents about career ed is a different
goal from that of getting them INVOLVED in its delivty.

Ambrose: I am thinking of a combination of,both of these approaches.

Millicent. TheThe community knows what voc ed is, but they DON'T know what '

career ed is. ALL youth need career ed. Getting that message across to the
community is where we must start.

Dan: AGREE - but because of the jump voc ed has on career ed, career ed
is viqwed as a "new program". We should consider introducing career ed
to students at the,'junior high level.

Gail:" DISAGREE: Career ed must begin no later thai Kindergarten.

Dan: I understand that careOr ed should start at Kindergarten level but,
for the Urban League and NAACP, the junior high level would be preferable.
I feel this way because the youth constituents that our organizations provide
servicesto would more easily be identified at the junior high level ancl up.

0

In my opi:rlion, there's been a DE;.IBERATE effort among many persons to
confuse the meaning of career ed. Nreer ed has been the most specific and
clear of any movement about stating its goals. And still this has happened.
We've set forth 10 clear skills that career ed can deliver yet, we still

have people saying "I don't-understvid what Career ed is". Some don't

accept it even though they KNOW it's at kids need today. . They

resist any CHANGE. The reason why caree must start at Kindergarten is

that's where public schools start.

Dan:& IE we start at Kindergarten, what kinds of programs should WE design?

'Gail: One thing our Community Organizations could do is try to encourage
teachers to use career ed as a MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN THE CLASSROOM., We
need to go to the-teacher training institutions and get them to infuse a career
ed emphasis into teacher training. I know for a fact that, at our Street
Academy, we keep in front of us a clear set of things youth need us to help
them acquire. The changes we're talking about aren't THAT big. The course

now teach in career awareness called "POUNDING THE PAVEMENT" is a go
examilke of how uncomplicated it really is.

Ambrose: Teacher training institutions CAN be.influenced by

.4110, school districts and
AO'

community oro*anizatiOns.

s.

. .

'11,7 community organizations MUST' participate WITH the school drStricts.

,

= Such an

effort 'can extend even to helpthg Rerents o: dhildien.not yep' born to see the

need for career education. ,

9
, .

# 0
o
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Millicent Teacher traininginseitutions are coming to communities asking
for help in learning how to deal with.the new breed of students. We CAN
influence em now. In addition, many of the alumni'of these colleges can
be influents inbringing,alaout change in teacher ed institutions.,

0° Gail: It's fantastic what can be done wj.ih°our "new _breeds' of youth., I

c teach these kids basic,academic skills, black history, through
my,career awareness workshop. And L, dd. I even teach career decision-
making and work habits. .

Millicent: A lot of the career ed things could work for minority kids. For

example, minority kids need to learn that the "best clothes" they should
\<....._year fora job interview aren't the "b05t.clothes" they wear to a party:

Mi,l.licent:0Jots of kids 6o,to Summer Camps. We COULD do a lot of career
ed in Summer eamp.

( . ,

Dan: Can we reach a cbnsensus.that th9re's an important difference between
,the ADVOCACY role we can Play and the SOCIAL,SERVICE we can provide tocareer
ed? Advocacy roles can include such things as encouraging teacher ed in-
stitutions and school districts to initiate career ed. The SOCIAL SERVICE

. role is illustrated by TACD JTutoial Academy for Cultural Development)
- a program where NAACP college chapters select 25 or moreollege bound

/-

minority students to help oijent and prepare for college. We are now working
c%

with sevefa OrporatdonsPwRb may provide us with both materials and financial
help for thf5 project. This is an illustration'of a possible DIRECT SERVICE
asopposed to simply an ADVOCACY rote. I should point out that TACD could
'very easily incorw)rate a "careers" emphasis into its structure which might
make it even more attractive to private companies. It would be very
appropriate for NAACP to be an ADVOCATE for careened. We might even
set up patent seminars as a part of our NAACP career ed effort.

Matey: I want to reinforce what Ambrose said about PARENTS. We have a
responsibillty to equip parents with kpowledge of what career ed is. When

pareritt*go down o schools to raise hell, they sometimes do so with the
wrong persons because they don't know the system. Community.orgenizations could,
'help parents learn what they need to know so that then Can get to the, RIGHT

. scnocil officials. Parents should gp'to these official's with a PLAN or

at.1:east SPECIFIC QUESTIONS,- not just a broad general.plea to "support -

career ed".

- .

Mary: When we'talkabbut IMPLEMENTING CAREER Eb, it's got t9 be a 2 way
0 street. Al a preventive tool,, we need classes for parents, so that they
can get an overview of how we are trripq to influence the system. It MUST
work because i,t IS ateed$d.

Sam: From a school board Chair perspective, some comments are in order here.
I like what I'm hearing about career ed? It _seemsAto me we now need to learn
how to PACKAGE career ed so, that it can be sold to school boards. Remember,

Coca Cola didn't become pnpulp.r until someone figured cut how to package and sell
it:

o

\ -4'
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Dan: Wouldn't it be helpful to make a "package" for NAACP and NOT, to take

to State legislatures and get passed as career ed laws? We've talked

. enough - it's time to act: We need some way of packaging the career ed
doncept that we can pushethrough to make State laws for career ed.

t
Sam: The bigger problem is how we tr nslate what we all agree is a 'good

,idea - i.e., "career ed" into a pac ache- a network that can,SELL it.

We have to have people out there selling this idea. The organizations

here-need a public relations effort that will follow up, say, on career

ed with an article in EBONY MAGAZINE. The consdtuency to be lobbied are

DECI.SIOWMAKING PEOPLE like school board members.

Dan: Our initial problem is that of selling the minority community in general.

Sam: Let me illustrate with an.exa mple. We once implemented a.program called

'BRIDGES TO A BETTER TOMORROW" which involved providing ways in which minority

`youth could visit college campuses during the Summer when they were vacant

on weekends. It worked out well BUT the problem came when we tried to
translate this program back to parents and gain parental support. Career

Ed faces thks same problem.

Millicent: AGREE. This happens even /in PTA meeting. Parents tend not

to comes The only time we can get them together is when there's a crisis -

if a teacher has hit a 'kid for example.

.

Mary: Let's NOT look at the problems. We've got to START somewhere. We

CAN't just keep a negative attitude.

Issue: How to use alumni associations from both traditional and non-traditional

Black colleges

Sam: I chose this issue because there are some basic facts we hive to face

including: .

It's TRUE that we have some children not learning in our schools who,

when we survey to discover causes, apparently are failing to learn

because of LACK OF PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT in the learning process.

Black kids who "go right" have 3 things going for them:
- 4

parents;

churches; and

a personal interest Mike basketball).

- Those who "go wrong" Are those who get ppimary learnings from the street.

We want to 'change this. We once went to alumni of Black ,colleges with a

program called "REACH BACK AND HELP -A BROiHER"kmed at helping Black kids

during the crudial years of Ages 13717. It was essentially. an "adopt-a-child"

approach based on role models - same basic idea as Big Brothers.

ie
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Alice: What's a non-traditional Black college?"

Sam: It's a traditional college with a few Black students.

Sam: There are college alumni with all kinds of career talents that could
he matched with talents of many children.

Millicent: AGREE. DOL funds the "PASSPORT PROGRAM" which is like this.

Sam: We can't always have other people do for us. We should do it for

ourselves sometimes. We shouldn't have,to always think about the Federal

Government funding it.
v.

Millicent: Never undere§timate the power of the churches in the minority

community. They have_LOTS of influence.

tDan: Would you ask the alumni Asgociations to pass a POLICY to "adopt-a-

child" as Sam suggests?

Sam: There is already in existence a group who identify with alumni
associations of all 104 traditional11401ack collegeg. They found that,

in traditional Black colleges, alumni are often found together whereas,

in non- traditions Black colleges, alumni seldom see each other: This

-organization COULD be of great help to career ed.

Mary: Vernon Jordan of NUL has written 2 arZiclep on career ed AND testified

on the Hill in support of career ed.

Millicent: AGREE. We have several career ed rograms in NUL.
V

Mary: Is there a Regional network for career ed that the 116 NUL charters

could plug into on a regional basis? A

Dan: I would e to request that a list of all State Career Ed Coordinators
be sent to each participant in this miniconference. '5

Gail: The NUL "YOUTH CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM" is Federally funded in 6

cities, but Federal funds are about to run out. In New Orleans, the pulplic

schools are putting some money in to keep this program going. -
.7, , o

A

Alice: The concept of career ed is being internalized among participants in

.
..-
41- this miniconference. We now need to'go back to our communities and USE .

0

career ed to make our current public schoof§ystem work. We could lean , .

from the Center for Urban Ed in New York that developed a good parent train-

. ing progrIm. They asked NUL to bring in 8 specialists to learn about that

program. /These 8 specialists then took that program back to their own
communities and initiated some modified version of it. There is no reason

to think we couldn't incorporate 'a.tareer ed emphasis into thesedprograms.

ft

O
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Career ed works in Pittsburgh in COMPREHENSIVE, IGH SCHOOLS - not just in
vocational ed schools. National conferences of both the National Urban
League andof NAACP are coming up. If, career ed is on the program, we could
nave 1,700 communities pushing for career ed.

Issue: H can the "swinging door" position of the Urban League be used

to build community partnerships in career ed?

Alice: Whitney Young was eulogized as "AMERICA;F SWINGING DOOR" who had
"swung" between rich and poor, between Blackfand white, urban,and rural,
etc. It has applicability to career ed because, like career ed, Whitney
Young was concerned about-getting CHANGE. Typically, when CHANGE is
suggested, people suggest establishing things like feas bility studies; or
task forces ROTH OF MHICH TAKE TIME AND SLOW D WN CHANGE. This
is Where NUL can help with its paid staff who are aroun on a continuing

Alice: Bernie Watson says "We should have UNITY without UNIFORMITY ". I

have my own "hierarchy of needs" for getting career ed implemented in
tnis order:

PARENTS - We recently did a Saturd Careers conference for parents
telling t'nem What the job market wil look like in the next 5
years. This kind of thing should be done Nationwide.

ROLE MODELS FOR YOUTH Bfack kids tend tohdo well on math tests
up through Grade 4 but then fall off. As a result, we have
established an ELEMENTARY SCIENCE PROGRAM (ESP) where middle-class
Back professionals to to peighborhood housing projects on Saturdays
to work with 4th-6th graders motivating them toward math and science.

SCHOOLS We must show parents ho o monitor in schools. We

COULD include the topic of "how to evalguate the quality of career
pd in your schools".,

BUSINESS COMMUNITY Giyen.all these other things, we could then
convince the business community to help career ed through the
ADOPT-A-SCHOOL modal.

1 ACTION EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS If we had sp cific action
examples of NUL and NAACP career ed efforts in a number'bf communities, we'b
could share them with all communities; it would stimulate others
to participate- 4

,

c411

Dan; What Alice has just said capsulizes much of what'we've said here during
the Last two days. We MUST develop programs that don't make our efforts so
completely dependent on the FederalGovernment. We should combine forces of
NAACP volunteers with thoseofpaid NUL staff members. This is something we
can really DO. I think its essential that there be follow-up communications
among participants in this conference.

1
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Millicent: I want to recommend that, in other miniconferences, more
attention be given to out -of- school, youth. There are MANY kids out
there who -A help. We had a,disco for out-of-school kids where the
requirement for entry was "You have.to,bring your job resume" - even ,

something that simple was helpful.

Dan: NAACP has a Prison Division that should be involved in career ed.
I think the minority youth who are incarcerated need career ea as a
starting'point for the "new" life they will eventualky lead once. they
return to the mainstream of society. I think our organizations should
provide important services related to career ed during this_period of
incarceration.

Ambrose: There might value in a letter going from OCE to the heads of
NUL and NAACP commenting on this eiconference.

, so
O
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Issues Raised by Participants

1. How to develop stronger linkages with private sector and with parents.

2. How to focus in more on individuals in dTeloping self concepts of K-8
youth.

3. How to best identify role models for non-traditional careers for Black
persons.

4. How to intensify efforts to broaden career options for plack, youth.

5. How to make more sure there will be jobsat the end of the career ed
"line" for Black youth.

6. How to get Community organizations more involved in the delivery of
career ed.

7. How to get legislative support 111V career ed efforts of proven worth.

8. How to take special conditions involved in career ed for Black .youth into
account when legislation fails to take such conditions under, consider-
ation.

.

9'. How to get adequate financing for career ed when mandates for other pri-
orities tend to replace it.

10. How to make community organization involvement in career ed a sustaining
effort rather than an initial vehicle for something the education system
`plans to eventually do by itself.

11. How can we,change the whole structure of Education in terms of criteria
for selecting teachers? Certification? Tenure?, etc.?

4

12.' How to capitalize on alternative schools as delivery agents for career

education.

13. Hgw to educate the prtyate sectorin ways that make themmoreaccepting
ell prepared Black youth.

-014. How to get timely feedback on legislation affeCting current programs..

15. How to develop leadership qualities in Black youth through involvement

with the private sector.,

16. How to require employers receiving Federal dollars to provide "ha?ds on"

career awareness /career explorqtiOn opportunities for youth.

4 17:' How to survl_ve in a period of proposed budget cuts.

o.
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Discussion of IssUes

1

Issue: How to get adequate funding for career ed when mandates for other
priorities tend to replace it

Sylvia: This year, in our school district, funds havb not generally been
available for careered, except for handicappbd students. In New Jersey,
we have a state mandate for such things as:

1p . ,T&E instruction;

gifted and talented;

compensatory education; and

handicapped.

ClassroOm teachers can do,career ed but, with kids being Pulled out for all
kinds of other things, it's hard for teachers to be able to infuse a career
ed emphasis appropriate for ALL students.

Helen: In New Jersey, eS student will have to haVe 1/2 unit of career ed
by 1984 BUT they don't have to do it yet.

Bob Morgan (Bob): This it where community organizations come into play. The

only reason Title I came into being was because so many parents pushed for
it. The same thing would hold true for career ed.

Bob Jackson (Rob): We are aware of the fact that the Northeast Corridor has,
in effect, been written off by the current Administration. My concern is
'that, even if people decided to organize for career ed on a national basis,
..how would that help the "block grant mentality" that apparently is inevit-

able?

Bob: All public education is supposedly designed so that)tvery student can
wind up with a career. At least, that SHOULD'be the goal of public education.

Sylvia: DISAGREE. Public education has other goals as well.

Rob: If yOU're talking about financing, what alternatives do citizens have
with the present mentality of those now in charge of our nation? . For example,

in, spite of New Jersey's career ed law, there has been no state money appro-
priated fog career ed in New yJersey.

Bob: Don't worry. Remember, a law always comes BEFORE.monelfor that law.

Media: One of the major problemt that I see is a,need to .educate'the general
Public and those persons who are authoritypto legislate and appropriate
the money.- lihen People don't here children in school, they tend to make

school their low priority. One of the strong support and, resource groups in .

the Community i,s the Church. bn Sunday mornings, Pastors across the nation
speak to millions of.people.- O.I.C. has recognized thi's when it drganized and
Placed clergy on every O.I.C. Board of Directors. Career education could and

should learn from this.
N.
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Rob:, A6REE. It's on11, in recent years that Black leaders haven't all been

ministers.

Helen: DISAGREE. Traditionally the church/ministers were our only leaders,

but recently this trend has changed. For example, we recently started a

program for gifted and talented students. When we tried to involve the

clergy, we had no response.

Media: I am in the ministry and my experience has been that if you con-
vince the "leadership" of a given community, others in the ministry tend

to follow.

Sylvia: Each year, almost all community organizations hold a National Con-

_yention. Most of these conventions have an educational program as part of

the total program. Many national movements - such as the Census Bureau and

the Mdrch of Dimes - make presentations annually'at our National Convention.
This COULD be done for career ed as well - maybe not in only one year of
planning,- but certainly at some time if a proper plea for ,a career ed pro-

gram were to be made.

Beryl: Most people don't really understand the mechanisms for getting fi-

nancing. When money comes to people, in communities, it comes primarily

through some LEGISLATION. Many persons seem not to understand that basic

fact yet. /f leaders of Black organizations bedte aware of the severe lack

of funding for career ed, they could engage in such legislation- stimulation

actions asl.

passing resolutions at their National Conventions supporting ca.-.

reer ed;

organizing a letter writing campaign to members of Congress.

Given this kind of purposeful, planned effort, it WILL work. We Just haven't

done it yet. TO date, the issue of c reer ed hasn't come to the attention of

National Black organizations. We have a lot of "people power" in the Black

community, but it hasn't yet been used for career'ed.

Harriet: I Might be more effective if ALL Black community organizatioks

combined in a coalition effort for career education. Too often, each does

"its own thing".

Beryl: The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 'NEGRO USINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S

CLUBS has focused a considerable amount of its efforts'on running "career

workshops" but NOT on "financing for career We need to identify those

individuals responsible for EDUCATION in each na ional community organization

and then get them together. Even if each organization acted separately, it,

would have positive impact. BlackNational community organizations DO see

career ed as a viable vehicle for cha ge.

Harriet: DISAGREE. What we'need is ONE group representing the EDUCATION

component of ALL National Black community organizations.

Media: It isn't enough that our,Black community organizations are awaresof

car'aer.ed. In addition, there has to be a general- community awareness.
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Out i:At BIRK community organizations - at least their education com-

ponents - are await, of career ed. However, organizations need community

support in order to create any type of impac-t on system changes.

Bob: One of the things that has caused a decline in emphasis on career
development for Black youth is the welfare system. If people can get wel-

fare check, many ask "Why should I work ?"

Harriet: AGREE. There are some people who real4y don't want to work.

Beryl: AGREE. We even have people with jobs who are being paid to work

who don't REALLY want to work. If people can't be given a certain sense

of responsibility in their-jobs, there's no personal reward, which iri
turn, lads such people, not to want ttork.

Harriet: In a humanistic sense, every one IS born with a need to work*BUT
many are turned off from valuing work even before they enter our schools

in Kindergaften.

Beryl: Our affluence ,as Blacks has changed the opPOrtUnities for our
to find meaningfutwork within the home/family structure. With dishwashers,

carpet sweepers, etc., there's not much work kids living in high rise'apart-

ment buildings CAN do. Many of our kids return very little to their J,arents

after reaching Age 18 simply because they're too busy surviving. If chil-

dren don't return something to their parents when young - in terms of work
as a family member - ,many will miss out on chances to eve eturn anything

to their parents.

Rob: In part, we haven't secured financing for career ed simply because of

the many kinds of new financial pressdres we're encountering almost daily.

Let's face it, most people4s4priorities aren't on their children. SURVIVAL

must be top priority. 4-
# t..

Bob: Let's say that leading Black community organizations DID decide to get

organized in support of career ed. Part of their effort would HAVE to be

to put large sums of money into the hands of Black community organizations

participating in the delivery of cpieTer ed. What would cause Congress, ttp

put up the'money for such an effort? Maybe what we need is a really'intense

lobbying effort. .0

Media: I must go back to the education of the community teed. 6 If the gen- ,

eral community understands career education and its vast benefits, they

'W111 support.it.
4

'Helen: We would like to have a speaker at bur National ConVention iri houston

in July 4.t talk about career education. We could make a program spot for

this.

Bob: I. still want to see some PLAN FOR ACTION that would get. more money

for career ed.

Beryl: Maybe what'S needed is a National CAREER ED AS IATION. It should

be a coalition association involving both community or anizations and edu-

caters. This COULD, get off the ground with a, big N lona]. Career Ed Con-

ference where registration dues (of $20-25) would also be viewed as the
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FIRST YEAR DUE;; i -member ol--the AMERICAN ASSOCIATION-FOR CAREER EDUCATION.

Dynamite Idea - DOn't lose

Issue: How to educate the private sector in ways that make.,them more accept-

4ing of well-prepared Black youth

Media: We've talked abollethe.need
thinking, when I raised thi tissue;
and ready to go to wol,,veb ftent-f
well prepared, highly mdtivat d kid
more willing to accept^our c,hi dren

for this, but not hoW to
th'at when ltae get our kid

ind that the jobs aren't
s. The private sector ne

do itE I was

s all prepared
there for these
edS to be made

Rob: We need a PR campaign within the private sector supporting career ed
delivery systems such as OIC and the education system.

Loretta: Awareness materials,prepared for the private sector should, in
part, focus on helping our prepared young people to SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.
That is, ,in addition to tiny printed-maturralsT-we need a film showing these
young people in action' so that they really speak for' themselves.

-
Media: AGREE on the peed f,ipr films and other visual aides but such films
should also showBlack ad-ults,iNtl'o have made it or are successful in the '1

public and private sector. These coud!3 be useful role models both for Youth

and for employers in'the private sector.

Harriet: Any PR campaign with the private sector will, to be successful,
have to be put in a perspective that convinces employers that they can make
mopey from employing our well prepared Bidck youth. The employer needs to

know that this person is like y to stay_ttth them if employers do their part
in terms of giving such you he specifC.skills needed.to succeed in their

specific businesses. We're y looking fogemployers to give kids CAREER

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES - notijust JOBS. We-1.4.6.nt them, to, see the potential

this young person has for them Over the next 204Ydars.

Media: Employers need to be convinced. that they aren't just taking a person

"off the street" when they get one of our well prepared Black youths.. -Our

OIC kids do have good career ed skills. They are persons worth investting in-

I.Joretta: With Black kids, stereotypes continue to exist in terms, of their

believability with emplOyers. We do have good statistical evidence regarding

the quality of our "products", but we need to use such evidence more with_ ,

employers.

Bob: OIC services people. We've had more job placement sources than.almost
-0

any other organization. .Being Black simply means that yOu have to worktwice'

as hard and be.twice as good as non-Blacks. Our kids can demonstrate this.
4

Sylvia: It depends on the employer. Some are much Mbre°1enlent tharLothers;

\ .

HIrriet: Part"of the key to success here is the person doing the."selling".

Both the youth ZiND the agency must be involved ,in this "selling' ". .

.
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Media: ,JIC has had success because of the unique kind of alternative educa-

tion system it provides. We are now using film strips and other kinds of
visual aids;to.sell employers on our students:

f
Loretta: The best selling approach is one tailor-made to the employer.

,Media: AGREE. We sometimes, for example, do this by inviting employer's to

lunch and discussing their specific needs and Pecific kids - with them

at these luncheons.

Bob:' We who prepare our students educationally must be sure we have also

prepared them' to get jobs.

Sylvia: Thei44!' a program in .our schoOl'district where kids go to sch ool

1/2 day and woc 1/2 day at Prudential. By splitting jobs this way (so that

2 kids fill just 1 job) the'company is saving money that would have been
paid an experienced person plus giving kids valuable skills on the job.
Training while in school thus could lead tc fulltime employment after high

school.

Loretta: OIC is funded from a combination of private sector contributions,.
CETA Prime Sponsors, and other sources.. This year, we got $.0 Million from

.the private sector. Those who gaVe ils money from the private sector are

.
the best sources for hir2ng our OIC graduates.

Bab:,. ()IC has profited by training .persons in,SPECIFIC,SKILLS needed by

SPECIFIC EMPLOYERS.

Media: OIC doe's a good job of selling its "product" to employers.
This O. 1.C. approACh, needs to be brbadened tO. include° others. in education.

Beryl: Is OIC prepared to cooduc,t workshops for public schools ullon request ?,}

Lorett : YES. The .QPPORTTJNITY AC1pEMY FOR MANAGEMENT TRAINING links_

L.with th the Education,.
for

system 4nd wit mployers. Its head is Dr.' Robert,

)%4a2,chins. These workshops - when Fun loyers - are typically cused

A the OIC "products" and how they cam be pro&Ctive for'employers. ,This

I."'
raining is 'ai59,a,v,arrabl.e to ,the r COhlmunity onpnizations.

z A , .

t1,.. A

.

..,
,Beryp Tjils Itummer, our' taill be having a $600,000 youth

prografli drie"de*4,illotipelset' aside for "Career Ed 9,1y". Can pIC help us ,

.44 . A.

% wish this? .. t 4- ... 7
,

. a ., , . ' ,
' N. ; .. '

.,
, It.

Media: The 0 ',"feed prolram" .(preparatory. to the rest of training) 1.s '.:
..

.' typically' f °Jr to. ?',w*eks and,concecrOtes. o9 ,gemqraj eitipr'ObilityAskElls.
, ,

7," ..
, . however ,, .-t., is impoht- tie, red615naze tilat' an emph&silL on generAll ,einglolabil- , r

4. J . "*'' ' Volit :4*.) .4

I , lty slc l''s runs 4through the entire, GIC training program. 7 Ate- 0' a, t 04 4 %

7sf "'.. v 'flp; -
, 1:,, . __ ,. tt, . . s ;1... 11 5, :

. , If 0X0sTA) cipeqion is .110:1114r the OTC erlip4asis ,i.s mbref on Oneba emPTTY- , ,

ability skill" or on " speC if icveCatiOtia,1'4)41.1s":, -!elk answer, it t .EdItt .

i

*

v4irkes front emplIper;to emp-loyp: For examplA to00tfiar? ,a, 44/4%gr demands

- a much higher lconcentratton. of...effort on specificev1.9..cationAi skIlls%wbei-"eas

to Prepaile a 'xeceptionist calls for heavy ..41mphgs otp. general employability
, 0

0

skills. 1 :
4.

e,,
. H

..
1
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Helen: .;artier Ld-.IS, a top prioritl of the Nptional.Assoc iation of Negro

,Busines and Professional Women's Clubs: As a ,resul't, Gulf 2/1" Company

has linke with us.. Inaddition, we had a.business/industry day at-our
. , , .

last National Converition.
.

. 6:.
,,,'

. .

°Sylvia: AGkEE.,..,' At that National Convention, we had eight- major business

.organizations come in to do workshops for us, including '

Eastein Airlihes;

o' $4,

Carnaion Company;

(Ph4alip M9rrisj and

ss

"
I

General.Motorsin addition: to Gulf Oil COmpahy-.° 0

' . .

.,

*
4

0.
, A NI,.

Issue:. How to require employers receiving Federal dollrsto provide "hands
- ,

on" career awareness/career expiorati.on opportunities for youth`,

Y'.- , s

Bwb: I sIggested t s because we've llad trouble finding-nds'onr"Nlaces:
,

'for vuTiqsters. W should u, se the1 power used previously
.

by others in
getting dffirmaiv action requirements attached tb availability :of ye enal

7
,tunds and make t same case for this -need fof-"hands oh" eAperiencqs o

. , .

our students. , , ,

4
,., . . ) \

,
0.

'.4, i

y
,

. .
.

Beryl: Everything comes,through regula OQS. 3

- ,

. .

g, in turrl, can -be;

1 written Onry,watth reference ft?, la;As pj;ee by Conqr'ess. 'CII:course,,, with qiie, *
'rN, ,, ,

,4 '

, 4'. new block grants coming..-forcSTmon4 to States ano...iocardol'!6At'ri'cts, 4 ils,

they could .write, such regulations irr with refereOnces to slier-1,3'Lnp t..healppey ,/ =?D
4e they'idl. -\r4iere IS a ..esgical tie-ilvbetween Title,t, E8E4,anIcdrelro,.ed

. .
,

..

''O'c. sAiehlwould make ti,c'areek 'ed,e4Ves's.s fo-sible.. for econopicadisatvanged
,iN sti,adents in t'ocalsehool'dist Loa,;, *., - .

b
P

,,, sii, ksq it ) ' .. ' , ir. aa
.4 , 4. / 34

0 . :
, ' .

's) .11 . ,, , no. .c. , 4 .

iket.tyi :0 tr; his idea lAau ed-,as annc6nti e,ihing.Wlisreby tmplOe'ts'who es. e".

/.ti

r6v.i1u '7' :' experienCeACor yofitti wOu 0_4,, sad, 'five td'',teri . ,

,

I,
.

,144ocitdie po.lii s" towards'getting.CovernMent contnic.Xs. 1

1 . 1
. 1

0 , ; 1
,... 4

.

P.' t

' Bgryl: IF.'we doUtd4highlight numerous examples hre?ughOut the.Netidn where ' ....'

.
. ...._

.4 career ed has, in fact, served as a vehicle for sqlving a'Ariety of "man-.

. .

, ,-(4,1ees of the moment", we could sell career ed to lots of Boards of Educat'on.

4 Beryl: We might ind tA p osed Kemp-Garcia bill a useful vehicle fora

inserting an.emp asis such-as this. It certainly looks like a logical piece

. of legislation.

Bob: If such an "incentive" could'be written into law, it,..would,go a very

long way toward getting eventual jobs for minority youth.

Sylvia: We need to emphasize that those employers who seek to establ4sh
new businesses in the inner city should belis concerned about the PEOPLE

- youth and adults in those inner cities - as they are about the PHYSICAL

FACILITIES.
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Rob: When I look at urban areas, I Oee that urban renewal has cleaned out

lots of, homes in the inner city. Money is already coming back into the

inner city'. Has the term "inner city" really been defined? I would hate,

for,example!'to see "Society Hill" in'Philadelphia qualify as ",inner city".
The jobs have never been in the suburbs; they've ALWAYS been in the city.

Sylvia: Community organizAions should be recognized as powerful vehicles
for use in linking schools with both employers and the general public.t,

Rob: Ifye could, through the Kemp-Garcia Bill, get a provision created re-
quiring participating eMployers to make arrangemenets both the Education system
and with alternative Education systems such as OIC to provide "hands on" ca-
reer awareness/career exploration experiences to youth, I would be satisfied

for now. That is, I don't think we'shou.ld attempt - at thi's time to go

so far as-to also require such employers to actually hire "X" percent of
such youth.

Harriet: One way this could be done in the Kemp-Garcia,bill would be through
a special kind of "credit" - analogous to the targeted job tax.credit - for
'youth to whom such "hands on" career development experiences are provided.

Sylvia:- In every neighborhood, in addition to private-for=profit companies
and industries, there are some common kinds ot public service companies, e.g.
the telephone company, the gas company, which are ptiblic Utilities ineligible

for Federal funds of any kind. Couldn't something be worked out to also
yive,such pgblic utilities some incentive to provide "hands on" career aware-
ness/career exploration opportunities for youth in the inner city? Community

-organizations such as 'the National Association of Negro Business and Prjo-

fessional %Women's Clubs could be links ,in orchestrating'a unified-plea to

get these kinds of public utilities together With the school systeM's career

education effort. This, too, is an effort deserving of SeriouS consideration

in the Kemp-Garcia bill!

Na,tional Association of Negro Business and Professional Women's Clubs, Inc.:,

BACKGROUND

1. L6cal units are called "clubs" - about 265 "clubs" in the Nation.

. Approximately 15;000-20,000 members.

3. It is'independent of the National Federation of Business and Professional

Womens Clubs, Inc.

4. Founded in 1935.

414011" i

5. Located in MANY local communities, not '3ust major urban areas. Most of

the fifty states are oovered - Western and Mid-West primarily missing.

No "clubs".in such,states as: Wisconsin, North Dakota, South Dakota,

Colorado, Oregon, Montaria, Idaho, Arizona.

6. Of members,°60% are educators. A big percentage are professionals.
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-7. There are sal; Districts in the Nation with an elected Governor in each
District.

8. National Headquarters: 1806 New Hampshire Ave., NfW., Washington, D.C.
There is a National President but'-o National Executive Director.

9. MANY Clubs have a "careers" phasis. Career ed IS one of the MANDATED
PROGRAMS that all local clubs must follow. There is a formal polic,-y re-
solution sporting career, ed

Issue: How to Survive in a Peri of BudgeCuts

Rob: As we look at our current situation, we must recognize that Congress
WILL pass the Reagan budget and it WILL have a big effect on all of us.
People won't realize its true e ect for a year or more, There IS lots of
money on the other side fighting ag'ainst us. How do we survive and keep
alive the issue of caredPed in these times?

Rob: We've all read about "block grants". What is the reality(,here in terms
of keeping career ed alive?

Media: Do you think that we're knowledgeable enough about where the money
is and how to get it? There is money, but we need to:know how to play the
game. Those-individuals who are in control have their own criteria which
must be met.

Rob: A cltmate exists in Washington now where lobbying Congress dOesn't
matter. Career Ed is NOT on the priority list. If we don't understand
and get involved in the political process, we're going to be overridden
by the high powered political, lobbyistS% Why not be an idealist and BE-
LIEVE WE CAN DO ANYTIFG. ',et's look at the issues from that perspective.

Media: All of us are /committed to making career ed work. In the meantime,

we each have to'suryfve. We need to go to the private sector to
"survival funds".

Beryl: The integrity of funded programs will be lost in the block .grants
unless SOMEBODY takes responsibility for maintaining that integrity. This
is mooing to take really effective leadership at the local community level.

Rob: Many persons in local comMunities still don't understand the differ-
ences between career ed and voc ed. In many cities, voc ed is a tracking
system. The whole issue of career/ ed is:talking abdut kids as OUR future.

Beryl: Career Ed should, in sno way, be an ETHNIC issue. It's for EVERYONE'S

'CHILDREN.

Loretta:* Vision Will be essential to carry us through the next several years.
To survive in the current period of budget cuts, it might be possible to push
JDRP approved programs with thk Reagan Administration especially thoselthat

combine a. "back to basics" with a "work/education" emphasis - AS CAREER ED

DOES.
1
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Rob: A tot of the,Admiriistration's thinkirr grew out of places like the
Hoover Institute and the Heritage Foundatinn wposrmembers really aren't
with the PEOPLE.

Bob: Suburban disZicts are automatically labeling minority youth as handi-
capped. And so are those urban areas where they see they can get MONEY by
doing so.-'''We could learn from,special education (Title I) that we need
PARENTS TO PUSH FOR LEGISLATION.

Beryl: It's paramount that everyone involved' in career ed raise the con-
sciousness level of those we serve. We could put an article in the local
newspapers, for example. TALKING without IMPLEMENTING won't help.

Issue: How to focus in more on individuals in developing self concept of
K-8 Youth

Loretta: OIC originally addressed this concern when the URBAN CAREER ED
CENTER was firbt established in 1971 within the Philadelphia School
District.

Rob: Career ed must START even before Kindergarten i.e., in the home/
family structure. Many of our kids are THFOUCH before they even reach
Kindergarten. Too many debilitating factors have already been at work on

- them. That's why HEAD, START was born. If we have Head Start preschool and
big career ed ,efforts in Grades 10-12, there MUST be a maintenance career
ed effort K-9 as well;

Beryl: We have to look at the word "self-concept". What do we mean by

that? Everything that happens has a potential for acquiring feelings of

self-worth, either positive or negative. When Blacks are pictured inthe
media as 4bommitting crimes", as "thOse on welfare", in SPITE of the fact

'they are NOT the ones primarily involved in either, it's bound to create
negative'self-concepts. We need to praise children no matter how small their

contributions.

Media: Too many kids are told what they can't do rather than what steps are
necessary to take in order to do it.

Sylvia: ,Mdch of this depends on the Educdtion'system's willingness to tak,,
agerieral attitude'oftpositive reinforcement with its studeqs.

Media: Many of our White brothers and sisters have a fear of Black kids,
that they may pull out a switchblade or other weapoh (stereotyping) so
consequently they don't discipline our kids so they can learn as much as

they want to and are capable of.

Sylv I.t's up to the building administrator to take the lead.

Rob: :Teacher unions arp part of the issue here. In public schools, the

unions protect some incompetent teachers'.
°

.
,

.

...Beryl: Subtle racism prevents the kinds of learning that should go with our

children. Children CAN, learn. They must be TAUGHT. ,

-f

s.
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Media: I don't like the use of the term "Minority!' when making reference .

to peopie of Color. It means lesser than. My children were taught that
they were not "Minorities". We've alwqys referred to ourselves as "Black".

A

`Beryl: PeoPle/of color ARE the majority in the world.
4

Beryl: Black people are the only people without a clear history,to teach
our children. We are the only ones without an identifiable country to go
back to. This, too, impinges on self-concept.

Issue: How to best identify rode models for non-traditional careers for
Black persons

k

Beryl: We need to find a mechanism to identify those Blacks who are inroles
that are NOT traditional careers for Black persons e.g., chemist, air
traffic controller, stock broker, president of a large cftoration. In/le-

veloping such a list, our Black youth should know 'these ARE jobs they CAN
-obtain. When we ask.Black kids what they want to do in terms of a career,
they tcfttl-te-i-espend in -teams of utily tho Y s they,can SE -Where they
live. THIS IS TOO RESTRICTING OF THEIR FREEDOM.

Helen: We've done this in some of our Club activities.

iielen: Good TV programming would help. To date, TV has been more negative

than positive in terms of role models.

'Bob: AGREE. TV haS tended to picture the situation as is" rather than as

"should be.

Rob: I'm an..,dvocate of using the media BUT media, by itself without reinforce-

ment wo,n't help much. 1,

k

Beryl: How can we let ALL Blacks know about these role models ? How ow
such role models be made AVAILABLE to all?

Sylvia: Many National organizations such as ours DO have "talent banks";BUT

there is, at present, no way of POOLING THOSE'TALENT BANKS OF ALL THE NATIONAL

BLACK COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS. /

Bob: Traditional Black colleges have, typically, formed "talent banks" of

Alumni/that are distribyted to alumni.
7

Sylvia: If some organization took on the'development of a POOLED NATIONAL
TALENT BANK, the various associations and traditional. Blackcolleges,wapld
contribute to it. 4 .

Media: Johxson Publications ('piblishers df EBONY and JET) might suppor

such as National *talent bank.

Sylvia: BLACK ENTERPRISE (pUblisher is Earl Graves) publashes month and

inCludes occupational projections and some role mo.dels'in each issue.
A
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Bob: Ifyou.ch,show these Black publishers hoW)they could help the ,Black

community,thro.ugh such a publication, they MAY support it even if there's

no profit,in it for them

STlvia: Greyhound Corporation has also done many thing's to support improving
self-concepts of 'Backs. Their adverti ements n Jet Magazine by Joe,Black,
an excellent role model, are in example f this. They might be interested in
such a project.

Hdw would such a NATIONAL TALENT BANK operpte?

Heleri: It should go to both schools and community organizations.

Beryl: It could be made available to Superintendents of local school districts.

Bob: State, Department of Ed Career Ed/Voc offices could make this package
'work. 4-

C-

Rob: We could talk about seAral ditsemirtation systems like NOICC/SOICC.
Some will likely be out of existence soon BUT the State Departments of Ed
won't. V

Bob: OIC could be the National dissemination agent all by itself.

Rob: To.disseminate to every LEA iAhe Nation, it's essential that use be,/
made of the Nation's system of State Departments of Education.

Issue: Howl, to get community organizations more invOrvect in the' delivery of

career ed

Helen:I One thing we could do is try -to work more with career ed coordinators/
counselors in local school systems. Once we've gotten some list of community
presentors, lehen the schools tend to use our list but ignore US. Mayb it

wouldn't have happened if career ed coordinators were at the SCHOOL_DI TRICT
LEVEL rather than at the BUILDING LEVEL, We haVe not yet sought seats on .

the local Career Ed'Advisory Councils.

Beryl:, The most effetive way for our Association to work is to go through
the schoolt. We use the school facilities but it is: whereI live, an
ASSOCIATION EFFORT, not a "partnership" effort with the school system.

Sylvia: But you, Beryl, did.that as a single independent effort. We tried to

-do it as a JOINT effort with the school system: The school, however, changed
the format of.career day and took it over as its own. It is to the advantage

of the career ed ovemeht to be a TRUE PARTNERSHIP effort -*not what we've

/11
been deScribing. ' .

Rob: Once school districts take something over, it gets pught 11T5 in the

Educaion system "bureaucracy ". That's why a joint community partnership

is essential.

Beryl: It's VERY impOrtant that Blacks kids see\Black community organiza-

tions reaCh/ng out to help them.
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Helen: Slack community organizations haven't been itTformecrthat career ed

WANTS to involve them: 0

Beryl: In part, it MAY,be that Black organizations, because of continued
racism, don't want to be rejected. ,Other kinds of community organization's,
.e.g, Association of Junior Leagues, don't have that worry.

Media: Black cirganizations still have to learn how to play, the politi'al
games that will allow them to know that they CAN become involved.

J .

4.

I
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Issues Raised by Participants.

1. How to in Asian American children's needs in, textbooks and career
ed materi- s.

2. How to secure and use effective career role models for Asian American
youth.

3. How to take advantage of Asian American work ethics in career education.

4. How to c hange teacher ed and counselor ed to make both more sensitive
to Asian American youth.

5. Is the stereotype of'Asian Americans as "intellectually able, scienti-
fically Oriented, trouble free, work-orientedP yoUtb stirl true? What
about new generations or even the Americanized 2nd, 3rd and 4th gener-
ations?

6. Are the stereotypings of careers Asians Americans enter still true?
Have 'they bqenexposed to broader career options?

7. How do we overcome the myth that Asian Americans have easy access to
higher education?

8. How to break down sex stereotyping. in the Asian American culture,to
broaden career options - especially for females. How can schools work
with families to overcome this?

9. How to assimilate Asian Americans in the broader culture without losing
their own cultural identity.

10. How to mount an affirmative action campaign to allow more Asian Americans
into organized labor.

11. How to change role models for Asian Americans in ways that expand career
options.

12. How to face and overcome underemployment for Asian. Americaub.-14- so they

can get beyond middle management positions.'

13. How to train and retrain elementary school teachers.to overcome stero-
typing already.present in their pupils - including application skills.

14. How to pkomop and use the concept of bilingual workers in our society.

15. How to eet career ed needs of the new refugees.

16. How to find role models for Asian Americans in such occupations as

lawyer.

17. How to help'Asian American women in mid-career change get back into

paid employment.
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la. How to overcome bias against Asian American teachers within the Educa-
' tion professions, and other parts of the world of work (such as post

offices) .

19. How to secure appropriate bilingual ed for Asian American youth when
their numbers are small in a given school system.

4.

20. How to relate career ed and global education.

21. How to differentiate careered concerns for Asian American youthin terms
of (a) new ii6igrants; (b) 1st generation persons; (c)' 2nd/3rd genera-

tion persons.

22. How to help Asian American youth in career planning activities that will
'avoid inappropriate career 9.hoices. .N_

23. How to help recent immigrants become more aware of career planning re-
sources. \

24. How to collect and disseminate all available career inforMation to
Asian Americans.

c

25. How to tie community organizations. representing Asian American persons
with other -community organizations involved in career education.

26. HoW to more appropriately involve parents of recently arrived Asian
Americans in appropriate career planning with their children.

27. How to help recently arrived Asian Americans better understand the
entire process of career planning.

28. How to help the business community overcome their stereotypes of Asian
Americans.

29. Hbw to promote the concept of need for bilingual career counselor's.

30. How to minimize stereotyping in career ed materials.

Discussion of Issues

tissue: Ho,,,, to change teacher education and counselor education programs
to mare them more sensitive to Asian American youth

Noriko: We should look at long term and short term training - i.e.,

both pre-service and in-,peivice.
,..,

Bob: We need to
.

generate courses on dealing with minority youth. We need

....-'2

a course dealing with:

,characteristics'of minority youth,:and.

a separate career ed course for teachers.
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1.'uture'teachers need to do somd practicum, work that involves. shadowing ior=
sons in business/indu,--try settings , a sort of work/study for teachers so
that they can gear career ed to thereal world!

:May: 'Stiff development within teacher ed institutions is,-where we must
begin. .Information about career ed needs to be filtered down to educators.
Much of the content of career ed is. already in other terms, like ",lObal
ed", "multi-cultural education", etc.

Shinae: I see great similarities between MULTI-CULTURAL ED and CAREER ED.
Multicultural;ed is concerned about such things as:

<.
helping teachers deal with minority children, v .

helping teachers deal with parents of minority* youth; and

school' system/coMMunity interaction.

In teacher ed, certain courses have become traditional ones to always
teach. Multicultural ed advocates bringing in special short term training
to supptement such traditional courses. Intervice ed is as important as
preservice. The SEAs can do much to encourage this short term training.
In multicultural teacher training, the ones who 13olunteer to come are
more receptive because they feel' that acquiring such skills will helps them
in working with minority students. Many other teachers are not so motivated
to participate. The multicultural movement is trying to tie requirements
for multicultural ed into teacher certlEcation requirements. This is one
way to get cha(nge._.) You can't rely only on those with "good intentions".

Bob: If we don't put multicultural aspects of teaching into pre and inser-
vice ed, what will happen to education in urban areas? It's in trouble even

now. Who will we get to

S
each in these areas and how successful will ttley

bt?

Sue: Why aren't multicultural courses taught to students beginning in
elementary schools?

Shinae: Students can learn only what their teachers can teach-them. We
.

need to get at the teachers first.

May: California had a requirement requiring inservice ed in multicultural
education for teachers. HOwever, our collective bargaining resulted in
abolishing all required inservice ed - so it isn't done much now.

Sue: Asian American kids are being more stereotyped by other'kids than by
their teachers. This multicultural program has to start at a very young i

age. If donehere, it could easily be tied into career ed.

Noriko: We should alskwork with personnel directors in the business com-
munity to make them aware of4 stereotyping. The media also needs to be workgd

. ,
.

on.

Sue: Miami had a cullebral program but it didn't work well. For example,,

AP
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business eommunity persons didn't even' distinguish Chineske from Japanese
persons.

4

May: How do you make teachers aware of,.the fact that kids need a joint
career ed/multicultural ed effort?

Shinae: The community can generate a voice with school boards that Make
this need clear. Recently arrived immigrants are reluctant to raise

objections to anything.

May: That problem is even more serious with 2nd and 3rd generation Asian
American persons

Sue: Asian Americans have traditiollally used Ne "Raise yourself up by yoyr
own bootstraps" approach - rather than any kind of confrontation strategy.

Bob: I note there seems to be a general philosophy emerging of "Let"s make
everyone an 'American" - i.e.,-a de-emphasis on.bilingual ed fbr example.
_Perhaps this is becoming a trend in the U.S. Dept. of Education. I'm getting

nervous about it. Is there strength in,cultural diversity where similarities
and differences can by synergistic rather than antagonistic?

Shinae: 20-30 years ago, there weren't great numbers of Asian Americans.
Further, the trend was clearly only towards ASSIMILATION not mu4ticultural/'

dual identity strategies. Now this has changed so that more successful
Asian Americans are coming back to the Asian American community and identi-
fyir(g with that community. Assimilation never really happened., Moreover,

the great increase in Asian americans has made for big changes. In this

respect, we are progressing.

Bob: Do you feel that the 3rd/4th generation Asian Americans coming back
to the community are doing so in ways that will result in some kind of

political clout? Are they activists or passive receptors? Could they

assume leadership positions?

Shinae: No. The political clout ill come from newly arrived immigrants -
BUT these persons, while potentially a powerful'political force, don't yet

know how to exercise such power.
\JO

Sue: Engineers complain that fanagement jobs bypass them because of their

language problems. They believe they could fain by community organization

efforts. Yet,,a particular Asian American senior executive I know is dis-
couraging engineers from his'comiany from joining any proposed Asian Ameri-

, can community action group.

Shinae: In my opiniop, Sue's example. is simply part of the culture - its
4 not a reflection on a single person. -

Shinae: When you talk about " assimilation", you're really talking about

two different ass:

Micro-behavibral cultufe (on the job, etc.),, and

b
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MEMORY CULTURE i.e., traditional values including religious

beliefs.

Micro-behavioral assimilation and memory cultural preservation are needed
in order to be truly fpicuLtdral. Biculturalism is the goal at least for

some of us.

Noriko: The culture encourages us to use a non-confrontational approach.
.- This means change will take 4 long time. This is someSimes falsely inter-

preted by, others as though "Its O.K. with us."

May: As a te4c er in a school system, I make a conscious effort tb discuss

roles, witkmy' t nts'. One of the things we've done inn curriculum deve-
lopment iD Materials that say "ITS. 0.K TO BE CHINESE AMERTCAN"and "ITS Q.K.,

FQR CHINESE AMERI4ANS:TO.EXPAND THEIR CAREER OPTIONS". ;We show some of

these film stiips in `our-- classes. PBS 1-1s ,also put some of this on TV: , '-

.

Sue:
.0 I

.Sue: But PBS puts on Asian American shows at times like,8-!00 A.M.- What . ...N.

kids will'be seeing it? - -

.. .

May: We need to be aware that'Asian Americans are no longer invisible.

Last year, the SBA considered takihg Asian Americans out of the "minority"

categOry. It was'defeated py the JAPANESE AMERICAN' CITIZENS LEAGUE a

National prganization fulltime lobbyist in D.C. This organization

has regional offices and ;peal chapters in urban areas. It has lots of

members.

Sue: That organization is a part of the ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN HERITAGE

COUNCIL, INC. in Washington, D.C. This consists of 7-8 Asian 'American

organizations who join together to lobby for Asian'Heritage Week. They have,

not yet taken on such issues as "educatkp change", and are certainly not con-

.sidered taking on "career education".
-1a0-

May: There's also another organization: NATIONAL AS5bCIATION OF ASIAN PACI-

FIC AMERICAN 'EDUCATORS is areassociation of'people in Education.. It isn't

affiliated with the ASIAN PACIFIC AMEWICAN HERITAGE COUNCIL.

Noriko: The PAN-ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION is another. It,is

especially interested in women's careers, and in networking.
1

NOriko: The most active Asian-Americans are% ose who were born overseas.

lifter all, they WERE 4 majority culture - and s '11 think of themselves .

this way. 2 Those who have-been here for several generations THINK of them-

selves astuminorities" and act tfiat way.

Issue: How to tie community organizations representing Asian American per-

spns with other community organizations'involved in career education

Shinae: Sometills lack ,of information and isolation is the problem. If a'

There is no systematic PLANNING of delivery of services on the part of

.
ogmmunity,agencies, although there are some agencies which have the potential

to function this way. For instance, if a CETA program springs up, everyone

goes there, but the support for the progm is based on what's available

iat the moment, .e., the programs exist only for a short and limited {purpose. For
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examjle, eachminokity group has SOME community organization concerned with
seXin4 that group in various ways (e.g., jo placement, senior cittizens, day
care, mental health, CETA, etc.). Eachof hese groups has the potential
for working, with school districts but do, t Often function in collaboration
with these districts. If we depend on VOLUNTARY involvement with NO MONEY,
it's hard to expect that much will happen. Members of these organizations are
busy on their regular.jobs. There'will have to be,SOME money for he community
agency to become involved. in career education.

Noriko:. AGREE. At least the8e.community organizations should'be prepared,
and encouraged, to write proposals for career ed dollars.

Bob: Couldn't various Asian American community agencies, get together and
apply for a single grant: Are they,of one mind on Critical issues affectiTg
them or is there internal disagreement that continues to be dysfunctional?

SUe: In Floridat a community -'coalition effort could work mainly because.of
relatively small Minority populations. A smaller group, works better, in part,
because its cheaper to disseminate information tb its members.

Bob: .I ran.a Tit]e III project in 1967-70 for educable mentally retarded high
school studen,ts. Located in affluent suutban school districts,,parents of
elementary school retarded children still thought THEIR kids will eventually
be going 'to college. OUR ultimate objectiv 8 to place them on jobs. The

ultimate vehicle we tried to build was a community organizational framework
that included educators, business persons, and parents. This has some ana-
logy for use in thinking about involvement of Asian American community organi-
zations in career education. There needs to be a taxonomy of functions, so
that each group is working in -its way toward mutual goals.

Shinae: The goal is good career ed for Asian American youth. An umbrella of
community organization MIGHT work. It could become a prototype Model for
career education. Looking at all community kganizations, some are.multi-
ethnic oriented and some are mono-ethnic oriented...

Sue: Many community colleges receive Federal funds for career ed with mid-
dle age women. In Orlando, this includes Hispanics and Blacks but they
don't include Asian Americans in their coalition. When we suggested that.
edult education opportunities be advertised in Asian American newspapers,
this request was denied.. They werd not interested BBCAUSE"WE, AS ASIAN
AMERICANS, ARE TOO QUIET .AND DON'f SPEAK UP `FORCEFULLY FOR OURSELVES. The

Blacks have NAACP. The Hispanics have LULAC.' We have nothing comparable.

Shinae: Asian Americans are.basically peaceful persons. We are not inclined
toward violance as a means of getting atteTtion. Whal can we do?

Sue: There's nothing violent about community organizations serving as ad-
vocacy groups for those they represent.

Bdb: The Asians have to get THEIR act together first. At the very least,

they need a few major action agenda,items. A(
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Sue: Wherever Chinese persons live, they tend to let Thais take care of
N,

politics while the Chinese take care of business.

Bob: None of this is going to be easy. WOlad 3 years of Federal, funding
in order to carry out:the 'project I described a few minutes ago.

May: Bob said he had an organization. -He WAunded specifically to trganize

community resources. Were not there, yet. Opt not convinced because: (1) our

communities don't operate in this way; and (2)tour parents are still at the
SURVIVAL - not the SELF ACTUALIZATION level. Wow do 7(1)u communicate concepts

that are foreign'to the parents? When th4 War cin Poverty called for community

involvement, we tried BUT he contacts STILL haVentt been made. The same

thing happened in MDTA (which trained people but, .with no jobs at thp end of

training, resulted in nothing).

. Bob: There have to be INITIATORS in any change prpcess. These are differ-

ent kinds of people includipg INITIATOR-s,, ACTION PERSONS, IMPLEMENTATION PER-,

SONS, and then M4ItTENANCE PERSONS. These are different type, of persons.

Decisions must be made constantly about who is dor what; when and why!!

'

Sue: One current program is the 'Targeted Job Tax Cedit Program. I know

oneChinese restaurant owner who hired a Vietnam reEiugee. The Vietnameqe

person fou ?d he .could get more benefits by going on food stamps,and attending

a local area vocational school where he was paid $100 per hour for going to

school): Some think the Federal Government should sjfprid their money to find

JOBS for.ttie refuges, NOT simply provide them with food stamps and welfare.

My opinion is thatthOre SOME refugees whb will take food stamps rather

than work in a restaurant. Othew won't.

Shinae: Even plaugh.it's humiliating to accept food sumps, some will do so
,

'IF they'can-get training which, eventually, will make them self-sufficient.

i;

,SomeSome people in business feel thloirfood stamp/welfare" pattern is a,
. .

way of simply.takin'g advantage of poor Iefugee persons.

Shinae: Previous programs have failed, in part, because theFederal Govern-

ment has tried'to solve problems simply by throwing money at them without good

monitoring systems. That doesn't work. We need people to OPEN THE DOORS OF

OPPORTUNITIES for Asian American persons -.not just throw money at them.

Noriko: We do need some kind of coalition community group made up of ALL

kinds of Asian American subpopulations, Given such a coalition, it, in turn,

could link with other community elements.

May: In any organization, you-have some who are active and others who are

not. The "action persons' get "burned out" afterwhile.

Noriko: In Japan, the one who speaks up gets beaten down. It is not consid-

ered virtuous to be too. aggressive.' Change is perceived as coming about

slowly. Industrial changeds something else - it can go faster. Cultural

value changes come about much more slowly.,
rt.
Shinae: In the 1940s, many laws were passed penalizing Asian Americans,

especially in California. Becauseof this many deVeloped a goal of becoming
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"Americanized". It Nas a way of "getting in"- A coalition grdup COULD

happen, but they would need a common issue around which to unite.

Issue: Could career ed serve as an'issuearound which to form a community
_coalition of Asian American groups?:

Shinae: YES.

Noriko: Y.E.S. It could cover elemptary/secondary/adult education very

Wide spectrum of the total community. .

Max: Where would bilingual education fit in here? If we only write training
programs for immigrant families involved in Bilingual Ed, we're missing a
whole popUlation of 2nd and 3rd generation Asian AmericAns. Bilingual edu-

cation serves primarily the immigrant kids. A huip percentage of AlSian

,American youth - 2nd and .3rd generation persons - have beenoverlookelibecause
the Federal.fUnds have gone to immigrant kids through Bilingual Education.

Noriko: My children look Japanese. Their teacherg have just EXPECTED them

. to be good-in math and in science. In the.last;10years, many liberal arts

fields have opened up forAsian Americans, but not very fast.

Bob: The self-fulfilling prophecy concept takes over here - teachers'ati-
tudes have to be modified/which in-turn changes their expectations.

Mee-Lon:. Parents who immigrated recently are VERY stereotyped i.e., they

believe "girls should do THIS and boys should do THAT". They interested

in their childrens' careers, BiLprimarily only, within a stereotypes context.

May: Equalization of pay for men and women and change in'career Sex roles

go hard in hant IF pay were equal, we would move fast toward getting rid

of most occupational stereotypes'.

Shinae: DISAGREE. For example, most Asian AmeriOan plarents might view that

ASian American boys shouldn't, in our culture, strive to become beauticians,
no matter how much it pays.

May: DISAGREE WITH SHINAE. In Hong Kong, mel/ are beauticians!

Sup: We have a large number of Japanese women married to Americans who, need

some information clearinghouse for use if,,for example, her husband dies,

or she gets divorced. pany.of these women are NQT fluent'in Englis They

need just a LITTLE help. This kin of clearinghouse, if it could be et up,

could include a "careers" emphasis.

Noriko: _AGREE. Even a 1 person office could Servea good networking function.

Sue: If you can teach "basket weaving ", why can-It we teach these kinds of

survival skills - including career skills.
.000001.4

May: Remember, "career ed" isn't exactly a "household word" yet!
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Issue: How to face and overcome Underemployment:of Asian Americans so that
they can move up beyond the mid-management level

May: Research has shown that Asian Americans who have good skills and are
good workers seldom get: beypnd mid management in industrial organizations.
How do we train Asian Americans to be more ASSERTIVE so that they, too, cane
Move'up?

Shinae: It's NOT just lack of assertiveness. Normally, top management posi-

tioris go to white persons, not to Asian.Americans or to other minority

persons.

Bob: Even beyond this, there is a general perception that Asian Americans
,are better at taking orders than they are at giVing orders. Passivity, not

action orientation,is the stereotyped perception. What,about seminars for

eMployers?

Noriko: Asian Americans coming directly from a country - say Japan - to their
USA feel its O.K. to be assertive because, in their country, they WERE the
majority. Its tougher for 2nd and 3rd generation'persons.

Shinae: We simply aren't gi%ing Asian American persons enough chances to

be leaders.

May: AGREE. .In San Francisco, teachers used to "retire" to Chinatown where

- kids didn't questiop.authority, make noises, or create discipline problems

for teachet. Many of the-kids coming now tend to ask more questions. Asian

American kids,APE a little more feisty now.

Shinae: Still,, we, as parents, reenforce conformity in our children - i.e.,

. .1,4 say things like "Don't talk back." )

--7----
Shinae: Ourkids go to publiC schools 5 days a week where the only HEROFS

they hear, about are white persons. On weekends,.I go to'a Kdrean church

where everything is taught in Korean. Some of our kids don't always under-

stand Korean - and,asa result, some are AGAIN failing to find a LEADER-

SHIP role even in the. Korean church. '

May Many kids don't know about Chinese-American heroes.

Sue: A Korean bilingual ed teaiper told file that immigrant children from

4g tKorea are terrified to admit t they are Kprean. The teacher, tp combat

this'fear,.uses a filmstrip showing Korean history. This helps more with

small'kids than with older youth. It has to do with economic level too,

i.e., its worse if the family is poor and has always been poor. Every case

is differen.t.

Noriko: Its hard for these kids to suddenly realize that, in the USA, they

ye a "minority".

Sue: No mattes how long we live here, I'm always considered .to be a "for-

eigner''. This is true in spite of the Act that I'm an American citizen.

4 This creates-problems for kids of mixed parentage.

I ti
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Bob: DISAGREE. I ALWAYS think of myself as an "American". Maybe that's

because of mixed blood; it may be I havd become "bicultural" insofar as I '

can handle and be successful in two parallel cultures, simultaneously.

Sue: How about exposing news media people to career ed opportunities for Asian
Americans? The best thing media people seem to be able to say about Asian I'dr

Americans atpthe present time is that we're "exotic "!.

Shinae: Career ed COULD produce'a COUNTER PROGRAMMING film showing Asian
Americans in successful careers of various kinds.

Mee-Lon: There should be management training for Asian Americans with special
emphasisibn 'assertiveness training.

Shainae: Something else needs to go along with assertiveness t)aining;
basically, it is an attitudinal change that is needed.

Bob: What aboui training of the business establishment itself?' They, too,
need attitudinal change. Mixed (white and oriental) .attitude training and
..value orientation sessions might be a useful vehicle for change here:

Shinae: Discrimination occurs all the time. All kinds of discrimination exists
with reference to sex, age, etc., as well as race. Discrimination is very
prevalent in large industry.

Shinae: We should talk about how to sell large industry on the "what's in it
for them" question with reference to 54romotion of Asian ArAericans to management
positions.

Shinae: We might point out that Asian Americdns arelobig consumers. If,they

reflect the concerns of these consumers in top management decisions, they
might make more sales. In additionwf could point to SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
of industry to employ Asian Americans. Finallip, we might legitimate* ask,
"WHAT'S THE RATIONALE OF LARGE INDUSTRY FOR HAVING ONLY WHITE PERSONS AS TOP
EXECUTIVES?" i.e., in point of fact, any minority person could,given the
rigk training and abilities, perform as well.

Noriko: Any company could gain greater peispective on their consumer markets.
if they broaden their,top r14nagement decisionmakers to include some minority
persons.

.

Noriko: To have minority peFsons,in top management may well motivate minority,
persons).n lower positions of the Qupanization to become more productive in
their jibs.

May: I feel unbasy about the fact that we would pitch Asian Americanses a
"showcase for pr8ductivity". I remember one Asian American who was promoted'
to a 'V.P. position tin a bank. When the person wAo `replaced him p ved to

be product/ve, thy put the V.P. back in.his previous job. The Asia Am rican

work ethic i N...7brking again us

4

4
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Bob: AGREE. This country is falling down in productivity because it has
`coral to worship not producing above the norm, hence a hard worker may become
a danger not an asset, a threat to the status quo!

Bob: If some Asian Americansare in top management, it might show possibilities
of Career mobility that could motivate others in the organiation and/or in
the Asian American community -.role models, aspirational changes, influencing
of career choices, etc.

Noriko: The average Asian American is trained to work hard, but not to be
assertive - i.e., in management,skill training. THIS KIND OFORIENTATION SHOULD
REALLY START IN THE PRE-SCHOOL YEARS.

May: Many Asian American kids come from faniilies in small business. What

they see is tha4 their parents are working very hard. They don't see

hard wok isn't enough - i:e., that MANAGEMENT SKILLS ARE NEEDED. An

entrepreneurial education effort in the early elementary school years COULD be
very helpful to career development of Asian American pupils.

A- Sue: It's precisely because Asian American kids see their parents working so
.hard in small business that so many of them have opted to go into high technology
large industry as scientists.

Bob: Even though unsaid, many Asian AmericaQ kids are steered away from. small

business to technology by their parents. Emphasis must be made on management

_,-skills as well as technical skills combine business acumen with technology.

Noriko: Asian American kidslknow they can get jobs with technical skills, but
don't find similar positive potential if they acquire business management skills.

Shinae: It's more than just a lack of Management skills. The 2nd and 3rd

generation kids have PLENTY pf chances to acquire management skills. Wh§t

we 're really facing is racial discrimination. Look, for example, at the fact

that there is only. one Asian American prinqipal in the entire Chicago public
-sctiool system:

Noriko: TAere isn't a single National' network established to voice Asian American

concerns. We don't have an.NAACP TYPE" of-National network. We need a co-

alition of Asin Americans similar to what-Blacks have in NAACP.

Shinae: The fact, that we have be n able to meet at this miniconference is,

in itself,, helpful in getting a tart on networking.'
V

Issue: How-to help Asian American youth in career planning activities that will

avoid inappropriate career choices

Shinae: I haven't seen much career ed effort in secondary schools aimed at
%
'helping Asian American youth in career planning. Most recently arrived immig-

/ rants get their information from their peeA, not from professionals in

education. For example, if one Asian American youth goes to the U. of Illinoid
and majors in Chemical Engineering, other Asian American,yo$h who he/she knows

t
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tend to go to the sarde school and follow that same major. Secondary
schools need to do more tb provide' adequate career planning assistance to
Asian American youth.

Noriko: tI look at it-differently. In part, it's a bilingual pr blem.
That.is,if the kid scores higher on.qUANTITATIVE than on VERBAL asures,

the counselors tend to encourage them to consider occupations requiring
quantitative skills. We do have good counselors in the Chicago suburbs;
BUT they're going only on 'the test data that they have. We need to do more
at the community level. The counselors can't do this by themselves.

Shinae: DISAGREE. The community is overihelmed with responsibilitLes.
At the same time, they,have no moneP. The school counselor is pai'dlho do
this job. If the school counselor can't do it, then we ought to have a paid
'community service/liaison person to.do it.

Sue: How much are Asian American kids exposed to the whole world of work?
Isn't learning how to apply for a job important? I think that many counselors

are doi'ng a lousy job. Kids need/letters of recommendatiOn for college,

BUT p typical Physics teacher isn't going to hurry to write recommendations
for Asian American kids. 5

Shinae: ur High School Korean Student Association has conducted career

days to elp Korean youth broaden their career horizons. Why aren't school

'counsel rs doing this job?

_May: Many counselors don't havePtime to plan carefully.with ANY students.
Maybe career days would be part of the answers. Kids certainly do need to

see a variety of careers. Maybe we need i mobilecareer van with a bilingual

counselor inside who' can talk to kids w lb ion't und'erstan'd English.

Bob: Maybe a local,Rotary Club would take on sponsorship of a career day for

Asian American youth. _Interact and Rotaract Clubs are currently a reality

all over the world:

Bob: Have any Asian American associations approached APGA ta get the-topid of

CAREER PLANING FOR ASIAN AMERICAN YOUTH on the program at the National

convention? Do guidance people even recognize this as a problem?

.Shinae: What we teally need is a4fulltime career ed specialist for-Asian

Americans. In these titles of financial troubles for school districts, the
chances of cAtting this kind.of new position created aren't good - to say

the le-ast..

Mee -Lon: The Asian American wo k ethic can be sated as follows:. WORK HARD:

DON'T TALK BACK; FOLLOW ORDERS;WORK,TO PLEASE -YOU SUPERVISORS; DON'T ACK;

FOR A 'RAISE.IT WILL COME TO YOU, DON'T ASPIRE TO POSITIONS; KNOW

YOUR PLACE SOCIETY.

Noriko: Traditionally speaking, the Asian Amer146ican work,ethic grow out of a

desire to be .HARMONIOUS with nature and with'one's fellow MAN and with ONESELF.
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One arrives at PERSONAL HARMONT,through accepting situations by coping
with the situation Mather _11 fighting it. This comes from ConfiCius and
Buddha.

May:, When you considor imAgration problems of Chinese Americans in a
historical sense, many .as.e-errthatever happens to them because they don't

*
want to "rock ehe boat". Prior to 1965, there were lots of.,what, in effect,
were illegal aliens ina legalistic.sense. In order to protect the system,

.10
they tended not to complain about inutice. They just endured.

Noriko: AGREE. The same thing happened with Japanese persons who, prior
to 1951, weren't allow tb be U.S.citizens.

-May: The Asian Americans really don't t ;ust the broader community. The
feeling is, LOOK AT WHAT HAPPENED TO US BEFORE IT COULD HAPPEN AGAIN.

Sue: If the Florida "I.D." prOposal bebomes 1dw, we, the Asian Americans, 1

will be the firsCto be asked to show our I.D. cards.

May: Asian inericans believe in Education BUT often find that, even with an
education, it doesn't always pay off in terms of success in life.

May: Because of the history of Asian Americans in the USA, we have learned
trust the broader community.

04

Noriko: The ,2nd,and 3rd gendrationAsian Americans aren't sophisticated
enough to use political routes to-social change. The vitality to accomplih,
this is currently coming 'from Korean and,Vietnamese goups coming in now
who fealty SEE a,need for change. The ?nd and 3rd generation Asian Americans
don't want to risk the gains they have made slowly over so many years, in -.

spite. of the fact that ioch gains aferc't as great as they should have beet.

41..

Shinae: AGREE. Over the years, the 2nd and 3rd generation Asian Americans
have suffered much from various Unfair laws* 'They have learned to live
with such'laws because they gould see no good way to change them. In short, 4qr
they learned to.cope with those thing's they could not change. .
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Issues Raised by P4tficipants

1.. How,to provide effective career ed to new immigrants and to refugees.

2. How to help Asian Pacific Americans (APAs) get better orientation to"the
0 wAad of work in the USA versus the.world of work in the Nati e country.

4

3. How to use vocational skills from the Native country in the-USA.

4. How to get more updated information abut the-world of wo k into
school districts.

5. How to provide cultural sensitivity neede in helping employers better

understand APAs.

6. low to ij,se'adulL education for APA persons to teach them'about the world
Of work. 4'

4

7. How to put career ed for APA persons in a bilingual framework.

8. How to increase availability of bilingual counselors for APA youth and
adults.

9. How to broaden career training opporunities,fdt APA youth far beyond
typicaTytereotyped occupations.

4.

10. How to provide more effective career ed to high school APA youth who
did not receive bilingual education during their elementary school

years.

,11. How to secure upward career mobility for APA adult women.

12. How to overcome stereotyping of career choCceS and-employment Ovortuni-
ties for Hawaiian andipilipiho persons.

13. How to avoid early channeling of APA youth into premature career choices.

14. How to upgrade career choice opportunities for immigrant APA adults who
need bilingual education.

15. How to get parity for Pacific 'Island persons in APA organizations.

16. How to instill the concept of career ed in the APA community.

'17. How to maintain the APA classification as "minority persons".

A
18- How to open up career vistas beyond ty;Ose toward which APA persons

typically gravitate, especialiy,on Lhose-careers-that_serve the APA
community itself.

19. How to provide for the "minority Within the minorities" problem in the.

.

APA community.
)



20. How to develop,community linkages'for APA pesors in ways that
emphasizetself-help approaches.

21. ,Howto synchronize the concept of career ed among the education
community, the.business community, and the community organizations.

22. -How to>015.-"students of Asian Pacific Studies use this knowledge in
their careers.

23. How to use APA Studies to provide needed hard data regarding the.APA
community that could be used by: (a) yodth/aduits seeking work;

,(b)413otential,employers; (c) persons working in APA crunity organize-
tiohs; and (d) elementary/secondary schoo's.

24. How to avoid the 'victim approach" problems of APA persons i.e.,

'how to get the majority strucutre to accept more'responsibility.

`Ir

25. F%ow to give special,attention to out-of-school, out;of-work, 18-24'year
old APA persons anmmigrants in mid-career shifts.

26. How to overcome problems,o'f-under4loyment for APA per ons.-

27. _How to develop culturally appropriate communicab.m, cworks within
the APA community..

4

28. How,to get aormation about career ed to decision-makerp in education
who can tak&action.

29p How to secure financial assistance for APA persons in career training.

30. How to acquaint APA persons with'post-secondary educational opportunities.

V

31. How to encourage APA persons,to consider non-traditional career fields
- including current restrictions to entering such fields.

32. How to involve AP parents in carer education.'
0

33. How to use CulturA strengths of APA persons in the occupational structure.

Discussion of ksues

Issue: How to 'synchronize the concept of career education among the education

community, tht business community, and the community organizations

Doug: Perhaps we should asklMt the concept of "career education" means to
14'

these three differentfgroups. Many times, pronouncements coming out of the

Federal Government ardrat variance with reality in the field. I tend to see

the term "career ed" in its broadest perspective 1 i.e., how to help APA persons
e larger scicterms of culturally, pgychologicallyintegrate

meaningful careers.
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Sue: We should really add "government" to this trio and talk about the
Oloblem in terms of the "eduLation/business/Community organiz-ation/Govern7
ment" framework.

4 a .

. .

°.. '

s

Lorna: DISAGREE. I regard ':government".. as part of the "education community".

Amy: I agree with Sucheng.

Bernie: In Chicago, the Women's Bureau of DOL ran several conferences; one was
or Asian women. This is an example of government involved in education. .

Doug: Once we've agreed on a concept of "career edr, we need to see how our
..scarce resources are being put together so.that more than empty talk is involved.-
All of these groups are NOT currently working together in the ways they should.

BillI It is important to understand the career ed concept. I was having
trouble differentiating '"career ed: from "voc ed":wbut can see it better
now. 0 . .-

1

*ernie: Career ed is really a combination of many dings we haveioeen doing
byit calling Wother names. For some new immi-grnts, We have several prog-
rams now that could be tied into care*t ed. We started a new program where
we placed a VESL (Vocational English as Second Lancjuage) right inthe-
vocational, high school. The same students using the VESL services in that
high school come to us on Saturdays for pre-employment counseling skills;
this is really part of career ed.

Bill: Let's lee how the categories' on Page 7 of A PRIMER FOR CAREER EDUCATION
can be tied to each of the three community elements in issue.

Pat: Many of the community organizations do have basic academic skill
training for adults as well as for youth. s

,Benfo: It's important that the concept of career ed be shared by VESL teachers.'

4 ,

Bill: Each community organization (CO) is diffei-ent.' The Japanese American
Citizens League, for example, does concern itself with things like basic
academic skills, but some other APA COs don't.

Doug: From a CO point of view, career ed as` -a functional concept says everyone
has a "choice" BUT choices of every person are limited by many factors. Accesslr'
is a chief problem i.e., not staying in, but rather simply getting"in the
occupation! The APA COs often aren't able to give people the information they
need in.order to make rational decisions.

Sue: AGREE. Sometimes the API0t0 has the knowledge, buenot the power.

Pat: We do have direct contact with "powe people"- in the APA community.
When youlet dealing with the larger c nity0 thki APA Community organizations
reach many APA persons who don't make it ipto tie education system setting.
Some of the career needs of such persons -d-16-Met by the-p-Av---no-tt-le-se-hopls.

1Doug: AGREE. Some APA community organizations are very well prepared to supply
liVelp to APA persons. Others are not.
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proposal if you expect to get. United Way funding. The point is, t,he,

United Way is not a "risk- taking" organization.

Doug: We're talking two different levels here:

there could be efforts concerned with common community problems
like drug's, etc; and

professional associations.

For example, you wouldn't expect the AMERICAN PS1CHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION to

apply to United Way for funding. We need to be very clear about what type
of APA Community Organization we're talking about if we suggest United

Way as an appropriates community funding source.
p.

Pat: Why are Asian Pacific American community organizations appearing to

be disorganized? What thbse organizations need is technical assistance in

knowing how to put their "act" - and action plans in place. The problem

mis, in most companities, the NEED for help is so great that as soon 4s an

APA Coa,mmunity Organization is established, many community members expect

GREAT results immediately. When just 9etting started, theLcommunity organiza-
tion often has neither the facilities nor the expertise to meet these
immediately-pressing community needs.

Sue: Frequently, the APA community organizations are staffed primarily by

volunteer 'Arsons whose full-time employment is elsewhere. The NEEDS are

so great - and the RESOURCES so thin it gives an impression that the CO

is disorganized. This. is not always necessarily the case.

Lorna: We are finding soma APA COs in Honolulu getting funds from the United

Way, but these COs are not typically well organized.

Bernie: AGREE. Our organization in Chicago gets calls from about twelve

,other small Asian Pacific American organiza4ons in the greater Chicago area.

In addition, the larger community is so ignoant of what we're trying to tell

them it's tough to get the message across in an organized way. .

Amy: If I try to work with one organization RIGliT, I can't find time to

relate with many others. It's a question of timd much more,than a question

of lack oflinterest in linking.

Doug: One yart of our problem is that we spent[ so much time trying to educate

members of the broader community about Asian P cific Americans, it's hard to

go from educating them to actual ACTION PROG

Amy: With Asian Pacific American organizations,)We have different types of

organizations including:

small single ethnic organizations;

community organizations that Ore multi- ethnic and multiple resource

types (e.g., YWCA, Chamber of Commerce, United Way, etc.);
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Statewide organizations; and

National organizations of ethnic/community organizations and groups.

MAYBE different kasks should be expeCted from different KINDS'of organizations.
For example, perhaps the national organizations'should dictate policy but the
single ethnic COs should be expected to.carry out actual implementation of

policy.

Pat: What are we trying to dOZ Are we talking about how to impact the

I

, community, or how to get money? If you're going to impact the community,

you need to concentrate on the organizations which are meaningful to members
of the community - 'i.e., NOT such groups as the United Way or the local Cham-
ber of Commerce.

. AL

Lorna: DISAGREE. Organizations such as the United Way and the Chamber of.
Commerce could ink with some APA COs who, in turn, could:/ink with community

members.

Doug: The bottOm line is. going to be how to link ALL community organiza ions

together:

Amy: Our prOblem is we're trying - and have tried - to do all thee things

simultaneously even though we know that, at least theoretically, it should

be a sequential process. For example, some say we should link all of our
ethnic o ganiza,tions together before we approach a local Chamber of Commerce

or Unite Way. Operationally, we are often forced to do this simultaneously.

Sue: Somet es the priorities of different COs in career education are in

conflict. For example, perhaps the'local Chamber of Commerce might want to

jobs. Obviously, with COs such as ours, there wou-/d/be a built-in conflict
oMote the practice of "slotting" minority persons into low- level, dead-end

of interest were"we to try linking with such a Chamber of Commerce.

Pat: LIgAGREE: There are plenty of commonalities of into rests with respect

to the broad,education/work relationships area i.e., in career education.

If we truly want to impact the population at large, support is needed all
the way around in terms of a wide'variety of kinds o community organizations.

Doug: .ft's important to remember that the'wide variety Of minority community
organizations that exist have to, on occasion, come together BUT., in order to

get real action, it has to get back down to the INDIVIDUAL community organiza-

tions in order to be implemented. The bottom fine is that the Asian'Pacifi'c

Amer,ican organizations, in order to be a viable vehicle for addressing career
ed, need resources. Some have some resources now, but others do not. IF our

community organizations are going to get the resources they need, they need
to link with other kinds of community organizations who could provide these

needed resources.

Bernie: We, as Asian Pacific Amerj.can organizations, need to know where to
to get financial resources from other types of community Organizations.
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Bill: if the CO doesn't have the Career information, where can they get it?

, Lorna; Many APA community organizations are, of necessity,.concerned about
the needs of APA persons for immediate jobs not how they "adjust" in a long

term' career sense. The business community is currently slotting immigrant
persons into positions many of them dead end that best meet the needs

o

of the business organization. Where are these immigrant persons to get Lhe

career education they need? How do we overcome this?

Bernie: There are a lot more APA community organizations now concerned with
career upgrading pro2ems.5APA persons through community education activi-
ties. We want to help ARA persons get a b oader concept of "work" as a part

6
of their total lifestyle.

Doug: To get the needed career informs on, it would be useful were APA
community organizations to develop goo_ working relationships with other

cokmunity segments. For example, with,cOmmunity colleges.

'Pat: AGREE. We're already linked with community colleges in. San Francisco.
There is also political clout behind this. Career ed needs to'work on more

joint efforts.

Sue: Example CHINESE FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION is an organization with task
forces that go to employers to help APA persons secure employment - and then to
follow them up on the job once they are employed. The key to this effort is
to identify potential employers who currently are undeeropresented in terms
.of APA personsk

. Amy: Community organizations are in a "Catch 22" ere - i.e., a "blaming the

victim syndrome.' How can COs do all the things they theoretically should be
doing in career ed when they don't have enough resources to do even what they
are now charged with doing?

Doug: Wr4ve talked enough about the problems. It's NOT a hopeless situation.

In my recent experience, I've seen where minority community organizations could
and should link with other community organizations like UNITED WAY

who may have resources_and expertise that our COs don't have. This would be

particularly true of the Indochinese problem right now.

Bill: As a big national community organization JAPANESE.AMERICAN CITIZENS
LEAGUE we-have a Board of Directors and a complicated process for relating
with others. It's sometimes not easy to arrange for "linkages". It's a nice
thing to talk about, but considerably harder to put into oper4tion.

Doug: The problem isn't limited to large CBOs. Sometimes, it's even harder

for small ethnic COs to link with other COs in the community.

Amy: In Hawaii, the HawaiiUnited Way gets the money. This is an "establishment"

type organization that pretends to be interested in. all and which occasionally

does some very good things. The trouble is, when you approach the United Way

for funds, you either have to have an excellent "track record" -Or an outstanding
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Steve: We, as Asian Pacific American organizations, have tended to look
for resources simply within our own APA community. It's been self-defeat-
-ing. We need to pull all our APA community organizations together, and
then try to link with other kinds of community organizations in common
efforts.

Pat: DISAGREE. Asian Pacific Americare community-organizations represent
many different languages - and many different cultures. It doesn't make
sense to try to pull them together into just one effort.

Issue: How to provide cultural sensitivity needed in helping employers better
:understand Asian Pacific American persons.

Pat: Employers typically know very little about Asian Pacific American
persons. They either thirgc of us as "exotic persOns of high ability with
no unemployment probd,ems" or as "lazy persons who would helped employment
risks". In affirmative action activities within companies, Asian Pacific
American persons are often excluded, in part betause there's been a lack
of specificity especially with respect to the PACIFIC portion of the Asian
Pacific American population.

Doug: Equally important is the fact that employers not only need to.be
aware of cultural factors but also how to deal with them in a creditable
fashion. Employers tend to think of us as a stereotyped group - NOT as
INDIVIDUAL PERSONS.

Bill: There are Asian Pacific American study programs with needed data.
How do you get these hard data with respect to individ*alldifferences to
employers, and especially to PRIVATE SECTOR employers?

Sue: The ASSOCIATION OF ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN STUDIES has data, but
hasn't yet tried to get these data to employers. In part, it's"pimply
a question of too many important things going-on simultaneously. There's
a need to show employers what THEY will gain if they try to better under-
stand the Asian Pacific American Culture. 4

Doug: For 200 years, employers have stereotyped Asian Pacific American
persdhs as individuals who w41 work hard under ANY conditions.? so why
worry about how they are treated?

1 4

Doug: If career ed is to succeed with Asian Pacific imericanpersons,
changes in EMPLOYER ATTITUDES will be essential. One of the areas to
change is CULTURAL SENSITIVITY - i.e., in x'eaching that point where
employers can - and will - look on Asian Pacific Amdrican persons as
individuals.

LIrna: AGREE.

Doug: A good example can be seen in the electronics industry who tend to
seek out APAs because they're typically so good with their hands.

Jat
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Steve: Asian Pacific American persons are not typically perceived by

employers as eith r "good managers" or as "decisionmakers". We're

10- neva- going to be the corporate manager "types" until we get SOME Asian
Pacific American rsons into such positions.

Sue: When we find Asian Pacific American persons who do have AGGRESSI4E',
characteristics, reactions to such persons are typically negative both
from.'others in theAPA community and frOM employers.

Amy: AGREE, We thus need to behave differen.11y depending on the group
we're in. For example, with a Filipino group; I

wouldn't speak out;

would be-non-confrontational; and

try to get along well with the leader of the group.

Doug: AGREE. The Asian Pacific American culture is GROUP ORIENTED whereas
the Western culture is INDIVIDUAL ORIENTED.

Lorna: I'd like to reinforce the notion that employers should seek to
recognize us as ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICANS, not as "Filipinos", "Asians", or
"Asian Americans".

Doug: Employers:have to recognize the need of Asian Pacific American persons
for biculturality whether the. peTson is a "new American" from Asia or an

.Asian Affierican.

Bernier Employers need to see Asian Padific Amefican persons as:

persons with a CULTURE;

persons who are INDIVIDUALS; and

persons who-are either NEW IMMIGRANTS pr 2ND OR 3RD GENERATION .

AMERICANS.

Sue: AGREE. If we recognize the need to talk about ALL 3, OF THESE THINGS.
I'm having problems with the concept of "cultural sensitivity" because it
tendstoplay down-theimportance- of fe-ren-ce s .

Steve: Maybe the message to managers in industry is that APAs can be good
managers so please DON'T label us as thougtrwe COULDN'T be good managers.

Amy: America's lowering global power is bound to help brown and black persons
in America.'

Doug: When an employer as a job to be filled, he/she should be aware of .

cultur 1 ADVANTAGES of A. Pacific Americans in addition to their specific

'job skills.
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Bernie: How do you introduce cultural
the things we're doi g is to work with

-employment,intervie with an APA youth.

director, foremen; Tsupervisors and

e

s5peitivity to employers? One of -

employers prior to holding the
We talk to the empToyer.'s personnel

letthem know, for example:

. if person smiles or nods his head, it doesn't ALWAYS Mean

the erson understands what is being said; and

people should speak slowly to APA youth when giving them
directions.

--N are -now forming an employee/employer Advisory Committee to-help us learn

what we shciuld teach our clients about the world of work.

Pat: In California, we're trying to link Samoans with the c mmunity, with
service providers, and with the public sector. We try to se the extent to

which employers have, in fact, been employing Samoan persons. We now have

in-service ed for public_sector people to teach. them about Samoan persons.
Following that, we do the same kind of thing with our seOice providers
(e.g., the Education system). Some agencies are now saying they will train

some of our people. We have tried to find out the Skills pur people brought

with them. We then try to match those skills with existing training prog-
rams and employment opportunities. Usually SOME additional skill training

is needed before successful employment can,be obtained.

Doug: You need to work with each APA group differently. For example, some

are persons'who need and expect gifts; ethers have'a different perception

of what "coming in late"means. Employers need to know what is the best.

way of deking with t se kinds of situations. Another example might be,

"How does one reprimand a biculturally-oriented employee?"

Wei-lin: AGREE. The persons and the non-APA persons both need more

awareness about each olr. In the field of bilingual education, how to

make the English speaking teachers sensitive to the APA cultures is one

of the on-going projects. F9r example, thirteen minority languages handbooks

are now being developed.by the California State Department of Education. These
handbooks aim to broaden the teacher's awareness about APA'and other minority

groups. It is important fothe division of Career Education to plan to
develop some kind of handbOSE for the Employers and the APA persons so that
the concept and the merits of Career Education can_he_bett4r undPrstood-by

both parties.

.

Doug:' I'm NOT saying that the APA person should be allowed to dome to work

late. Rather, saying that we ought to find a proper and effecti3e
way of encouraging the APA person to come to work on time.

0ell"

Sue:, The reasons why APA's don',..t_ get into top management is..simply because

there are so ma white males whli-couldn't stand to Work for a'minority

perse 4
s or for oman. It's NOT.a matter of cultural sensitivity, rather

only DISCRIMINATION,

cal
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Issue: Hcw to get information about career ed to decision-makers in Education
who cah take action.

Bill: With any group you want to influence, you need to find out who is
the policy decisionmaker. For example, when handicapped persons want a
program, they come to the Board of Education in wheelchair.

Japanese American Citizens eague

1. About 30,000 members in_ :but 60 Branches throughout the 11..S- - mostly

in California.

2. They deal with subjects as reparations, civil rights, and Education.

3. Had an Ethnic Heritage Foundation grant in Education a few years ago.

Priority Items From 64 Item. Discussion Chart Selected as CONSENSUS by
Participants

- Helping students gain basic information useful in overcoming

bias and stereotyping.

Helping educators acquire basic information useful in over
coming bias and stereotyping.

1.

2.

Item 13

Item 25

3. Item 27 - Direct help to educators in overcoming their biases and
stereotypic attitudes with reference to race, sex, handicapped
conditions, and age.

4. Item 29 Helping educators gain a bettei understanding and appreciation
of the community organization as part of American society.

,--

5. Item 36 Participating, with educators, in in-service education aimed
at helping teachers develop methods and approaches appropriate
for use in infusing career education into classrooms:

6. Item 41 - Gaining legislative suppOrt at the State/Federal leyels for

career ed.

ISSAlt;_ AON to instill the_ incept of caree_rieducation-in the ARA-Community

Doug: I consider myself a layman in career ed. I don't knoW too much about

it. How much more unaware must general members of the APA community be?
It's important to have a viable concept of career ed and let community members
know about itti The concept we haye muStle oriented in reality'of the community.

'Bernie: AGREE. I know more about career ed that I did prior to this mini

conference but, not enough to explain xt fully to others.

7

Sue: he concept of "CHANGING WITICCHANGE" is new and clearly distinguishes

career ed from voc ed. his concept can be sold to the APA community.
4...
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Doug: AGREE. With so many APA persons being immigrants, they are already

living with change and so should recognize the peed.

Pat: The adaptability skills of career ed will be acceptable only IF they

are, in fact, given to APA persons.. Simply.to say to them "change ds

coming" will be scary, not reinforcing.

Sue: AGREE WITH PAT. "Adaptability" will scare new immigrdnts initially

because it adds to the high degree o instability already prsent. It 0

must be-overcome by showing how adaptability skills are useful in a prac-

tical way. .

Sue: The concept of "adptability" is, in.a sense, foreign to the way many

APA parents deal with their children's career decisions. That is, many APA

parents are accustomed to valuing early career decisions leading to specific

career .choices.

Amy: With many 1st generation immigrant persons, the "futures is thO.r'

children, not themselves. That is, they can stand the laundry if they can

see their children benefiting from the parental sacrifices by moving up in

the society.

Pat: DISAC EE. That's not true for Pacific Islanders. We don't come from

an educational technology environment so parents don't tend to push their'

_children towards specific careers. Career ed is essential for Pacific

Islanders because of the instability in the home brought about by transfer

to a new society-- and so a new culture.

Lorna: What Pat says is also true of the Hawaiian culture. It's the Asians

not the Pacific Islanders who are future oriented.. We-Pacific Islanders

want to be happy today. Pacific Islanders have already made big changes"

in order to be immigrants. To tell them to get adaptability skills so that

they will be ready for still more change won't be as appealing as the

stability that can come through offering them specific vocational training

that will lead directly to a paid job.

Bernie: The adaptability skills of career ed will be more appealing to APA

youth than to parents of these youth. --

.

-Wei-tin-: Thetoncept-bf- CHANGE is part of the new culture. Immigrant

parents need to understand this in order to understand Westerd society.

It will be important for their children if not for themselves.

1)(---
BillI don't4 see career-ed skills being included in very much- today's

voc ed. That's a shame because.APA persons need BOTH career ed

today's
'ed.

I
r

Sue: You must start with a coACept that says "CHANGE IS HAPPENING LpiRN

HOW TO DEAL WITH IT" 7 not"CHANGE.IS GOOD AND DESIRABLE ".

l

.

Doug: Whether an immigrant or a native APA,APA, the concept of career ed needs

more visibility in the APA community. ,
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Lorna: About 10 years ago, "leisure" was a popular.topic. It's/not now

), because of economic pressures. Thus, the oncept of "unpaid work" in
career ed isn't new. It, juist eds to be -packaged. Lots of programs

\Oci.

and people,in 'he APA communi are already ngaged in delivering parts
of career ed ra t now.

a 5 . ,

Sue: APA parents can be sq1d on the concept of learning to cope with
change in American society.

`Amy: The needs of lst, 2nd, and 3rd generation APA persons are different
from needs of the recent immigrant. The concept of career ed won't apply .

equally to both.
,

/*

Doug: With local born APA persons, the need for career ed is much 1)ce that

of any other USA youth, except for the fact that they are minor). persons.

Lorna: As immigrants, many APA parents couldn't transmit their former
values to their clAildren. At the same time, the kids,don't'yet have access,
to to American values. That's part of why delinquency is high among some APA
,Jpauth. Career ed, as a value system, could be helpful to them.

Bill: APA kids who go to college do get Many oi the adaptability ski -lls of
'career ed through their liberal arts courses, even when preparing for
'specific oqcupations requiring a college degree. Tho liberal afts assure

this.

Amy: In Hawaii, e3ucatio has been a popular college major. Now, with few

jobs in education availab e, our ducatton majorsohave had to use their

adaptability skills,to fin othe jobs that are available to them. These

include skills in learning show o deal with underemployment.
. .'

.$

Sue: If you go through arts education, you do get some adaptability .

s ills, but NOT NECESSARILY t ej,sychologically important coping,skills
re also part ofoareer education. 0

.

4 .
, c

...

Doug: e 1st generation PA youth,have seen what their parents have had to

gothno h. It-would mak career -more acceptablete.them. The bottom

line is that, in conside ing ;the 'pelicability of c eer ed concepts to4

APA persons, you have t differentiate among the vara PA populations as

well among the immi rants ysthe native USA born APA persons. .

,. . ,.

Be nie: For new immigrants, it's, important that career ad, voc ed, and
E glish7as-a-second-language be combined in a single program: It's not

elpful to caritinue thinking about them as separa4e, fragmented efforts.

. ' a

'Sue: The problem is both cultural and situational.,

Issue: HO4 to provide for the "minority within the minorities" problem of

the APA community

Amy: The major group within the APA community includes each of the following
categories:]
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Pacific Island persons; and

Asian persons.

p

The second type of difference is generational with two broad categories:.

$

, Immigrant;

2nd generation; and

3rd generation and beyond. TIP

Within each, there are some distinctions.

Pat: The generational categories Amy has stipulated don't apply as well to

Pacific Islanders.

o

Doug: Within the Asian groups attention usually focuses on EAST ASIANS

(Chinese, Japanese, and Korean). Beyond this, there, are three other major

groups:

Indochinese;

Thilipino; and

South Asian,(Asian Indians om India and Pakistan).
.

.
.

,

Some would add a 4th croup: "Middle Eastern Asians" who are the Moslem

Asians. When.Government officials talk about "Asian Amexicaas",they usually

think- primarily about the East Asians.
.

A

Pat: PACIFIC ISLANDERS need to be seen with a separate identity from ASIANS. /

The major PACIFIC ISLAND groups. are:

Native Hawaiians;

Samoans;.

' ChamOrros (Guam arid Micronesia); and

Tongans.
. -

yere is a vast difference between PACIFIC ISLANDERS and ASIANS. For example:

PACIFIC ISLANDERS haven't generally been as well ethic d as ASIANS;
s-

eri.

-\

PACIFIC ISLANDERS haven't enjoyed the same generahigh level `of
,_ A

sucesss in employment as4 have ASIANS;
I

in terms of career abilities, AS3,Z4NS are typically regarded as

"high achievers" whereas this is not generally true, for Pacific

Islanders.
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Ott of the four categories of 'PACIFIC ISLANDERS I've identified, three
are MIGRANTS but not IMMIGRANTS when they come to the USA mainland.
That is, they haven't come from a foreign country. Tonga and Western
Samoa represent the only "foreign countries ". This is important for
Congressional policies which have been imposed on the Pacific Islands.

C
You have to look at both the Islands and the Pacific Islanders who are
in mainland USA to really comprehend the problems Congress should address
here.

.

Skdy: Primarily because of numbers, i.e. political resources, the ASIANS
and PACIFIC ISLANDERS came together into the ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN category.

I

Total, these are only 1.5% of the total USA population involved here:
.3.5 million persons.

1

Lorna: Another important consideration in forming a single APP, category
is that the population of the State of Hawaii is a mixture of both PACIFIC
ISLANDERS and ASIANS.

/Doug': AGREE with Lorna. The whole APA concept originated in Hawaii.
The problem is. one of getting PARITY FOR PACIFIC ISLANDERS in the APA.

IPat: PACIFIC ISLANDERS haven't been vocal enough in terms of speaking up
for themselves in American Government. We've done a lot .of research and
find that "Asian'Pacific" is more in name only, not much in terms of services.

/

PACIFIC ISLANDERSneedtrue representation for themselves.
.... 4

Doug: PACIFIC ISLANDERS have much more in common with NATIVE AMERICAN

,,,, ,INDIANS than with.ASIANS. For example
1\

1

both emphasize a tribal organization; and

both represent cultures that were residing on the land before the
'White Man came.

Wei-lin: The APA its6lf is a minoriy within a minority -,i.e. theme are
far fewer APA persons than either Blacks or Hispanics. In the past, the
Elementary &Sbcondary Education Act, Title I, became an act that mostly
helped the blacks. The Title VII Bilingual Education Act became the Act
that helps most of the Hispanics.- Therefore, it is important to be aware
of the differences among the APA yet we cannot underestimate the political
implications if the APA becomes too diversified and too complicated. For'

political reasons, a unified APA is better than a diversified one.

.Pat: In Federal career ed policy, there needs to be conceptualized a
different career ed delivery system for PACIFIC ISLANDERS than for ASIAN
AMERICANS. ,

- Lorna: Would you feel, Pat, that the delivery system for Hawaiians should
also be considered differently than that for other PACIFIC ISLANDERS.

v
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Pat: Yes, to some extent

Doug: In Hawaii, the Native Hawaiians are a distinct minority analogqus,

to Native American Indians in the USA. The things we've been Saying
about career ed are applicable to the whole HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES XREA10,
and should be so applied.

Issue: He 4 to-broaden career training opportunities for'APA persons beyond

typical stereotyped occupations

Lorna: I don't know how to do it.' The problem does lie in stereotyping,
'both on the part of APA persons themselves lor themselves and for others.
For example,4parents of APA youth see "medicine and science" as a big
thing for Chinese and Japanese while "law and politics" are big things
for Korean and Filipinos.

Pat: For Pacific Islanders, the-big thing is not even college graduation.
find a job.Rather,' it's a "big thing" just to graduate from high school a

Lorna: If the Asa s hadn't come to Hawaii, the same situation Pat
describes here would algo'be true for Hawaiians.

Sue: The Pacific Islands st 1 cannot be regarded as a technold ical

society. Instead, the society is 'primarily an agricultural one.

Bernie: There's a big difference bctween the Indochinese and the Laotians.
As an example, in our pre-employment programs, we give handouts in Chinese.
Some of Aour Cambodians` can't read Chinese, but won't admit it.

,Doug: The big problem is REFUGEES - not IMMIGRANTS. 'In 1965, the USA changed

its immigration laws to make it more possible for Asians to voluntarily
immigrate to the U.S. Since 1975, when all'Indochina fell to the Communists,
the USA has brought over refugees who really didn't volunteer to come in
the same sense that immigrants did.

. Amy: The refugees don't lave to fulfill the same requirements as immigrants.

In addition, they get more money.

Sue: The refugees didn't come voluntarily.

Doug: In 1975, the refugees were mostly wealthy business persons. .Since
1977, we have had the "boat people", (k whom 80% are ethnic Chinese.

Bernie: A lot of immigrants have family ties in the USA and therefore some means

of help. The refugees have no such source of assistance in the USA and
seare-in need of.greater help from the Government.

Doug: AGREE. The immigrant has family, friends, and an established ethnic

community to fall back on. The refugee has none of these things.

Pat: The level of occupational aspiration among PACIFIC ISLANDERS is high,
but their. level of suppot is so low that they dqn't talk much about it.
They DREAM about it, but they don't EXPECT it.
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Sue: For different groups, you may want to start career ed at'dfererit
levels44.cf the education system. For example, with PACIFIC ISLANDERS,
you should start in the elementary school. With ASIAN AMERICANS you should

start later if absolutely necessary.,
\

Lorna: DISAGREE. Careej ea should start in Kindergarten for all _ersons.

A
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tssues Raised by 'Participants,

1. How to expand existing programs (e.g., CETA, Job'Corps, Indian
Action, Head Start) into a coordinated career education effort.

2. How to acquaint and equip teachers with career ed competencies.

3. How to familiarize community resources with the potential of the
Cherokee Nation and how'we can work together'.

4. tiow to help parents become interested and effective in helping
their children moye into post-secondary education.

5. How to help White teacher's of Indian youth better understand,Indian
heritage:

6. How to overcome drug usage problems.

7. HoW to overcome alienation of counselors of Indian youth towards
recognizing potential of these youth for going beyond high school.

.)

8. How to focus career ed in ways consistent with economic developMent.

9. How to acquaint the community with-career ed.

10. How to make career ed efforts effective in both the reservation and
n the urban community setting.

11. How to expand career options'for Indian youth.

12. ,.How to combine'training po tions within Indian organizations with
formal.ca eer trainin s.

.13. How to introduce career awarness in elementary schools and preschool
'settings.

14. How to help Indian youth learn what occupations are available.

15. How to expand career options or Indian youth in ways that emphasize
loCal markets. ,

1§I. How to acquaint Indian leadership persons with career education.

17. How to create and operate career assessment centers for Indian youth.

//
18. How to coordinate training, job, development, andjob placement operation

19. ow to insert career ed into Indian schools on a truly infused basis.

r
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20. How to tie career development with Indian economic development:

21. How to include psychological and career help together.

22. How to deal-with the "poverty of access" issue in Indian communities.

23. How to hel radian school boards see career ed in the context of

curriculum dev- opment.

) 24. How to take advantage career ed now that we can afford to have it,
starting from a very begin ng stage.

r-
.25. How to help, Indian youth in career evelopment in ways that overcome

current peer ocial pressures.

How to provide career ed for exceptional Indian persons.

"Snapshot" Background Information Given By Participants

Marcus Hendricks

The Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma was developed after most Cherokee Indian
persqns were relocated from North Carolina and Georgia. There is an Eastern

iband still in'North Carolina. Prior to Sta ehood in Oklahoma, the CHEROKEE
NATION had its own capital and its own education system (with 60+ schools).
After Statehood, these were lost. Six years ago, the Tribe regained its

constitution and elected its Council. There are now about 43,000 Cherokee
Indians in the 14 counties of Northeastern Oklahoma. It's now a Nation with:

Enterprisd Development, and

Program Development.

This was made possible by the SELF DETERMINATION ACT of 1975 that allowed
recognized Indian tribes to contracf-with the Federal Government. The

CHEROKEE NATION now has a tribal organization with a philosophy of seeking
competent professionals who can provide both expertise and services in
multiple areas. MARCUS deals with the areas of:

health,

education,

social services, and

employment.
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Connie Skanen

'o

The NORTHWEST AFFILIATED TRIBES include:

23 Tribes from Washington,

2

4

3

fromMontan

from Oregon, and

from Idaho.

They beCme ffiliated in order to form a coalition that would protect
'what they had. They did so by getting ,together in the late 1940s when both
a constitution and a set of by-laws were.developed.. The NORTHWEST AFFILIATED
TRIBES have a President, 3 Vice Presidents, and a.Secretary, each elected
for a 1 year term. As ExecutiveDirector, CONNIE tries to keep the member-
ship informed. With a very limited budget ( ney comes from both individual
and tribal membership fees) and a very larg territory, this is a difficult
task.

Mary Poppy

The INDIAN ACTION COUNCIL OF NORTHWESTERN CALIFORNIA, INC. is 10 years old.
It has a preschool,a cadre of teachers, a 3,000 volume library'of documents
'for use by educators and by researchets, atad other means of helping its
indian tribes. The service area covered is three counties - primarily urban
in nature. Most of the work takes place in Eureka, California. The COUNCIL
is interested,in both community services and in social services . MARY
serves as a behavior modification expert for corporations of the Council.

Ken York : 1

The MISSISSIPPI BANDIT CHOCTAW INDI consists of 'about 5,000 Choctaw
Indians who still live in Missilsippi. Y at's ago, the CHOCTAW ATION was
formally moved by the Federal Government to Oklahoma, but our group chose to
remain in Mississippi, our.ar.cestoral homeland(. The CHOCTAW INDIANS are
the only tribe recognized with their thin mounds. When relocation of Indian
tribes by the Fe eral Government began,"thA.40roctaW Indians were the
to be relocate' . ,ey thought that, if the Chobtaws, with their pLud
heritage, moved, the other tribes would follow. The. MISSISSIPPI BAND OF
CHOCTAW INDIANS elected to.remain in- Mississippi and dedicated themselves
to remaining free to choose their own desttny.\ When the SELF DETERMINATION
ACT was passed', the Band submitted documents to the 'Federal Government to
be self sufficient. In terms of development, the CHOCTAWS rank with the
Navajo Nation in terms of the completeness of systems within the reservation.
The MISSISSIPPI BAND, is now scattered in 6 counties. Ninety per cent, still
speak the native languag . They h ve been negotiating with the Federal
Government to get a bon issu or economic development until doing so,
this had never been don by ny Indian tribe. They now have several contracts
with private industry, nc uding one with General Motv's and another big
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one with the American Greetings Cards Gorporatien. They did not have a
high school until 1964. Yet, today, most are high school graduates with
many being graduates from higher education. The Tribe has contracted with
the Federal Government 41, a careered program.

"Spud" Williams

The TANANA CHIEFS 'CONFERENCE is, in t sense, like a series of states.
It'is a very complicated system with one'State organization, 12 Areas,
each subdivided in two parts. Each of fi,e subareas is further subdivided
along many lines, making a total of 480 identifications in all. The business

- rom e ri a identity. They are located
in th' interior portion of Alaska in an area about the size of Texas.J1They
now have community school boards which in thelast six years have sptUng up
to replace the old State Operated Schools (SOS )° system in Alaska. Actually,
the TANANA CHIEFS CONFERENCES has been in existence for.hundreds of years.
They are now a recognizbd non-profit corporation. They try to encourage
Native American Indians to become teachers and administrators in their
system. They have started some careered effor'ts, but this is

for

minimal
fat present. The CLAIMS ACT has opened up many career options or Indian

persons in Alaska.

Emmett Whalen

The UNITED TRIBES OF KANSAS AND SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA is a private non-profit
corporation tat works with both Indian and non-Indian persdhs. Emmett
was raised on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, where it was customary %.

to strip Indian children, of their identity by forcing them to all dress
alike, to speak only 4d.k. English .(not in their Native tongue), and to first
--beg -studya n53-- 'Indians' in,.-the Bth grade;- 174E6YeG-65-kge Washington was pi c-

tured as "Father of our country" and Indians as "savages''. Currently, most
Indians who stay on the reservation can get jobs paying only the minimum
wage, n6 matter what training program they've gone through on the reservation.
Those who relocate to urban areas often find other big problems a sv tually

return to the reservation. EMMETT now works in Lincoln, Nebraska, as a
Youth Coordinator. He has, in additiOn, formerly worked in the Nebraska
Penitentiary in a religious role. ry

Issue: How to fus career education in ways consistent with economic
development r a

Mary: I'm coming from an urban area where many Indian people live. It's

currently a depressed area with the main industries being lumbe.ring, fishing,
and tourism. -We're going to have to focus career education in way consistent
with our current economic conditions for our HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH. At the same

o time, we're going to have to focus career awareness for our ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL YOUTH towards occupations projected from research - to exist 10
years from now. We do have these occupational projections.

Spud:. Most Indian programs are now in some stage of planning economic
development over a 10-15 year period. You have to talk about keeping economic
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development and career development' together. It's going to have to be.

done differently in each community. When youget to an urban center,
opportunities for career education of Indian youth is as good as for any
other youth attending schools there. The problems for Indian youth are

'primarily in the Pservation setting. Career development for Indian youth
should be focused in line with economic development.

ti
Marcus: If you have a land base with which to'work, you have 4 means of
economic development available. How to focus career ed in way onsistent
with economic development policy mean%that you can't attract ne industry

Lopki-ng-at what our-labor-farce-r-eaIly is. We're try" o eve op
programs consistent with the local job market, which is easier said than
done. We've trained a lot of kids, but we haven't' done enough follow-up
as yet. -

It doesn't matter, in one sense, whether the youth becomes a janitor or

management trained. What does matter is that the individual be proud of
)..s/himseif/herself and the work that he/she does. We've been working with

the Kettering Foundation on an economic development strategy. We're finding

that, no matter how good the plan, Federal, regulations can get in the way.
There are many inconsistencies in Federal regulations. Each Tribe needs to

establish its own priorities and its own plans. In the Indian world, it's
easy to identify with the Tribal leadership BUT there are today many other
positions also to be filled that deserve recognition and respect. Every job

is important. We can't be satisfied only with what's currently available.
r^ativity and imagination need to come into our planning and strategies.

Spud: We take on our job witp the TRIBAL NUION with`the same degree of
at the FEDERAL level/Pr It is important to,make career

-4"
development consistebX with real economic development.

Ken: One of the problemS Nith economic development is politics, i.e., Indians
outh, who become too well-educated sometimes threaten the political leaders

in the Indian community. At the local level the Tribal chief is, understandably,

always forced to spend some time otecting himself.

/ Mary: You can't divorce career e cation from the research ndeded in

economic development. It will be di ferent for urban Indians than for those

on reservations.
,

onnie: Economic development is a,priori y of the NORTHEAS FILIATED

RIBES in the sense of monitoring and protecting the naturaTtsoakTbes
b t econRmic development isn't a big part of theAt'otal operation now on

m-t of oar reservations. On the Western Washington side of our operations,

there are lots of tribes who have'no"land base.

. .

Spud: Economic development isn't necessarily tied into havin a land base.

We believe in economic development whether it's tied to a land base or not.
For example, in an urban setting, we can use stores for economic,develop-
ment.
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Ken: There doe need to be some economic development-on the reservation
because of the way money flows. If the reservation is tO be improved,
mnncy must flow through the reservation 2-3 times. This calls for economic
development 2rj the reservation.

Spud: When we send our Indian people out to the outlying community, they
do tend to come back with the money they've earned so I don't agree with
Ken that economic development mast take'place on the reservation.

u e bIl lness organizations we've purchased are
currently administered by non-Indian persons. Our task now is to develop
career ed for our Indian youth so that, eventually, they can take on the
top management jobs in these companies. This is SHORT-TERM ECONOMICS.
Our LONG-RUN strategy will be to develop opportunities AI1,HOME'to be
filled by Indian persons.

Ken: We have a written economic development plan projected 5-10 years
ahead. For example, we had a tourism emphasis built around the Natchez
Trace - that one hasn't worked out for us yet. We operate strictly from
written plans. When we bring an outfit like AmeriCan Greeting Cards' on
Nto the reservation, it is with an underftanding that, as soon as possible,
top management decision-making positions will be filled and controlled by
Indian persons.

Marcus: We're relatively more oriented toward getting industry-to come into
our reservation that will MAKEMONEY. To us, that takes priority over an
immediate goal of filling all top management jobs with Indian persons.
EVENTUALLY--since almost all persons living in our area are Indians--Indian
persons WILL takca over most top management jobs. We currently have several
Indian persons with MBA, PhD, and MA degrees underemployed simply because
they want to remain in our'area. Where career ed comes in will be to make
these persons more aware of career opportunities'that can be appropriately
made available to them.

Mary:. We can't make an assumption that Indian youth will - or even will
want to - remain in the local community. At the same time, we must begin
our career education effort around reality in the local community NOW.
WE find that, given their "druthers", most Indian youth would "druther"
remain in the communities where they grow up.

Spud AGREE. There is always a portion of the population who will be
open to any move, but most will prefer to remain in their own community.

Marcus: In developing an economic plan, we have to see what's now present
in our community. The question is, "IS THERE A MARKET FOR THE NEW IN-

-DUSTRIES WE ARE CONSIDERING?" We get answers to this question from a
ariety of'sources, including the U.S. Department of Labor. For example,
e are currently building a new hospital. It will start taking job applica-

t ns next year. The jobs in this new hospital Tay be filled by Indian
you IF we can ready our youth for these jobs./ What I'm trying to do is
use'wha we have to prepare people for jobs we're developing in our own
enterprise efforts,
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Gene: It looks simple to me. If you have a hospital coming in, work with
the BSA and the Girl Scouts to provide InOian youth with career awareness/
exploration opportunities on health careers - beginning with career awareness m
in the early elementary schbol grades. It's a "soft sell" approach that
will work best here.

Spud: There are two phases that have to go together:

p-1-anrving-for-the Indus y to come in, and

platning for persons to be prepared to fill jobs in the ne
' industry .

Both will take many years to being to reality. You can't always wait until
you know for sure the industry will be coming before you start prepbring
persons to fill jobs in that industry.

Marcus: AGREE. We did prepare youth for the health occupatiolls area even
before we knew for sure the hospital would be built. Had the hospital not
been built, those persons would have had tip move elsewhere in order to find
training-related jobs.

Ken: I r a vocational program. I'm always asked two question's:

"are your graduates employed ? ", and

"are your graduates employed in an industry for which
they were preparedyf

We genera ly find that if you wait 1-2 ears after the person has graduated,
we can sver both questions with a "YES".

Mary: heed to introduce careers to children in Grades K-3:' By the time
they're in Grades 7-8, they 'should have 2-3 possible career goals. In high
school, they should prepare them4elves to. enter into one of these even if
it means going on to college in order to do so. I would like to s'ea;470e
specific vocational skill training given at the high school level. We must
train Indian youth to fit into their own local communities.

Ken: DISAGREE, IN PART; WITH MARY. The 10 career ed sk is of general
employability are FULLY aSLimpokant for Indian youth a are any of the
specific vocational training programs

Spud: AGREE. I want to be sure we don't steer too ma y Tian yoOth int*
vocational, education. .

Marcus: To do the kind of career ed our youth need w 't be easy. If all
we do is hold a career day 1-2 times4a year, it wbn"Ohelp much.

Ken: I have written a paper on the importance of putting in small businesses
at the same time we bring in 1 - 2 large industries on our 'reservations. We
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can't afford to put all our economic development "eggs" into 2 large
industries which, if they failed, would leave most of our peop e unemployed.

1

Mary: There are few, if ahy, reservations wheie individuals Won't usually
owi; the small businesses operating there. Typiciilly, the small businesses
are actually owned by the Tribe, not by the person running them.

Spud: AGREE. I4's, in effect, a kind ofit"forced'socialism". This hasn't
been all bad. Many people working these tribal businesses have eventually
learned enabgh to leave and opennup their own small business elsewhere.

Emmett: AGREE. For example, I operated a gas station on the reservation
but couldn't buy it because I was born off the reservation, in spite of
the fact that a White man could buy it.

Issue: How to help parents become interested and effective in helping

''r
4'

Conn The reason I raised this is that I've seen a lot of kids not
in rested in learning anything. They're just passing from day to day.
I want to see kids interested in LEARNING the way parents got metinterested
in LEARNING. On' many reservations, there is no longer an integrated community
concerned with helping all youth LEARN. The family and the extended family. -
is no longer part of the lifestyle on many reservations. We need to get
back to a stronger family structure. There's not enough parental pride
in their children or in themselves.

their children move into post-secondary education.

' Mary: 'AGREE. Very few parents are interested in supporting the schools and
emphasizing to their children the importqnce of education.

Spud: Within the Indian community, most parents, at the time of critical
/career selection during the high school age years, don't have a chance
to be influential with their children because their children.have been sent
off to boarding schools. Now that more Indian youth are staying home through
high school, we need a pig parent education progfam. It's going to be tough
because the parents themselves never had the experience of living at home
during the high school years. Further problems can be expected because many
Indian youth today have 2 - 3 times as much education as did their parents
- thus making' communication between parent and child even more difficult -.

.Connie: Part of the problem is the way in which American History is taught,
i.e., as though George,Washington wasather of our country" and Indians
were ."savages"! Some Indian persons dol't understand thd importance of
INDIAN HERITAGE. This has disintegrated a lot of Triba ntity and in
turn has caused some parents to be less interested i career decisions
being made by their children.

Marcus: We have a related situation in Oklahoma. A contributing factor is
that rural schools typically go only to the 8th grade. After that, Indian
youth are busscd'into town to attend junior, and senior high school. It's
at that point in time when Indian students tend to drop out. Some can't even



l' participate in sports because they have to catch the school tus-back home.In addigraduatesa,.with most of the parents not being high school graates,146

themsel s, this, too, adds to chances of having Indian }youth who fail
to finish high school.

Ken: 'The problem isn't as great where we are. About 10 ydarg"ago, the
Tribe decided to allow adults to take on youth who were without famili
and treat those youth as their-own. The adoptions are now Ath.in'the Tribe.
Part of the reason we didn't have these problems is because we have so
much PRIDE. It's a PEOPLE CONCERNED ABOUT THEIR OWN PEOPLE kind of thing-
that is involved here. What the Indian community needs is a program that
would instill PRIDE in the

Mary: Ken isdescribing a most unusual situation. People generally-just
don't do that anymore. Economics is involved here. People have to move
away from their homes to,go where the jobs are. We have tried-eStablishing
Parent Advisory Groups in our community, but it didn't work well. Our
parents are TIRED at night and, when they don't have MONEY in addition,
they simply don't have time to become much concerned about career choices

. -

of their children.

Emmett: Most of our Indians are now called "White Indians" because they
have as little as 1/16th Indian blood, In Lincoln, Nebraska, where I
served as YOUTH COUNSELOR, I- revised the BSA Handbook and celled it the

"INTER-TRIBAL YOUTH SOCIOY" - after our kids 'took it home,:kie got big
4,oarent-attendance. In.terms of youth career choices, we usually let the
kids d9(this mostly without parent .iliv61Ver9ent. When we do so, Parents
tend i6 come inquire about wh.it we'r.404fig to influence career decisions
of THEIR children. We have fouhd that, the More;We do, on helping Indian
youth consider career decisions., the more the parent /,come around to find
out exactly what we're doing. THIS IS ONE,WAY,OF GETT/* 'PARENTS INVOLVED.

Ken: Kids need some kind of adult support system, .hether that
a parent or some other person.

is,

k
Spud: Some of the corporations in our community are taking over areer
development with Indian youth. The kids can have PRIDE in,tfie;eorporation
even if they don't have pride in the Tribe. If the kid identified with

,

Ithe orporation, he has SOME source of pride.
t,

s .

awe t: We Started the first INDIAN OPTIMIST CLUB in the world. ie didn't
make caree&development for youth a part of our activity, but yd:eoi.ad

fhave.--

Spud: The typical Indian community doesn't have the usual ,1( ds of serce
clubs - e.g., Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, Optimist. These commu ties used
to have some kind of male service clubs, but most of them }lave disappeared
now. . "

. i

Emmett: We alsb had the first "BUFFALO CHIP CONTEST" to help raise funds
for Indian youth. The 6 Youth Counselors involved were funded by the Alcohol
Program to help kids. That's where this kind of initiatiVe came fror. ,
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Marcus.:_ The.only program that really REQUIRES parent involvement is
Head Start. It's been very successful. We had almost every parent show up
at our parent banquet.

Mary: We've tried a lot of things. For example, we had a Saturday movie
scheduled for parents and their children, but only 5 parents showed up.
That's more due to the fact that they are URBAN persons rather than lack
of PRIDE in the Tribe.

Marcus: We Q0 ,need to do more on TRIBAL IDENTITY. We need to do this in
terms of past tense, present tense, and future tense. Too often, we
emphasize only the past tense, and that isn't enough.

IssUe:-*How to establish and operate career assessment centers for Indian
youth

Ken: Indian students don't have adequate information about careers and
laBor markets. I.don't know whether we're talking about one ;enter nationwide

or a series of centers abound the nation. The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education at Ohio State U. has very little on Native American
Indians. I think were talking about establishment of a new NATIONAL CAREER
ASSESSMENT CENTER FOR NATIVE AMERICAN INDIAN YOUTH AND ADULTS.

Marcus: I think that's an excellent idea. From what Emmett said yeIterday
about his experiences in Lincoln, I think we have the potential of developing
a youth carer assessment center near our tribal headquarters. My thinking
would be to put .together a CQMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER having information froM
all local businesses and industries who hire our people. For each, it would
describe what the company is and the products it produces. The Center,phould
then work with the community itself including City Government and Chambers
of Commerce to meet with the youth. One of the things it could do would
be to arrange for student field trips to actuaijob sites. Crisis intervention
cou eling could also be a part of this.

Ken: 411 yod had a local center, as opposed to a national Center, where
would you get the information, and how would it be translated into the

'ppropriateNative language?

Marcus: I'm thinking about a Youth Policy for the CherokeerNation. The '

social service programs administered by BIA have the potential for meeting
youth needs in many.areas. If I did this, I'd need a place to put it. It
doesn't have a pronounced career ed emphasis in the BIA social service program
at present.

Spud: There is a section of the BIA ocial services program in adult job
training that applies. You would have to have career ed in there to help
youth relate to careers. There is a sm 11 comporipnt in the BIA program
now. There's-'a difference in career counseling needs in rural vs. urban
Alaska. It'b really the "center" concept, but it doesn't yet extend in
the outreach way that is needed.

r
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Spud: BIA money for adult voc,ed including career counseling is curren

in the block grant concept. We could do it with those funds. If tribal input
really taken, we could use some of our block grant funds for this.

Connie: The concept of a National Resource Center doesn't appeal to me.
We're within 40 miles from the U.of Idaho Placement Center - an organize-

,

tion that could identify possible careers for our students. We have 5'

universities within 100 miles of our community that could be utilized
to talk to elementary and,,,secondary school students about careers.
haven't done anything about: this yet. Coeur d'Alene Tribe has its own grade
school.' The Principal of that school is aware of the need to bring in
outside resources. It would be inappropriate for me to relate with this
school - for political reasons. I could do it/in some tribal schools but
not in others.

Marcus: That doesn't apply to us. We relate to schools very easily. We

provide many schools with resource materials on what the tribe is trying
to do. We've just completed a "PRINCIPALS IN TRAINING" program to help
principals become better acquainted with Indian youth in their,, school systems.
We've also been involved in bilingual ed in efforts that could'be trans-
lated into career education.

Emmett: To have a CAREER ASSESSMENT CENTER, a separate package would have
to be designed for each Tribe. It wouldn't work as a single National model.

Connie: AGREE. It should be part of those materials put with the Tribal
Planners and the Tribal Council. Most Tribes now have Tribal Planners.

Spud: Most large tribal groups have either a "planning function" or a
"grants function" - or both.

Marcus: We're moving in this direction now with our upcoming June plan-
ning conference., We're going to take some ideas and develop them,into
concrete plans of action

John: Marcus' planning conference will be an op rtunity to put a
career ed emphasis into the whole K-12 school systems in the Cherokee
Nation region. A career ed emphasis will be one of several to be included
in this conference.

L Emmett: The reason a separate package is needed for each Tribe. is that
there is still in-fighting going on within various Indian_tribes. They

haven't stopped "warring" with each other yet.

Ken: I wouldn't think Qf,-/NATIONAL CAREER ASSES MENT CENTER as a place
that develops package4 with national applicabili . Rather, it should be

a place where various Tribes could come to get t resource materials
necessary to develop their own custom -made packag s for use in their

local tribal setting.

Marcus: A few years ago, several projects were funded under the ETHNIC

N
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HERITAGE PROGRAM - but many didn't get funded long enough to -do very much.
These kinds of grants can't be completed on a 1.year time frame. There
still is the ETHNIC RESOURCE INFORMATION CENTER in NIE. It's in existence
and ready to help.

Spud: When you're talking about a "resource center" I hope you're talking
about a LEARNING Center; not just a standard WeCenter. What's needed
is information CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE for Nati rican Indian youth.
For exaMple,,,if the health field is involved, show Indian hospitals, Indian
doctors, etc. There has to be some kind of RSVP follow-through if this
concept is going to fly.

Issue: How to help 'Indian youth in career development in ways that overcome
current peer pressures

Emmet --Kids learn by watching their parents. Peer pressure comes in many
places among adults as well as among youth in Indian communities. There
are "ring leaders" in every youth group. In our program in Lincoln, we
tried to identify these "ring leaders" and teach them in a positive way to
think about how they can do better. Usually this results in formation of
some kited of more formal youth group whose President is someone other than
the "ring leader" but with the "ring leader" continuing invome capacity
such as "Sargent-at-Arms"- Peer pressure is a bigger thing for Indian
youth on reservations - primarily because, on the reservation, there's
no socially acceptable place for kids to just "hang out".

Connie: AGREE. It is a problem in the rural community where no foi'mal
youth centers exist. The kids have nothing to do, so they have to find
things to do. It's a local problem that is a real handicap and hardship
in the rural community.

Mary: The peer pressure problem is no more, serious for Indian youth than
for any other youth group. 0

EMMETT: 'DiTSAGREE. Other .kids belong to things like BSA, 4-H. Indian kids
don't have such clubs or organizations available to them that are appropriate.
For example,Ithe 4-H program is-based on non-Indian concepts.

Spud: Peer pressure in a small community is greater than in urban communi-
ties. The importance of peer pressure varies with the amount of interest
adult community leaders take in their youth. The MINORITY STIGMA makes
peer pressures greater for Indian youth than for some others in society.

Ken: I've experienced the peer pressure problem in bOth rural and urlian
settings. The peer problem stems from implications of the concept of
ACHIEVEMENT. There's a psychological conditioning in the Indian community
that say if you strive too much for "achievement", you're less of an 'Indian
and mo like a White man. Peer->essure keeps Man}- students from wanting
to ac leve. k

Marclis: I think that same problem exists in any minority communi y. It's
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no more serious among Indian youth than in any other minority group.

Ken: DISAGREE. I think Indian youth have more trouble with the "ACHIEVEMENT
SYNDROME" than do other kinds.of minority youth.

Spud: The Indian youth can only. see himself defeated on TV so many times
before he develops a negative' self-concept.

Connie: On our reservation, there's been a high suicide rate :among our
young people. They see nothing ahead or them and as a result, take..
their own lives.'

Mary: The highest suicide rates in the Nation are among youth aged 11-21.
Its not just Indians who have this kind of difficulty.

Connie: DISAGREE. Were onty 1% of the population of the U.S.A., but
,

have 15% of the suicides.

Spud: The suicide rate among Indian youth in Alaska is about 500 time's
.higher than the national average. I agree with Connie.

Ken: The "NON-ACHIEVEMENT SYNDROME" for Indian youth begins at a very
early age.

Spud: The definition in Alaska of ,a6 "Indian Lader" is a "A PERSON WHO 7 \
DOESN'T KNOW IF HE'S BEING FOLLOWED OR CHASED":

Mary: I.'m bi-cultural. When I gqf hoMe at night, I'm a CHEROKEE INDIAN.
In my professional cateer, I'm a professional person. Atglome, I'm CHEROKEE
above AMERICAN. The law passed in 1924 didn't makd us more loyal to the.
U.S.A. We've got to in Indian youth that ti4s is the way it is,
and here's how to overcome it.

Spud: There's a subtle difference between "ACHIEVEMENT" and how one
PROJECTS achievement. Much of what we're talking about here is the

' "SHOW OFF" - not necessarily the "ACHIEVER". Achievement isn't bad.
It's how some PROJECT it that's wrong. The implications of the clash
between the 2 cultures is making it more serious now, i.e., its resulting
in a GENERALIZED attitude that "to achieve is BAD".

Connie: An "A" student in the/White society can join the "Honor Society"
in his/her school. On%the reservations, there are typically "honor

societies" in existence. If I were on the Yakima reservation where every-
thing is handed down by word of mouth and then was sent to a white school'
where I had to learn to write, there would be a cultural difference.

Mary; The PURE "Indian culture" disappeared over 200 years ago. We're
going to have to, become bi-cultural to survive.

Spud: AGREE.

ea
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EMMETT: I agree we don't have a "PURE" ulture anymore but if you look
at Indian religion, you can lead a full a d happy life without seeking
material things. If you're not tuned int the Indian religic,r., then you
have no choice but to become bi-cultural. t/
Marcus: I've seen in the"Job Corps program where Indians from different
tribes come together in small groups. There's tremendous pressure.for
the student who wants to ACHIEVE to reconsider because his PRIMARY pressure
is to be ACCEPTED by his group.

Spud: To implement an idea takes at least 2 years. The ideas have to
come up from those who one intends to serve.

Advice For The Division'oareer Education

Marcus: 'There-needs to be a better definition of how career ed can work
in rural as well as in urban settings. Funding based only on student
(enrollment figures will hurt rural schools. So would loss of school
unch programs. Rural institutions are different and so rural initiatives

need to be different from urban ones.

Connie: I agree with Marcus. More emphasis is needed on rural tribal
people. It's necessary to make stUdent aware of the fact that there IS
freedom of choice.

Ken: In developing rules and regulatiOns, OCE should alloia tribes to
develop their own .career ed programs. Eliminate any Federal directives.
Allow each tribe 'to m e its own, mistakes and learn from them. Tribal
governments'know wrc-gt .ipds of things they need.

fl

Spud: We need some kind of program specifically for,Indian pdople which
is appropriately culturally oriented. In rural Ala ka, career examples
aren't clearly in sight in most of the small commu itie6 tree. Some

type of 'system needs to be developed to provide t esd examples. This will
ticost money.

4111,

'19%Emmett: There. ught'to be career ed miniconferen>s set up for Indian
youth themselves OCE shotild listen to Indian kids themselves. There is

an annual National Indian Youth Conference held annually. OCE should
attend that conference. i

,
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Miniconference #175

/

MINORITY ORGANIZATIONS AND CAREBP EDUCATION

Bill Chrismon

Inter Tribal Council, Inc.
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Small Tribes Organization

of Western Washington
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Career Education CoordinatOr
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Iss'ues Raised by Participants

A)t
1. How o help trained persons the reservation use their career skills

on ff the reservation.

2. How to encourage parents toohelp their chi n maximize their career
development.

3. How to overcome geographic barriers to employment facing Indian persons.

4. How to involve Ind'an outh o cils nationally in career education.

5. How,to involve C erokee Nation stahf persons in career education
implementation fforts.

6. How to expose Indian youth to a broader set of career opportunities.

7. How a small tribal organization could obtain a career ed person
without fo lowing BIA rules and regulations.

8. How to e pand career training opportunities for Indian per-sons in
small i ter -trial organizations.

9. How t establish and operate a voc ed program that will meet the needs
of Indian youth.

10. How to help Indian parents encourage thei)children to choose a
GA ER - not just look for a JOB.

11. Ho to overcome discrimination in employment for Indian persons.

12. H w to help Indian youth overcome cult 'ural barriers in the workplace
r Iated to productivity.

13. ow to help Indian persons in career development who'want only part-
i.me jobs.

14. How td help Indian persons in career development in areas of high
unemployment.

15. How to encourage career preparati6n programs on the reservations
themselves.

16. How to provide training programs for jobs that are growing rather than
declining.

17. How to get more support from unions in career ed for Indian persons.

18. How to increase scholarship opportunities for Indian youth.

19. How to overcome problems of rapid turnover of job counselors for Indian
persons.
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20. How to get Indian input into state planning for vocational education.

21. How to make career ed a higher priority.

22. How to make an entrepreneurial ed emphasis a part of,career education.

23. How to help Indian persons discover what they really want to do in
their careers.

24. How to tie Talent Search, Title IV of Indian Education Act, and CETA
into career ed.

. -

25. How to overcome illiteracy problems among Indian persons.

26. How to get counselors more involved in career ed.

27. How to increase participation of parents from rural communities.

P5napshot" Background Information Given By Participants

Lupe Salazar

The EIGHT NORTHERN INDIAN PUEBLOS COUNCIL represents 8 different'
pueblos located in Northern New Mexico.

As Head Counselor, Lupe travels to and/or works with each of the 8 pueblos
helping Indian persons with voc ed and career and employment problems.

Joe Byrd

Career Ed is really just now beginning for the Cherokee Nation.

Early efforts found difficulty getting teachers to infuse career t
ed into regular classrooms. As a result Joe has been assigned to
teach career ed courses at the juniqr high school level.

. Many parents still don't understand what career education is.

Joe's job is Career Ed Coordinator for the Chekokee Nation.

Bill Chrismon

"ITC" stands for INTER TRIBAL COUNCIL, INC. This is an organization
incorporated in l967, consisting of 8 Indian tribes. At first,
it served all 8 tribes. Now it serves as an umbrella organization
with each tribe having its own organization within ITC.

ITC hast4 programs operating under BIA plus such other programS
as CETA, Alcohol Rehabilitation, etc.

Dedicated tq helping ALL Indian persons youth and adults - in
"tawa County - only one county in Northern Oklahoma.

There is an executive director for ITC.
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Betty Pilling

TheWESTERN WASHINGTON INDIAN.EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM is
a.CETA prime sponsor.

A There_.are. -9- -I-nd-i-an-G-ETA prime-eiaeftsepsr-in- -Sta-te--yrf -WastrImitOri.

'41) There are a total of 19 tribal councils in Betty's service area.

.

' With approximately 15,000 persons involVed, 1/2 are 14 or older,
60% are unemployed, and half of the unemployed are in the 14-21
age group.

The military contracts are currently creating map[ new job
openings in Washington.

Betty's job is TRAINING COORDINATOR.'

Edith Cusak

The SMALL TRIBES ORGANIZATQON OF WESTERN WASHINGTON involves 14

tribes. Edith is from onekof these tribeslocated in the
peninsula only access to Seattle/Tacoma, area is by ferry boat.

Edith's position is JOB DEVELOPER and Chairperson of the Title
IV Johnson - O'Malley program. There is a good parent program within

Johnson-O'Malley.

Edith has helped many Indian youth get either a GED or a high

school diploma.

Jan Lowery

North Carolina has the most Indian tribes of any State east of

the Mississippi.

There are about 50,000 Indian persons in North Carolina they

do not live on reservations. These persons belong to 4 non -
Federally, recognized Indian tribes with the LUMBEES being the

largest (they have about 40,000).

Jan's position is EDUCATION SPECIALIST, North Carolina Commission

. of Indian Affairs.

Discussion of Issues

Issue: to encourage parents to help their children maximize their

career development

Lupe: Parents aren't generally aware of the various kinds of career

opportunities that.are available for their children. This, in turn, makes

youth neither concerned about nor interested in their own career decisions.
If parents were to become more knowledgeable and involved, the youth would,
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then, become more interested.

'BM: AGREE that there is, generally,L ladk Of parental concei-n. If the

youth can go out and"make $3.25 an hour on any job, many parents are
b-ati-afted. -Some parents know no-CfliFF-Indien who's ever been a
professional person. Our job is to help pardnts of Indian youth set higher
goals - including career goals for _their children.

Jan: If you're dealing with a parent who can't read, communication is a
problem. We're currently wOrking on helping our Indian parents learn to
increase their oral communication skills. If parents can neither read nor
write or overcome their fear of leaving their homes to attend meetings
how can they possibly learn enough about careers to be helpful to their
children in career planhing and decision-making?,

t

Joe: In our area, it's much more of a lack of.KNOWLEDGE than it is a
lack of INTEREST. We did have some parent career education committees.
The operational problem we faced was, in part, simply that we had too many

parent committees, and our parents couldn't handle being on so many all at
the same time.

Edith: We've been successful in getting some parents of Indian youth involved
in career planning. Remember, some of the career,choices available to Indian
youth today weren't ever available to the parents of these youth when the
parents were young. The parentg, thus, tend to feel uncomfortable about
discussing new kinds of careers with their children.

Lupe: One reason why parents often aren't much concerned about careers is
that manc, of thert*feel.dependent on currently existing federal job assistance
programs - such as CETA. They tend to assume that some such program will be
available FOREVER. Thus, they feel no need to worry about career choices.
We try to encourage them to attend schools and obtain vocational training,
but it's not always successful.

Betty: Many parents have had very negative experiences with the education
system. For example, the grandparents, when they went through Indian boarding

schools, were often mistreated forced to speak only English, to wear the
same kinds of clothes as all other students, etc. thus creating very negative
attitudes toward the education system which have carried over to the succeed-
ing generation. Many Indians are fearful of professional people. Many

feel inadequately prepared to talk with teachers. Even when Indian parent
try to relate iia'teachers, they're often rejected and turned away by those
teachers. Maybe what we need is some kind of NEUTRAL ZONE - neither the
school nor the reservation - in which parents of Indian youth and teachers
can meet..

Betty: The Dept. of Education's Office of Indian Education has done a lot
of things to get sensitivity training for teachers of Indian youth - but
much more remains to be done.

Jan: We have one or more Indian students in almost every county in North

Carolina. Yet, North Carolina teachers aren't required to take any course
in Indian culture. We're 'hoping to change that.

a P`
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.Jop: If, in the Cherokee Nation, we took our career services to parents,
most of them would cooperate. A lot has to do with who's making the presen-
taeion. It makes a lot of difference if it's an Indian person who is making
the presentation.

Jan: AGREE. We had a Very effective Right to Read program that involved
Indian professionals coming in to work with Indian persons. Our tdacher6_
and staff were all 'Indian persons. This has helped to build trust which,
in the past, simply wasn't there. Part of the distrust stems simply from
the fact that federal programs tend to be here ohe year and gone the next.
Indian persons can't depend on federal programs for multi-year operations.
I'ye seen some really good federal programs for Indians not be re-funded
-.without anyone from Washington, D.C. ever coming down to see for themselves,
whether.or not the program is working.

Lupe: We could set up career workshops for parents in the pueblos: It

might work, but that isn't for sure.

Jan: AGREE.. If it,were to work, you would have to start it by offering
the parents some clear inducements to come such as coffee and donuts
or some kind of entertainment. They won't generally come if you. were to
simply announce that you were starting a "careers workshop".

Edith: We operate a summer school in which we try to get as,many parents
as possible employed in positions such as Teacher Aide. We find that, if
we have parents actually working in ourschool system - either as a paid or
as a volunteer,worker. Such parents tend to be willing to come listen to
topics we want to discuss with them during special programs. Our "parent
volunteer" program has been successful. But it's better if we can pay parents
for the work they do. We find we do better in seeking parent involvement
if we concentre on young paren4 of elementary school age children. Such

parents tend to be more willing to come to the school for programs we put on.
When we can get them involved, this has carry-oior value.

Jan: Right now, t 'he local university in our area - POnbrook University -
is.becom4g more involved in working with the Indian community on making sure
Indian yoUth are aware of higher education opportunities. However, the
"pitch" is typically just "higher education" not "careers toward which
higher education can lead".

Edith: We're finding now more and more Indian persons who have graduated

from universities.. Such persons can both, be good career roregbdels for other
Indian persons and, additionally, actually use their skills in helping Indian
persons in the' community.

,Betty: The general problem of apparent lack of concern and/or interest in
career choices stems, in good part, from problems of self-image. Many Indian
persons have super low career aspirations as a result.

Edith: DISAGREE. Those Indian persons with more education also tend to
have higher career aspirations. They go hand in hand.
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Q.Je,tion. What would have helped YOUR career development when you were young?

Lupe: I think part of the problem is the lack of good counselors. We had only

one high school counselor for 400 students. He was always busy. I went to
school like everyone else-'- uninformed about a broad range of caree4. options

and thinking that being a secretary would be a "good" career. After high
'school, I`',went to a vocational school where I was able to learn about many
other kinds of garqers. It was there that I finally made the decision to
attend college.

Jan: In my high school, we had 1 counselor for 450 students. 41My counselor
called me in and asked, "Are you planning to go to college?", not "What kind
of career are you considering?" Partly because many of my friends were going
to college - and I didn't want to be away from them I decided to also attend
collegu. The advice my counselor provided was about educational requirements
but, NOT about careers. There were no members of my family with M.A. or doc-
tural degrees, thus making no family role models to encourage me to go further
in college. In general, things are better for Indian youth than they were .

whey, I was in ;.igh school only a relatively few years ago. For example,
in Title IV-B of the INDIAN EDUCATION ACT, career awareness is currently
about 1/2 of the curri lum(the other 1/2 being cultural awareness) in our
gre- school program. Inn4a ition, our TALENT SEARCH program does a lot in
career awareness/career exploration - including involving parents in filling
out financial aid forms. *.kFurther, in TITLE IV-A, we have parent advisory
committees.

Betty: fihe U.S. Dept. of Education's Division of Career Education should be
linking more closely with' those workirig with Titles IV-A, IV-B, ana 1V-C of the
Indian Education Act. That would be-the best approach to use in getting

(\, effective career education fOr Indian youth.

Jerry: Career awareness/exploration is fundable under Title IV, but such
funding must be based on data from local ne4110 assessments making it clear
that these kinds of help are needed.

Joe: While my parents .were very limited in terms of their kn9wledge of a wide
variety of careers hey could tell me about, this, in nb way, kept them'

ilk
from stressing th imgortance of education to me: A.6 a result, of about
20 8th grade full-blooded Indian boys,_I was the only one to go igh school.

The major problem is one of making the transition from elementary school to

nigh school. The elementary school consists of Indian youth. In the high

schools, Indian youth are a very small minority of the school population;
consequently, the competition becomes very keen.

0 .

',Tan: AGREE. The transition problem Joe is talking about here applies.41so
to'adults in some of o1r Adult Basic Ed programs. We hope to see these
adults transfer to community college setting.

Edith: One of t problems we've had is not having many or often any -

Ihdian counselor As a result, while we've been minimally sucqessful in
getting-some ca eer awareness activities in our junior high schools, we
haven't been able to go below that level. Indian counselors CAN xelate better
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with Indian youth than can non-Indian persons.

Betty: In our area, we had a career oriented INDIAN YOUTH CONFERENCE last
spring called "Indian Youth In The 80's". This conference emphasized careers
Indian youth should consider entering. All of the money for thisftevent
was raised by our INDIAN YOUTH CLUBS. Some excellent career role models
were present at this conference.

,Joe: AGREE-that the INDIAN YOUTH CONFERENCES held around the Nation 'are
tremendous opportunities for Indian youth to learn aboutIfareers - as well
as about Indian culture.

Jan: It would 4erAry wise for the U.S. Department of Education's Division
of Career Ed to work with existing INDIAN YOUTH COUNCILS:

Joe: True, there is only a very small-percent of Indian youth who qualify
for attendance at the INDIAN YOUTH COUNCIL conferebceS. These youth,.
however, when they return, can serve as both qle models and as information
sources for other Indian youth.

Betty: When I was in high school, counselors told boys to become "1-Igineers"
and girl's to become "teachers ". As a result, I became a, teacher of art.
When I discovered jobs were scarce in°61at area, I was immediately, faced
with problems of alternative career decisions.

Issue: How to overcome geographic barriers to employment facing Indian persons

Lupe: If more Indian persons could be employed on reservations, it wouldn't
be such a problem. Currently, most f the administrators on/Off reservations
are non-Indians. This is because qu lified,Indian persont haven't, to date,
been available. Thus, most of the Indians living in the pueblo either have
to leave there to find work or stay on the reservation and go into suck
Federal programs as CETA.

Betty: We need to think about creating small businesses in the Indiati community
t6 be run by- Indian pe'rsons. We need to see the money from such small businesses .

recycled back into"t:he local community - which can happen only if the owners
are, themselves, community residents. We're currently collecting information
about entrepreneurship for distribution. This is a topic that seems to be

' slow in getting across. I don't know why. Maybe it's just a matter of lack
of confidence among Indian persons that they would be successful if they
ran their own small business.

-.14V

Lupe: The majority of land in New MexiCo is Indian-owned, but a.,majdr4ty
of businesses are'non-Indian' ownea. Currently, ,I see no real strong effe*ts
to change this. It's partly because, of fear and partly because of lack of
confidence on the part of Indian persons.

Betty: There's one tribe in our consortium which does have a store, a trailer
rentalcarea,; and a gas station owned by the tribe. The'profits from these

j businesses go into tribal activities.
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Edith: I reside in a non-reservation setting on the Olympic peninsula, a
pretty isolated area. Most of our youth have to leave the area both for
school and for employment. It's impossible to commute Prom'where we live.
It makes a problem.

Betty: We could -.and should see more job development activity taking
place within the Indian community itself.

Edith: In my area, iv)st of the employees are non-Indian persons.

Betty,: For one tribe I know, it's 60 miles one way to the nearest vocational
training program. We're so "extended family" oriented that the tendency is
tO return to the home setting. We neeTto find advocates/friends/relatives
in the new area if our people are to "make it" there onta permanent basis.
Perhaps some of kind of "adopted family" arrangement would be helpful for
Indian youth to4ave. Another idea would be to have videotapes available
on various careers to s ,how Indian youth in the communities where they live.
So far, these videotapes we have are primarily ones supplied by community('
colleges as recruiting devices.

Edith: 'I know of one commercial outfit that charges $5,000 to come in and
show- videotapes on various careers. It simply costs too'much. We are still
faced with a situation where most Indian youth stay in their local communities
and take Whatever jobs they can find there. The "geographic barriers",
foi Indian youth, are primarily restrictions in freedom of career choice
brought about by the very limited variety of careers. available in the local
communities where eftey grow up.

issue: How to provide training for jobs that are growing rather than declining

Betty: Our "State Employment Security Office is collecting all kinds of
statistics about where the new jobs are going to be during the next 10 year

17,in various parts of the State. Indian persons in these communities might
care about. these kinds'of data if they can be 'helped to understand the
statisticq,. In the way, these Statistics are curkently being :put ether,
almost 'no one can understand them!

Jan: Campbell Soup Company came into our area to build a big new plant.
They have, to date, hired only a few local persOns. Instead, they import
workers from other.places. To turn that around so that more jobs would
be available to Indian youth in the Campbell Soup plant would be very hard
to do right now.

Betty: Maybe this is where something like the targeted. job tax credit bill
provisions should be used.

.t
Jan: It's-highly unlikely that I could get a job in personnel at Campbell

in spite of my B.A. degree in Psychology. So far, I can't even
get the security guards to let me in through the gate!
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Cathy: Let me give you a different example. IBM is opening up a new plant

in the Tucson area. We've already got them talked /Into sponsoring an
ADOPT-A-SCHOOLprogram. Why couldn't, you do thiSith Campbell Soup in North.
.Carolina? .

Walt:. If I were in North Carolina with Campbell Soups coming in, I'd go
to the local Chambet of Commerce_and see if they could help establish
an education/work partnership between the school system and the Campbell
Soup Company. Some of the key executives from Campbell Soup are bound
to join that local Chamber of Commerce.

Gene: One of the things I would do is see if there is prejudice agai t

hiring India6 persons. If prejudice doesn't exist, we could do alot of
things.

SP

Lupe: In my area, our main employer is the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
We've formed a committee with them that meets monthly. We review applications
of Indian persons who want to Work there. If the Lab doesn't hire persons
we recommend to them, we then ask why. And, so far-at least, they've been
very good at following up on such persons and getting answers back to us.
Another, thing we do is to conduct workshops for Indian persous on such things,
for both youth and adults, as:, ,

job interviewing, and

resume writing.

In effect, we're SCREENING possible applicants for the Lab, thus HELPING
THEM DO THEIR JOB BETTER. As a result, we also fina they're willing to
provide mock job: interview conditions for our students.

Joe: Our approach is one of trying to be independent'in terms of emphasizing
tribal-owned businesses, in order that Indian youth can become employees
of the tribe itself. We need Indian youth to come into these jobs so that
the tribal industr s can grow and prdsper.

Betty: AGREE. We use that same rationale in some fisheries owned and
.operated by our Indian tribes. Ide concentrate on training Indian youth

to become productive workers in these businesses.,

Betty: The EEOC offices are currently funding TRIBAL EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS OFFICERS
(TER6s). Tribal reservations are off limits to EEOC i.e. discrimination

..
can exist in employment on reservations. TERO persons are Indians. They are
trained in EEO issues and they act as, in effect, EEO persons_on the reser-
vations. The TERO rep is being encouraged to approach employers on the
reservation in order to encourage them to have a certain percent of Indians
employed on the reservation.' BeCause the employer located on a reservation
pays no tax on his business, it's to their advantage to pay attention' to the

TERO efforts here.

Bill: We're not on a reservation. Our problem is'that our kids have not
been trained to fill the jobs in our community. Jobs ARE there. Our kids .-

arf_tn't resistant to moving from the local community to where the good jobs are.
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This may.be duo to the fact that we live in'a non-reservation setting.
The only problem we4find with job training is that some Indian youth tend-
to take a few days off every once in a while, and, as a result, they
wind up not having completed the "right number of hours" of vocational
training and so are declared "not completing" and asked to take the
whole cqurse over again. Tlat's a problem we'r'e not over yet. To get

over this, we reall need In an cdunselo s to work with Indian outh.

If we could have this, the youth would st 11 take off days when appropriate,
but the counselors would help them arran e such days so as to make them
acceptable to the training institution. Sometimes,wthe Indian religion

enters' in and has to be accounted for here.

Background on United Tribes Educational Technical Center, (UTETC) of North
Dakota Jim Davis (joined 6/191

United Tribes of North Dakdka operates a vocational technical center.
Thirteen years ago, our Board of Directors looked to a population of
undereducated (Average Grade 10, unski.l.red, and unemployable
Indian perSons (Average Age 22, most with ftlies, many with
social as well as career needs) and decided to open a center 1

to help them.

The Board of Directors is composed of the five Tribal Chairmen,
one other councilman from each of the five reservations plus
UTETC offers fourteen different voc ed training programs under
contract with BIA andithe Office of Education (ED). The contract

calls for'both husband and wife to enroll.in a vocational .training
program - with child-care center facilities available for their .

children. AM

We also have an adult-ed program and a GED program. Our curriculum

for GED has been disseminated throughout the Nation.

We currently operate on an open entry /open exit system where we
admit and graduate. students each month. We are planning to change
this so admission and graduation will be done on a quarterly,

rather than on a monthly basis.

Our voc ed training programs vary in length from 6 to 12 months.

Most of our students don't have much career i*formation prior
to coming to us. BIA recruits students for us. We d6'not,

as a rule, have students exposed to a comprehensive K-1,2 career

ed effort prior to the time they enter UTETC.

.UTETC has, over the years, offered technical. training to 40 different

Indian Tribes.

Issue: Hop to increase scho4arships for Indian youth

Betty: There are a lot of 'super Indian students who need RECOGNITION and

ENCOURAGEMENT to continue their education. Funds other than CETA - are
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badly needed to make this happen. The backing we now get from those

scholarship-sponsoring groups now available to us is great, very *luable.
For example, I had a KIWANIS scholarship - an Kiwanis members helped me

greatly. MUCH MORE OF THIS1KIND OF THING IS' NEEDED.
1

Lupe: We don't have Many problems So far as scholarhips arelconcerned.
We havt the Employment Assistance Program and the BIA assistance
that provide financial assistance for voc ed training. In addition,

the ALL INDIAN PUEBLO COUNCIL has funds for scholarships both for colleges
and for vo tech post-secondary. It's-not a real problem for us, but should

. any of these programs get cut, we'll be hurting.

Jan:. We're a non-reservation tribe. So we have:

N1.00
. 1 BEOG flational Student Direct ,Loans, ,,,,---\,

. Pell gr4hts, and

CETA

-,

- i.e., the SAME kinds of grants as are available for non-
Indians.. Funds can be found in our area for those who seek
.post-secondary vo tech training.

Betty: The point I'm trying to make is the need for SPECIAL RECOGNITION of
Indian kids with real\leadership potential. You can't let "BEOG" be a part

of your resume, but you can list "SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARD". I'd like to

see local:sponsoring groups for this kind of thing.

Jan: There's alsoia question of paying attention to the problem of making
sure that scholarships are available close to home. It won't do much good

b15 send a youth off to a university in another State only to find, him /her

coming back at Christmas time.

Betty: The award banquet/recognition thing is fully as important as the

scholarship itself. These youth need to feel worthwhile.

Joe: Our tribe has academic scholarships and the kinds of recognition/
award ceremonies Betty is talking about. We have special scholarships

available from the University of Oklahoma for a number of occupational areas.
An example is the FIRST AMERICANS.- TOMORROW'S ENGINEERS-(FATE) program.

\Jim: In North Dakoka, we have scholarships for Indian persOns interested in

either-4 year colleges or voc ed institutions. These scholarships are a

4result of special appropriations made by the State legislature. These are

specifically earmarked for Indian youth and the youth must attend school

in this state.
4 V.

Jan: The North CaLlina legislature has about $1.0 million appropriated

for scholarships for either BLACK or WHITE kids, but not for Indian youth.
I'could go to an all Black university, be called a "minority person", and

get my expenses.paid, but not if I went to the University of North Carolina

at Chapel Hill, an essentially all- white institution.
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Betty: The COMPETITIVE SPIRIT u sn't encourau.d, which tends to make
identification of leadership q lities among Indian youth more difficult.

Jan:, DISAGREE. Our Youth C ference recently ran a workshop on ASSERTIVENESS

TRAINING. We also had a L DERSHIP workshop. Both of these kinds of4things
encoura e com etitiveness or Indian outh.

O

Joe:, AGREE WITH JAN. Ou Youth Conferembes always emphasize EADERSHIP
and, COMPETITIVENESS.

ow.

Betty:

predoM

to se

.4gr

t.14.

Jan: We have'Talent Search counselors in our States that do these same
%kinds of things - in terms of helping Indian youth re-:ate better with
the education system.

T that's with an all Indian group. It wouldn't be true in a

tly White sc ool where Indian youth were a distinct minority.

Tit* IV-A of the INDIAN EDUCATION ACT has provided excellent perSons
as liaison persons in the schools for Indian youth. This has helped

Lupe: If FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS are cut, we will be.hurting in terms
of financial assistance for Indian persons seeking further education.

Issue: How to get- Indian input for State Planning for Voc Ed

Betty: The State. planning done this year was for voc ed. The State is
strong in requesting input early from; all kinds of groups in the State.
Our people were very involved in presenting testimony BUT we have no idea
what will ever wind up in the final document.

Cathy: By law, the State HAS to have a voc ed plan. They are supposed to

comment on EACH recommendation made to them, including why those requested'
were rejected.

Betty: Indian persons are the largest minority in the State orlTashington.

They need some funds earmalked but haven't accomplished this to date. One *

tribe did receive voc ed-Money this year, but that's not ehough.

Jim:- We have -3' indian persons on our State Advi'sory Council for Voc Ed
the 'means for input for Indian persons IS present in our State.

Edith: One of our former°Governors had an INDIAN DESK that was very helpful.
Later on, it became more of a token thing. Now we Have an Advisory Committee
(to which I am.appoin -d) w4ch may or may not meet, depending on funding.
We haven't had rea prob ems with'our State Department of-Education. a

JE Y'S UE ON: How do ou feel career ed fits in with your priorities?

\---------'A 1.upe: Career Ed S a priority Kith us. We see basic skills and vocatipnal
. ..

3
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ed skills going together with career ed as a vehicle for improving both.

Don: We don't often see "career ed" in the needs assessments sent to us
for Title IV-A of the Indian Education Act.

Jim: It is critical that career ed tie into the academic portion of the
child's curriculum. Career ed gives a PURPOSE to developing academic

It also needs to be tied to tribal economic development, i.e.,
the fabor force needs to be considered as well as the specific industries
to be_ inserted. Career ed needs better coordination among CIA, Division
of Career Ed, and the Office of Indian Education. People don't usually
look at career ed as very important, BUT, it is my assumption that career
ed has a'direct.inpact on the high drop out rate among Indianc6ildren.

) Bill: When you get into Parent Committees in Title IV, they tend to
worry about how much money is involved in any given program. Under Part
'A, we could infuse career ed into basic skills instruction at very low
costs. Under Part B, we could employ career counselors. That, of course,
would cost much more.

Jerry: The only way to do this is through your NEEDS ASSESSMENT. If

you list. "career ed" after you list "basic skills", you're in trouble.
On the other hand, if you orient your needs assessment around a.career ed/
life skills emphasis, it would help greatly. Also, we need to know how
important the cultural compoment is as compared to the career component.

Betty: .Career ed is an A-No. 1 priority for me as a cETA prime sponsor.
I think careered infusion, K-12, is the REAL way to go. Career ed, to
me, is the heart of Education. I didn't get a single course in career
ed 'In my teacher ed program. The career ed curriculum materials would
really enricD1classroom instruction at all grades.

Edith:' I'm Chaiktnan fsoi our Title IV effort. I do the budget and work
on the neV,Tls assessment. We never THOUGHT of putting career ed into our
needs assessment. I've done some career ed things with kids, but since
we didn't have it in our needs assessment, we had no money to pay for it.
We COULD have done it had we known it was permissable. Career ed has
ALWAYS been important to us, but we didn't know Title IjA could help
pay for it.

Don: The ':authorized activities" _section of our rules and regs for Title
IV-A under "other activities" - dogs make at possible for you to do
career ed.

Jerry: Our rules and regs also say "OTHER THINGS THAT PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES". Note: We do NOT use the direct term "career education".

Jan: Career ed is definitely a, priority with us, but it is interminglid
with both basic skills and cultural awareness. Cultural awareness is
VERY important to us. So is self-developMent and economic development.
Cultural identity is especially important for us as a non-recognized tribe.
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Lupe: The issues discussed here have been a good start. Implementation

of these issues is needed. I don't know what the U.S. Dept. of Ed would
do. Maybe we should contact business/industry in our communities to get
them involved. If we do, the U.S. Dept. of'Education should back us up.
We should introduce career awareness from elementary through high school.

Jim: There should be a stronger focus on car er ed$lans as they pertain
to schools enrolling Indiari children. Money s ouldrbe available for pilot
projects on a National basis which could be replicated in other States
which have schools serving Indian children. Third, the U.S. Dept. of Ed.
should better coordinate their activities Abliefforts with the BIA within
the Department of Interior»

Bill: I'd like to see some way small inter-tribal organizations could
get involved in career ed. We need some RFTs on this. Many tribes won't
work through an SEA because, under treaty terms, the Tribe has the same
status as a State and so is entitled to work directly with the Federal
Government.

Betty: We need access to career ed materials that we can share with
gur educators and with our parents. Why can't the state provide these
for us? I'd like to see a monograph on "PARENTS AND CAREER ED". Tribes

need to get career ed materials. In-service ed for career ed ought to
be available to tribes and Indian organi4ations. We need samples of needs

assessments that emphasize a career ed approach. I'd like to see Title
IV rules and regs revised to provide a greater emphasis on career education.

Jerry: Our rules and'regs are very broad so that grantees have maximum
freedom tb do what they want to do. Our Regional Cel\terS offer

technical-assistance in putting a career ed emphasis into your needs
assesgmeeit if you request this kind of help.

- We needra career emphasis for rural Indian persons to supplement those

now in existance for urban Indian persons_

Edith: Thisf miniconference'has opened my eyes. I see career ed now as
something that should start at the elementary school, not the high school
level.

Jan: Parental involvement is really important. When I get back, I'm going
to check our SEA career ed program and with industries in our area.

I
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DESCRIPTIONS OF K-12 CAREER EDUCATION PRACTICES

Marianne Abrams BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1. The Tri-Lateral Council is a non-profit agency supported by::

National Alliance of Business;

Greater Boston Chamber bf Commerce; and

Boston Public Schools which began operations in 1974.

Prior to that,'both NAB and the Chamber of Comm ce were interested in work-
ing with the schools, especially high schools. lit was decided tot pair a

piorticular 22 businesses with 18 particular high schools as the basic initial,
mode of operation. In 1975, when desegregation order came out, .th se pairings
to include 24 colleges and universities, each of whom was also pai 1 ed with
a high school. Following this, a number of community organizations operating \
as the GREATER BOSTON CULTURAL COLLABORATMiE also asked to be inclUded in
the court order with a "careers" emphasis added to their existing activities.

In Massachusetts, there is a State law providing funds to help Community or-
ganizations implement court-ordered desegregation. Both the colleges/univer-
sities and the community cultural organizations receive grants from these
funds.. Actually,. the Greater Bdston Cultural Collaborative gets a large grant
and then gives smaller grants to various community cultural groups.

2. Prior to 1975, no "outside" groups were allowed in the Bbston schools.
The court order 'on desegregation changed this, including demanding that
parent -organizations representing both white and non-white youth be 'involved.
These parent organization have to sign off on all of the soft money projects
involved in these state funds.

3. The whole community participation movement is, still very much controlled
by local schools.

4. Massachusetts also has a big bilingual emphasis. With 60,000 students in
the Boston Public Schools, 11 different languages are recognized for various
ethnic groups.

5. The Boston student popuafttion, in terms of kinds of studerits, is divided
this way:

Blacks are the most,

Whites are the second largest group, and

Hispanics are 3rd largest group.

6. Marianne,became Director of the Tri-Lateral 'Coundil in 1976. The Boston
Chamber of Commerce agreed to supply the space to house the Council. .It still
does. The Council is funded in a variety of ways including:
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Each of the 21 business corporations paired with a
particular high school pays "membership" dues to the Council;

The Boston School District contributes through funds
received from the State under desegregation law;

Some funds are received from the Massachusetts State
Depk4of Ed; and

DOL has funded the Council, through YOUTH WORK, for a 2-year,
18-month Career Development Program.

7. The primary emphasis is still on the high school level, not very much at

the elementary and middle school levels yet. To bring an earlier emphasis,
the DOL/YOUTH WORK grant called for training teachers in weer ed curriculum
development.. This was necessary in that, when the 21 comAnies each paired
with a school, the primary thing the schools asked them to do was to provide
12th grade students with job seeking/finding/getting skills and the students
hadn't been made ready for such activity during their earlier school years.
We undertook this YOUTH WORK project in connection with Carkhuff Associates
STEP (Skill Training for Exploration and Placement) Program. The STEP progra6
is written in such a way it can be done either as infusion or as course add-on.
Seven thousand students have been reached through classroom delivers, to date.

8. The motional School Volunteer Program (NSVP) is very active in Boston
schools, especially at the elementary and middle school level. Thus, the

Tri-Lateral Council works with NSVP, but not in a formal arrangement.

9. There's another group in Boston called BLACK ACHIEVERS operating out of
. the NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE office. It is run by young Black professionals, most

of whom work in large corporations. Each works as a student role model for

20-30 hours per year (with their companies paying the cost). They work both

with the Boston schools and with other community youth groups (like Boy's

and Girl's Clubs). The Council links with this organization, as needed,

in particular high schools.

10. The Raanic community in Boston is young, but growing rapidly. As a

result, we don't see Hispanic persons very much yet in the workforce, thus
making the;heed-for career role models very great.

11. With the URBAN LEAGUE, the Couricil has had a number of work-study Summer

Programs. Because we have a person from the Council in every school and in
every one of the paired corporations, we're often used as a linkage mechanism

with both by other community organizations. The corporations are each tied

to a particular school. The Council c4nnot, therefore, go to a.corporation

and ask it to supply money to , say, a community organization that wants to

suwort career ed for Hispanic youth. Instead, we suggest to:such community

organizations that they seek to add such a component to t1icorporation's
existing career ed efforts with the school, i.e. to make it a part of the "package".

12. The success of a particular effort is directly dependent on the one key
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person in the school and the one key person in the corporation. For

example, John Hancock Insurance Company (with 7,000 employees) is paired
with English High School (with 2,000 students). Now both company personnel
and'educators at the high school know each other well, who the "good guys"
and the "bad guys" ate in both settings. Persdns from Marianne's staff do
a great deal of training with persons both from the corporation and from the
school.

Carol Khadjenouri SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIED SCHOOli, DISTRICT

1. Carol works with the Curriculum Department. She is a social science teacher
specialist who wrote the 5-year master plan grant for career education. San

Francisco has a wealth of community resources. The difficulty is knowing how
to link up with each.

2. There are a great many special agencies in San Francisco who serve
minority youth. (A list was distributed.)

3. Early this year, the Superintendent created a Special Task Force on
Career Ed to identify career ed needs.

4. The San Francisco School Volunteers have done a great amount of work
for career ed in San Francisco. Their efforts have included projects aimed
at getting corporate persons into the schools. 'Marcia Hunt, executive direc-.
tar, could supply'complete information on their many projects.

5. We now have the SAN FRANCISCO EDUCATION FUND a kind of brokerage
group headed by Gladys Thatcher. We meet with this group once a month to
tafk.about our career ed needs. This FUND organization was created because,
with each schobl going to a particular corporation and asking for financial
support for a single project, there was no way for corporations to know that
any kind of sustaining effort would exist in the schools, thus creating an
element of district on the part of corporation's that had to be overcome.
The director, Mrs. Thatcher, is very supportive of career education K-12.

6: In additiog, there is career ed being carried out in San Francisco schools

using ESAA funds, and some usingESEA funds.

7. The average age of San Francisco teacher is 52 - thus making incentives
for staff development'extremely difficult. In spite of this, we are running

some special career ed courses for teachers this Summer that have been overbooked.
Thisimakes it clear that there is some,, interest in career e on the part of

San Francisco teachers. We've used some ofour ECONOMIC ED money here under
. what we call ECONOMIC 'CAREER ED PROGRAM, We.do not pay teachers a stipend

to attend these Summer workshops; they've come anyway.

41

8. We willibe surveying our_more than 60 elementary schools this Fall to see
what they are doingiin-career ed.. It is necessary to cOnduct,perNnal staff
intervidUt for this purpose. A questionnaire is not adequate.

4. To get career ed i-nto the schools, it's sometimes easier to work with
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existinq community groups. For example, we're now working with 18 museums'
which in addition to what they are already doing with the schools, now
seem ready,to add a "careers" emphasis to their activities.

'10. We also have a strong movement in GLOBAL EDUCATION in the San Francisco
schools. We will be trying to insert an international "careers" emphasis
into this effort.

11. Earlier this year, we asked for a loaned executive from the Bank of
America to take all of our career ed activities/materials and personal
resources in San Francisco, put them on a computer program, and so let each
of us see ALL that's going on. This is badly needed. For example, the San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce did a career ad needs assessment 3 years ago,
but those data are missing. Unfortunately, the "loaned executive" is not yet
in place.

12. National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) is supplying infor-
mational materials to the San Francisco career ed effort under a loose-
working relationship (no formal working relationship here).

%

Ross Frazier - SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA

1. Philadelphia serves 213,000+ students under an organizational scheme
that includes 7 5ub-districts, each with a number of schools. This makes

it very diffitult to see, let alone talk about, the system as a whole. Ross'

primary role is with the division's curriculum staff. Another person in'the
division has primary responsibility for industry linkages.

2. Our major contact with business /industry is throhh our Career Education
Advisory Coundil, which is composed of representatives of various firms
located in the city. The Division of Career Education thas a liaison officer
`who maintains contact with the advisory council.

3. We began on career education in 1968 with a CAREER DEVELOPMENT thrust.
Our initial efforts centered around employing specialized personnel to
implement the programs. It was a second step when we changed to emphasize
involving existing teachers, rather than employing more specialists.

4. We've tried everything from EBCE to complete cared! education infusion
in classrooms in our total career education effort. The total span of career
education activities in the school district extends considerably beyond
those activities. under the direct supervision of the Division of'Career Educa-
tion. Thus; the Division doesn't know about all of them, nor is it responsible
for their supervision.

5. Two career education efforts supervised by the Division areadaptations
of EBCE models.

6. Additionally, the Division is involved in staff development activities

related to the Career Incehtive Act. We recognized years ago that we could
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not continue to hire specialists to implement career education activities
and that we would have to depend on existing teachers. Teachers are
prohibited, by the ,union contract, from doing curriculum development
without being Aid. We have been sold on the infusion route as the real
way to go. Our school district is committed to this philosophy on paper,
but not dollarwise in terms of hard dollars for career education

7. Staff development is our major career education thrust at the present
time. With $50,000 of 95-207 money, we provided 90 teachers in one sub-
distrift with 25 hours of staff development. This involved working w.th
teachers from 3 elementary schools, 2 junior highs, and 1 high school
The next year, 95-207 funds were reduced to:$33,500---and this year, will
be reduced further to $14,000, thus reducing our staff development effort.

8. The school district's clear financial commitment to career education
is-limited to paying salaries of two professional career education specialists
for the entire district.

9. With our earlier EBCE models, we did demononstrate our ability to use
career education as a vehiclebfor raising batic academic skill attainment

*
and have this validated through the Department of Education's Joint
Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) as a "program that works"--the highest
level of approval given by the U.S. Department of Education.

10. The racial makeup of students in the Philadelphia School District is:
62% Black, 30- white, 6% Hispanic and the remainder are "others". The

primary career education emphasis has been in schools having predominantly
Black or Hispanic youth populations. This was simply a reflection of which
schools first expressed interest in implementing career education.

11. Presently, ESAA fund are coming to the District for desegregation
programs, but such funets a e not coming to career education. This is
because our Office of Federal Programs makes decisions on use of the ESAA
funds and there are, at present, no career education advocates in that office.
In a broad sense, one might say that ESAA money is going to career education-

.

i.e., these funds have een used to create a series of magnet schools, each
of which represents a ticular career area. (The magnet schools aren't
working very well in arms of their theoretical purpose of attracting students
from the entire district.)-

12. In the beginning, there was a general perception that career education
was something for "minority kids". It's taken some time to get over this.
Our PARENTS WORKSHOPS have helped greatly here. This year, "career education"

tr

has been the mopt popular topic selected by parents attending our PARENTS
WORKSHOPS.

Hazel Rockhold LAWRENCE, KANSAS UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

1. there are now 1,800 micro-computers in Kansas schools. I have now
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developed career, ed materials for usp by kids on the micro-computers.
It has.rQplaced such,things as Xeroxing for these kids. On one disk,
we can put a wholekoodk.. Once career ed material has been. put on a disk,
we simply insert the disk into the micro-computer and all the informa-
tion is then readily available.

2. FO EXAMPLE: Say we want to teach 'yogth what they need to know in
order to succeed in a job interview. Welcan put the 30 most pertinent
questions and answers on a disk and make it availAble to kids to study.
EXAMPLE: We have a disk to do in-service education with teachers on
equality. This is a 17-minute program aimed at helping a Superintendent
know if, in fact, he has "equality" in his school system. It is a
marvelous new way to get career ed concepts across.

3. To schedule a career ed effort involving micro-computers depends, of
course, on the number of micro-computers available. Each has a screen
like ayV screen. As many as 15 kids can view it at the same time.
For example,-I did one on teaching basic arithmetic skills of addition/
:21,11 traction/multiplication/division. The micro-computer can be(programmed-
in such a way so that if a given students needs special help in multiplying
only by 5s, these are the only kinds of problems that student sees on the
screen. If we have enough micro-computers, each student can be doing
different work programmed especially for him/her.

4, I have one disk with 17 occupations on it. It says to the student
something like, "Let's see if you can draw a logo for the Popcorn Maker
Company". After the kid sees whether he can do it, and wants to do this
kind of thing, he /she can then go on to try out things in each of the
other 16 occupations as well, all from a single disk.-

5. We have one disk using information from the OCCUPATIONAL' OUTLOOK
HANDBOOK organized around thb 15 OE occupational clusters. This is just
one example of career ed materials.

6., To lease a micro- computer now,oroa4 about $400 per month. It won't
be long before a Japanese companywillle.selling them for $300. Kids
really love to work with the micro-computer. We can put all kinds of
visual-aids on it, including drawings of various kinds. There's almost
nb limit to the kinds of career ed materials that can be put on the micro-
computer. There are now 96,000 micro-computers in USA schools. Teachers
are sure students are going to use them. We should take advantage of this
for care 'r ed. Pretty soon, almost anyone will be able to own a micro-
computer/for his/her home as well as having them for students in classrooms.

Ross: BUT micro-computers can be no better than the programs that are
prepared for them.

Hazel: AGREE. If we get the right career ed programs, it will work.
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Carol: Hazel has a good point. WE must be responsible for seeing to
it that good career ed disks are available.

Mary: Some persons' concepts of things and places are different. They

might have trouble conceptualizing something from a disk. Are you trying
to say micro-computers are THE answer?

Hazel: NO. But I am saying micro-computers are being used in all kinds
of yubject matter areas, and we should see to it that tFIey are used in
career ed as well.

7. We've validated the utility of career ed materials on micro- mputers

on all kinds of kids -.gifted, rural, urban, disadvantaged, etc. They

can ALL use the micro-computer.

Pat: *hat does thd micro-computer mean for homes where no one has e er
heard of a micro-computer? Parent education will be essential. What can

community leaders do to get a better understanding of all of this? If

the use of micro-computers is going to be a coming thing in Education,
the community, including parents, should be involved at the beginning,
not brought along at the end and told 'to catch up.

Hazel: Kids today ard.increasingly interested in learning about jobs and

ch6osing careers. To put these kinds of information on micro-computers
is certain to be attractive to _youth.

8. Micro-computers are available 24 hours a day. It's not the same as

"sharing time" on a large computer at times when it is available.

9. We have 7 programs on mio-computer now for career.ed, including,

for example:

Job Opportunities,

How to Use the DOT,.

Choosing an Occupation, and,

Job Interviewing.

10.' Of 1700 kids in our high'scho61, about 12% are minority kids.
The minority kids are AT LEAST as enthusiastic about the micro-computer
as are all the other kids.

0
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INITIAL FEEDBACK FROM COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION REPS

Mary. Miller NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE

1. I'm positively impressed by what I've heard here today. Too many

things get attention only when put in negative terms. I've been stirred
up by career ed.

2. I'm on a National Urban League Regional staff. There are 117
Urban League affiliates based in cities around the Nation with basic
programs including: 0

Housing,

Health,

Community Development, and

Education.

Urban Leagues serve primarily minority persons, but not exclusively so.

3. There are 13 affiliates in the Western,Region to whom our office
gives technical assistance. There are 6 affiliates in California.
After our last miniconferace, I met with the California State preer
Ed Coordinator, gbw, two of our affiliates are plugged into the State
Career Ed office in San Diego and Orange County. This is a mechanism
that COULD unite the affiliates with the Education system and the

4
business/industry community. This is what's ps been missing in the ast,

i.e., a link of the Urban League affiliates with the State Departments_
of Education.

4. ,Take San Diego, for example. The Urban League there has linked

with many other minority groups: SER, Asian-American organizations, etc.

' This provides a rapport with many kinds of ethnic groups. Ethnic groups

CAN coalesce if they share a common concern about a specific issue,
such as career ed. The URBAN LEAGUE has a good track record of being
able to coalesce community segments around common social concerns.

5. There's a definite need for a network to coordinate ALL the kinds of,
information we've heard about here today, whether or not the total
effort is called "career ed", "work and education" or something

6. The NATIONAL URBAN,LEAGUE has its own network among its 117

affiliates. For example, we've recently had shared with us a New
Jersey publication entitled, "A BALANCED APPROACH TO CAREER EDUCATI
This is one example of how a local affiliate-built good relationship
with business/industry and the education system.
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7. It's possible, if our linkages are dQne correctly and we then
needed a computer to store and share all of ourinformdtion. We might
be-able to get private industry to pay for it. The-career ed movement
needs to becote'more global in its implementation efforts.

8. My challenge is to market career ed to our local affiliates in
such a way that they take it on as one.of their priorities. They need
to understand that it can be done Without lots of.dollars or loteof
administrative overhead posts being paid to them.

9. One distihct difference between NAACP and NUL is that NAACP manpower
is primarily vomunteers whereas NUL uses primarily paid staff persons.
NUL is a 501C-3 organization wherea6 NAACP emphasizes its Legal Defense

Fund,` not 501C-3 type activities.

10. ni big recommendation is that we try to coalesce around COMMON ISSUES.
This is the way totget 'real community partnerships.

Pat Luce NATIONAL OFFICE OF, SAMOAN AFFAIRS

1. Itip.essential to have career ed network. How to begin to get it
is another question.

2. Recently, our Samoan population in California is beginning 'to
coalesce with other Pacific Islanders. This gives us a network. We

use our Chiefs-and ministers as our direct contact persons.

- 3. We know the community structure within our groups BUT it's sometimes
hard to link with the rest of the total community. -

. W
\ 4. To take our place properly in the triad of cOrpoTat ns/education

system /community is very hard indeed. We need to cog*sce either with
the Department of Career Ed in a school system or with some other.
higher level of the',chool system's organization. It wodid be very
helpful to us 'if we,couid do this.

.

,

5. It's essential that Pacific Americans be brought into the total
community career ed effort. They need and deserve and want to
become involved.

6. We could certainly work with the Urban League in a community coalition

effort in career education. It'snot difficult for us to coalesce with
various other commun ±ty groups SO LONG AS IT'S CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD THERE
WILL BE TIMES WHEN WE NEED TO WORK SEPARATELY.,

7. Even though Pacific Islanders are a very Small minority group in
the United States, people need to know who we.are and how we differ from
Asian Americans. +ice

Sue Hong Ameri-Asian News ,

1. We have 57,000 personb classed as Asian Americans in Fldrida, with
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the largest Asian population (12,000) in Dade bounty. I:ve been publishing
our newspaper for 2 years. It contains lots of consumer education and
other.things of interest to Asian American persons.

2. We really have po special community goals noticablv visible, other than
our ,acivitles in helping to celebrate with the Asian Ethnic Heritage Week'
Festival.

. 9 . .

3. In our-school system/we're classified.as-"oeliers" not too distinctive!

. _.---

4. We need .help frOm the Federal $overniment in career ed. The Government of
.

Florida 's too involved with .immediately pressing problems of other minorities
(Slacks, Hispanics, Haitians, etc) to pay.much attentidnto us: e

.

. ,

- .

5. The'onl.y real.thing gothg for us is GLOBAL STUDIES where teachers in Dade
County are studying this"topit. This, is one thing that can help- eliminate

stereotyping ofrUs. . , -

6. The Orange County schools have things like career days open to Asian Amer
can kids as well as others each of whom chooses which job sites they want to
visit., Unfortunately, Asian American kids tend to go to sites where other Asian
Americans are employed. There is a really serious career role model problem for

an American 'kids. .

Bob Jackson OPPORTUNITIES'INDUSTRIALIZATiON CENTERS OF AMERICA, INC. (01C).40

1. OIC has a'National Awareness.booklet. (I've' passed it out.) It tells you

'about OIC.

OIC started its carder ed effort with the Cateer Intern Program (CI

1'970. I'ts first students enrolled in 1972 - funded by NIE. .

In 1.976., the OIC Career Intern Program passed JDRfl.
000

y.$4_ .CIP-is a self-contained high school as an alternative learning setting.
e

. .

5. Armed With our JDRP approval and using YEDPA funds -from DOL, we have now
extended4CIP to a Sumber of settings beyond.Philadelphia in'a series of repli-

cation' efforts. We will be seeking JDRP StprovaL again next July fore all of

the replication
. .

6. If yoQ lock at the populations we serve, you will see that it has wide '

diveisity, with White as well at a variety of kind:f 'minority-persons.
.

s

7. OIC is looking forward to expanding
4
its coalitionsN with schools, with

' other ccxnmunity groups, and with the private sector. . -

.

Why, in Boston,.couldn't the Tri La4eral Countil'be expanded to' FncJude commu-
nity drganiations like the NUL?

A t)

C '
If

Marianne: We're seen primarily as-a corporate entity. 'we pould work with
Others, hilt it woaldn't be appropriate td make it just one combined'organiza-

/
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tion. 'One of the big problems is that the school system doesn't have a clear
scope and sequence plan for career ed sd ttlat all organizations can best
know how to fit in.

RoSs:4-Part of-the problem is that career ed means different things to
fr different groups and it's not seen as anyone's SPECIFIC responsibility.

What it means to educators isn't what it means to business persons.
Schoolstry4to put a career development emphasis into the clasroom whereas
business tries to give kids career exploration experiences. Career ed is
defined differeAtly by each group. 4'

, . .

Mary: DISAGREE. Aren't these just different facets of caree ed?

Marianne: Part of 'the Problem is simply terminology. It ends up with an
ovcrlpd of in*mation for kids that we don't knoW how to handle. If the
schools could teach kids how to ask appropriate questions, the 'community could
handle answerin.5 such questions.

Sue: How can kids ask appropfiate questions until they've been through some
form of real career awareness?

Mary: From what I've seen and heard, we use the word "remedial" (which
I detest) in ways that give kids a negative self-concept. I have real problems
going along with molding-children by labelet an early age. In practice,
we're too often telling kids "we WANT you TO get out of your'box", BUT we
still keep them in their "box" by the labels we use with them. Why can't we
let kids ask any questions tFey want to ask? Why should we say we know which
ones are appropriate to ask?

Marianne: Ih part, it's a question of simply 1parning to ask (in the case of
kids), or to answer (in the case of corporationi) questions. If kids are givpn
interaction Skills IN THE CLASSROOM, it would help greatly. - If you're 16 ye'ars
old anddo a job interview wrong, you may be reluctant to try interviewi-ngfor
another job.

1

Hazel: Kids are more free than they dsed to be more willing to admit that
they need to know things and that they didn't learn what they should have
learned in past-years.

Liann4': Various4omMunity organizations sometimes get,;together to see what
each can contribute and then take their resultant combined plan to the school

,

'system.- Because the schools have so many outside organizations wanting to
- work with them,°they are automatic
The best way to work it out is t
the key! Thisis why we don't w
with the business community at

y faced with problems of how to respond.
get to CLASSROOM-TEACHERS. The teacher is
nt the teachei to have his/her first experience
e sane as does the student. T acher in-

achers take kidsservice-in business settings is essential prior to the time t
tb such settings.

Rossi 11...,yeu asked teachers to'define "career ed" ideally, it would include
a lot of things that the teacher doesn't know about or doesn't know how to

communicate to kids. This ca thus, be very threatening to tlle'teacherd
. 4-,
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If, inPhiladelphia, you use career ed as a vehicle for improving basic
academic skills, what difficulties do you see in involving the community,
as well as business, in the total effort?

Ross: Initially, we had a COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD. When our Federal funding
ceased, the formal program stopped. And that Board ceased to function.

Hazel: Each June, we send a questionnaire to every business asking them how
they would like to be involved in career ed. In July,' counselors call on all
,these business persons and we then compile a community resources handbook
which teachers can use during the next school year.

Pat: I raised this issue Vecaus I'm interested in going beyond the "advisory"
function. looking at vario minority youth who lack appropriate career
rote models, thus making it dif icult for their families to be helpful to them
in career decision-making.

Sue: In Boston, Marianne sa s there are only a few Asian American youth
enrolled in the school syst m. How can effective career ed befmade available
to these youth in Boston? ,/-

Marianne: We have one Black community group who became concerned that not
enough. Blacks are emPloyed in management positions in the media: They ended
up making la program where they involved radio and TV persons in a community
settlemept house program." They learned there are many levels of employment
in t11e media. Most of the Black youth were interested in actually.making,
not managing, a TV or radio show, probably because those are visible jobs
and they don't know about management of the media. Youth don't know but what
they see on the streets.

Pat: There must be some commitment from the schobl to go along with career ed
as a COMMUNITY effort.

Marianne: In Boston, our CETA Prime Sponsor is trying to pay a community
coord'inating role. They're using a questionnaire with a wide variety of
communit organizations (including ours) BUT it's very hard to get a single'
questionnaire that will be appropriate'for use by a wide variety ofkinds of
community agencies.

Ross:' Traditionally, neither schools nor busihee'ses have ever done much for
kids unless they get a nudge,,from the broader community.

Pat: Could it, then be that the community isn't enough aware of career-ed
to create the community "nudge" that's needed? Is THAT odr problem?

Bob: The prOblem is-that no ane reads the printed materials on career ed put
out by the U.S. Dept. of Ed.

Bob: There.as no "think tank" in logic in the FedeX Government:now. Thus,,
the community groups are 4 ing lb have to take the leadership in making career
ed'into a NATIONAL, not FEDERAL, effort. t'

.0%'"
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Mary: Suppose all the schools were closed tommorrow - say all teachers
have gone on strike. Would the students still have a right to gb into the
sc ools? The kids DO have a right to a public school education, right?
Scho Board members are charged with setting policy and providing education
'for, stu ts, right?

Ross: NO. If all teachers went on strike, the Administration would simply
close the schools, and the kids COULDN'T get in. That's all there is-to it.

4

Mary: Lct'S say that kids, are in classrOoms but no teachers are present, and
say further, hat, under these conditions, the kids DON'T tear down the school
buildings or reck things.

Ross: I c t imagine kids in classrooms by themselves (for an extended period)
with no sipervision,.who wouldn't be destructive in their classrooms.

Mary: What 'm s4inq is this COULD happen, IF we recognize that the school
board policy s to EDUCATE CHILDREN, even if the teacheA are on strike. WHY

'WOULDN'T IT BE POSSIBLE TO DEMkGN A PLAN WHERE BY THE. CHILDREN WOULDN'T BE THE
VICTIMS?

IF
Marianne: The League of women Voters made a study of how the community could
become more involved in teacher contract negotiations. Remember,istoically,
it is onlyehe School Committee (i.e., the Board of Education) who negotiates
with teachers. u,,

.

Bob: BUT, Marianne, why do the Boston schools get so much negative flak? Don't
yqu think it's due in partto the fact the community hasn't been allowed to become
more involved?

/

Ross: The primary purpose of public education is to PROVIDE JOBS FOR EDUCATORS.
. If kids get an education in the prOcess, so much the bette That's reality.

How cotild'you possibly have a whole education system accoun le2to nobody
- as ours is - and still be naive enough to believe the,pu ose of Education

% is to "educate kids"2

Bo : The "moral majority" in the U.S. he''e overtatdd themselves. Some recent
stu es have suggested that the "moral majority" doesn't control ANYONE. We
need to deal with the political aspect of things here. All of.us DO have
political muscle.

lk,
MarY If that's true, why can't we come up with a plan for career ed that will
truly involve ALL appropriate community groups?

Mary: Wegind Srselves now stuck with the "cry wolf" routine. Now that'it's
REALLY a valid cry, we clon't knew what to do. If all of Education really
disappears from the Federal Government, we WILL still survive. People do what
needs to be done to survive. We have to learn how to help each person build
his/her own personal survival kit, including a "careers" part of this kit.

Sue: What we should be thinking about is how to make career ed work with or
without the Federal Government.

4
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Mary: Agree. But toemake that happen calls for coalescing with others,
who, like us, face various kinds of "survival needs ".

Sue: Should we be thinking of getting organizations such as Rockefeller or
Ford Foundations to provide money for career ad?

Mary: You're close, Sue. If, tomorrow, the word comes that there will be
no more Federal moneys'for Education, we've still got to survive somehow.

Sue: Why can't we take career ed completely out of the Federal Government an
do it'as an independent community effort?

Hazel: We could. The problem is, that would cost money.

Sue: Minority kids are being stereotyped by the 1.;iiilole education system at
Q present. 'Our textbooks should include more on mi rity kids, beginning

at the elementary school level.'

-Yary: Agree. Textbooks are important BUT we still have to do something, as

Bob: We have a $135 mill on dollar deficit in the Philadelphia schools

community organizations, if our schools are closed.

I

0Z)

/

r

I (1

right now.

Ross: The deficit is really $273 million. The reason why schools won close
their doors is simply'that it would put toe many educators out of-work.
Material's and textbooks won't overcome stereotyping. Only TEACHERS can do
this. And they won't do so unless the community PUSHES THEM TO DO IT.

4

How could the Sap Franci`scOEducation Fund concept be used tomake-weer ed
a truq;COMMUNITY effort. in San Francisco and other urban areas?

1 .

Marianne: To answer -that question, you must ask another, namely, "where do
the funds come from to operate this effort?" If the answer is "corporations ",
you hare a different thing.

Carol: These funds DO come from,corporations. They would have to be sold on
the need for community involvement.

Bob:- Are the corporations in San Francisco in a "Heritage Foundation" mind-
set?.

Carol: We need to convince corporation's that if they support K- career
l', ed efforts everyone will EVENTUALLY benefit.

. .

ROSS: Industries say to our education system, "All we wantyou to give kids
:are the basic academic skills and general employability skills. If you do
that, we will give them the-specific vocational training they.need". That's
why voc ed nownow losing support. .

e.

Marian Most ofthe corporate foundation giver "types" are not the Heritage
Foundati "types". - As a matter of fact, most .ealpretty soit-hearted persons
whareally,understand the needs of kids and want to help us meet these needs. ,
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Bob: OIC has a National Advisory Council' composed of the 'CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD from 31 of the Nation's largest corporations. We work very closely with
the private sector. We fin& them most supportive of what we're trying to
do.

Marianne: Corporations who are home-based.in a given community - not nationCal -
are the real way to go. We can show such corporations how many people in the
community use their products, how many of their employees have kids in the
school system, and other pertinent things. In Boston, our minority population
is rising more rapidly in our school system than in the community as a whole.,
By capitalizing on this, wp COULD help our local corporations meet IMir
affirmative abttbn goals.

Carol: We need to approach this problem with national, not local, corporations,
in my opinion. For example, United Technologies is now publishing, in several
National magazines, a "Johnny & Suzy need to start cradking"'message. Other
National corporations are doing similar things, including Kaiser Aluminum
and GE. WE NEED A NATIONAL - as well as a LOCAL EMPHASIS FROM CORPORATIONS.

Mary: Career Ed can't go down the drain. We need, at least, to stay united
on this. After our last miniconference, I started seeing how many community u
resources are available that we arelq't currently using. If the Federal career
ed effort is dissolved, it will be up to the community organizations coalescing,
with each other and with the.private sector who will keep the career ed move-
ment alive. 410,

Pat: How would National Urban League link up with Hispanic community organiza-
.-

tions, with Native American Indian organizations, and with Asian Pacific American
organizations?

Mary: Those links have already been made. If a meeting were to be convened
around the issue of, say "massive cuts in Federal dollars", we could get kl

started on a coalition effort. Most community organizations don't even know,
for example, the structure of United Way - or.how.decisions are made to dis-
tribute Uhited Way funds. We need to first defuse the hostility existing
among community groups. We can then get together in positive, action ways.

Marianne: I think the OIC Councils would'be egood vehicle to use in linking
'various community groups. With the law demanding that 51% of OIC members be
from the business community, OfC Councils should be popular with Republicans now.

.Bob: What National orTanizatiow exist for Asian Pacific Americans ?,

Pat: The Pacific,Ameidcans are now orgaLizing a network of local Pacific
American organizations into a:single coordinated bOdy. That we-need is
additional dialogUe'withtl'other National minority groups.

Mary: Can you, Pat, travel in your job? (Answer: YES). 'We havea new NUL
affiliate. in Orange Countitedlifcrrii:;. A'great.many Pacific American persons
-live there. Would it be possible for you to come to Orange County and meet
with our NUL' Board of'Direct"ors? The problem being fa9ed there is that there
are 4D1enty of jobs, but the people living in the commdity aon't have the
skills t8 fill the jobs that are.vacant. If you, Pat, could come to Orange
County, thiS would be a start.

n.
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,Pat: I can'- and will - come to Orange County with you, Mary.

Sue: The ASIAN Pacific American Heritage Council, run by Mark and Mary
Au, is located in Washington, D.C. This is a National group to'contact.

Sue: Have textbooks in careered been written for high school and college
students?

Ross: Our Superintendent has been meeting, with teacher ed institutions
in our area trying to talk them into putting a career ed emphasis into
teacher education. They tend to resist by asking, "which of my current
courses dou want me to eliminate?" - thus illustrating. that they are
still missing the,point of what we're trying to do.

Mary: We do have the basis of getting a community coalition effort for career.
ed. Too many citizens don fit know how to get the concerned groups together. ,

Tlipat's the problem.

ilue: You aretProbably right with respect to large urban districts. .

talking, though, about starting at a very ear34 age. If this is to happen,
the effort must start IN THE SCHOOLS, The community is going,to have to
motivate the schools to change. It MUST start in the public schools.

Marianne: We need to ask each community, "WHAT THE BIGGEST ISSUE FACING
YOUR COMMUNITY TODAY?" If we start with whatever the answer to that question
is, we will get somewhere.

0
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Minicohference #177'

MINORITY ORGANIZATIONS AND CAREER EDUCATION

Edith Cusak
Small Tribes Orgallization

of West,ern Washington
167 W. HammOnd
Sequim, WA, 98382
(206) 643-6718

Rafael Magallan
National Council of

La Raza
1725 I Street, N.W.
,,,Suite 200

Washington; DC 20006

(202) 293-4680

ti
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Background Community Organizations

fat±no Institute,- Bill Zayas

1. In Chicago, there are about 500,000 Mexican Americans, 300,000 Puerto
Ricans,-85,000 9 Cubans, and 100,000 natives of other Latin American countries.
This allows us to look)at the entire LATINO concept.

2. The LATINO INSTITUTE tries to serve as a forum for ALL of these Hispanic
groups. It tries to take a broad perspective of providing technical assistance
in areas such as program management, fund raising, etc.. It is an effort
to help each community group extend their effectiveness beyond their own
known resources.

3.' We try to be especially active in media efforts. In this role, we serve,
as the first line response to issues regarding.Latino prgblems, ranging,aff
the way.from Bilingual Ed to such things that propose 13 year old ino ,

youths committing crimes be sent to jail.

4. We recently opened a research enterprise in R on, Va. with 8 research
felloWs. This extends the Chicago group toa--igcre National perspective.

5. The LATINO INSTITUTE is fUhded i.6-part, by United Way (10%), Ideral
'funds (20%) and the remainder es from Foundation binding.

SMALL TRIBES ORGANIZATf0;OF WESTERN WASHINGTON - Edith Cusak

1. 'We arted with 2'2 Tribes. It now consists of 15 Tribes.

We are funded by the Association of Native Americans (ANA) out of the
Department of Health and Human Services.

fl

3. There are over 2,000 persons with whom our organization works in a
variety of kinds of special programs, including, for example,' an alcohol
rehabilitation program, a community food program, a legal prOgram, and
a small buginess loan's program.

4. The ANA used to have an Education Division, but no longer has this.

5. Wearso belong to the Western Washington Employment and Training
Prdgram (A CETA Prime Sponsor).

Sylvia: In one o the F,D Regional offices, there's a person, Jim Kazon,
who had a contrac to train Indian organizations in alcohol rehabilitation
programs. He wor sV7ith lots of community groups and would be a good contact.

Background.- Local K-12 Career Education Efforts

PHOENIX,'ARIZONA Shirley Iaquinto

1. Arizona was the first State to provide State funds for career ed, in 1970.
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2. Roosevelt School District is in South Phoenix, one of 13 elementary
school districts in Phoenix. Our school population consists mainly of
economically disadvantaged pupils. We've had a very active careered
effort throughout our school district which, in terms of the student
population, is 454 Chicano, 44$ Black,, 1% Native American Indian, some
Vietnamese and other minority persons. We serve 9500 students in 15
schools in a 42-square mile Area. t

0

3. We h.ave tried to carry out a comprehensive career ed effort. As a

result, we are the only elementary school district in Arizona toy receive
State funding each year for the last 10 years. A comprehensive effort
means that we worked on three fronts:

involving the community: iarents, businez/industry,
and community-based organizations.(CBO's);

retraining of teachers and administrators;and

,__fecilitating curriculum reform, ptoviding media,_ materials
and support services to deliver career education to all
students.

We have had a Community Career Education Advisory Council since 1973.
We have provided each school library with a creditable collection of career
education media and have operated a central depository which contains
oker 5000 media itemS'as well-as a human resource and spedial event service
We provided a Career Education Program Guide and Resource Directory to each
teacher and administrator.

4. A year ago the Arizona legislature in a sp2cial session restructured
and increased their financial support of education through block grants.
They also prohibited local districts from their budgets over
7% of previous year except by special override elections. The categorical

grant for Career Ed for the 1980-81 year was the only one not included
in the "block" or "umbrella" format.

.

5. This year the Legislature also incl d Career EcAtion in the "umbrella"

funding in the same amount, $2.7 mil on, as the 1980-81 appropriation,
but restricted it to grades K-8 distribution nly. The legislators said,
in effect, that high school students didn't ne d career ed because they
,had vocational education. The legislature des gnates that the career
education effort should be confined to grades41 through 8 only, but school
districts receive"money automatically based on their'average daily member-
ship'insgrades K-8 during the first 120 days of the previous year. No

monitoring of these funds is required. The local school district may use
them in almost: any way it .barits. The result: most career education con-
sortiums, projects, staffs have been eliminated. DistriCts hakre appropriated
the money for "more pressing needs" - negotiated salary increases, utility

costs, emergency maintenance, etc.

6. In our district, making up the deficits caused by cuts in or eliminatiipn
of federal funds has taken priority over maintaining career education staff.
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The district will' not receive grants for Bilingual Education and Title
VI. Basics Remediation end expects'a 25% decrease in Title I funds. Before

our `administrators knew that the state was going tj6,continue'supporting
career ed with a "block grant", they recommended in budget study sessions
that maintaining Title I remedial labs and increasing the number of bilingual
teachers should take precedent over maintaining:

0 a career educationcoordiAtor, .

secretary, and itt4

* 14 On-site Coordinators (at $250 'per Year each).

Because state funding for Bilingual EduCation is included in the block grant
and promoted as English as a Second Language, it further jeopardizes
the Bilingual Ed,. thrust.

Bill: We see several communities where Bilingual Ed teachers employed under
a Federally. mandated program run into conflicts with teacher unions because
of the fact that,they aren't subject to usual teacher union rules. As a

result, some local teacher unions.arepshing English As A Second Language
(ESL) instead of Bilingual Ed, not be'cause'it'si better but because they
have move control over ESL teachers than Bili4ual Ed teachers.

7. The 1981-82 state block grant for career ed amounts to $7.69 per pupil.
Our district will receive approximately $69;650,, just a little, less than
his year's special grant.) _Our new superintendent reorganizing the

district and says he plans to eliminate within-a yeflar the existing three
support service positions for instruction at the coordinator level: lan-

guage arts, AV-science, and career ed. Care r ed was too first and the
resulting savings would be used to help ma up budget Ip'ficos projeCted
in other areas. I was to be assigned to tea lectivePgarer education
classes" in the three junior high schools. Ins ead, junior high school
principals requested that I remain as a Career education ResourAe,:Coordina-

tor for at ones year. --The ,,rest of the career ed appropfatiop
will be used for non-related expenses except $15,000 which i43deSignated -
to support'the 6th grade Outdoor, Education program Heretofore, it has'

been supported largely by student/parent'fund-raising activities, which
will be discouraged.

\./
8. The-ARIZONA'BUSINESS INDUSTRY EDUCATION COUNCIL (ABIEC) has for years
had the idea that they can coordinate all the services the schools in'the
greater Phoenix area use'which are provided by business, industry, and
CBOJs -field trips, speakets, work exposure, curriculum materials, etc.
But they HAVE NOT openly supported the need for continuing state or local
monetary or support services for career education within the school systems
although they do support and provide lobbying effbrtS to obtain additional
vocational education funding. 'Unfortunately, they don't seem to realize
that without continual attention to curriculum infusion and assistance to
classroom teachers to emphasize and facilitate delivery of carper ed ex- '

periences pupils in the regular classroom', other district pri9rities
.1 4
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state mandate:, will take precedence. Eventually, neglect will eliminate
the career education focus, and most educators will not continue to seek
out or use community resources 4o help students understand the world
of ,work. ,

9. When we began,one of the first things we did in career ed was to
print a monthly newsletter that highlighted and recognized indiyidual teachers
with innovative, creative career ed classroom efforts. This helped greatly
in encouraging these teachers to stay involved, and in getting other teachers
to become involved. Cuts in staff eliminated this practice. ,'

0ne of the things we've'maintained is a NEWS BULLETIN for teachers
that remindthem, on aregular basis, of career ed 'resources available
to them, including community resources. In this newsletter, we also pay
up, at appropriate times, special features. on minority groups,-e.g.,
,Black,History Week. I've brought several samples for each'of you.

11. Comp ity organizations with whom we are working or have worked with
the pat include:

Valle del Sol - A group of business persons dedicated to,
promoting Mexican Americans in our cbmmunity. They have

had Title VII, ES funds to publish a newsletter in both
Panish and Englis f r Roosevec District parents. ,Some

-of their newsletter material is concerned with career
. ed. They also have community,meetin0 to show Barents

how to,best work With educators in the sc.hools. Another

thing they've funded is a Black Theatre group (Also with an
ESAA, grant) which Career Ed .coordinates'in our district.
I've brought yOu'examples of the Valle del Sol.riewsletter -

.REVISTA!,
. 0

t
.Omega Phi P -, raterdity: They sponsor- oratorical

% contests' many of whi e career ed oriented, dealing
with ca eer.goals of students.

A.A ., 4
-7. oi ,- recently held their National Conclave in Phoenix an&i"

p videcla "Cark9r, Day" experlienFe Withlunch,at-the Hyatt
egencY'flotour. *.;14rade stUdeni)s. psing CgTA funds, they , v ,

...,
'., do career ed it also, btit: their efforts

,,e not bdfng wetl4CalordfipAed with our regular career d -1

,eAfcAts?. We.tried,t4get-plem to take on our one-day, work ,

.f ,4 ,xpersure pcogr4pSox individp51, students od an after- school .41F,
.?Pasis, but th4f44ted to cpml-into-dladsrdOms OUring the

. s.
isthool day andlactual2lyee ovex claS4s., That didrr.1.,t,..,: -*-7-- A.

,
go :across yell with eft:datori in Qx,DiMict.',.

4 ,
.4 n 4 ^ lh

a.
. . . ,,t

,r

Urban L - We had, efew,yeas.ago,.an aft4ischoolitufbilalS, I
-:,-

witpAhentl 1,(Tht. tiOth.09With sritt/yfaite'r school"- ,'.''' Vi..pr
eifforts is 1.1vt.it reinforces the;.fease nctidiAat ea r `s r
ed is just 61,"Aften:Sthool" program.) I 44n1Y7lciaoloi.-.1..0rban .:.
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League is currently running` this program or not.

heta - A Black:sorority. They have helped
awareness packets,on health service '

40. Delta Sigma
us with caree
careers. '

Jacks and Jills Another Black community organization
which has sponsored and conducted'Career Fairs and,,'.
"finishing school" courses fOr selected teens- in
the community.

Alpha KappaAlpha - Has produced care
nationally on women at work which w

ed,bd6klets "rtkt,

ave used ia quantity.

American Hospital Association - has published careered
materials on minority perAns in.hospital,work which we
has.le-distributed ,to students and parents.

-47

Project,G0'(Growing Opportunities) - a.career role .model
,program- sponsored 'by a public Services utility, Arizona

.

Pubic SerVite Company, .

i,

Just be re%I came to this,meeting 4 representative.ef
the Black Music Association,organized in 1978, responded,
°to an inquiry.' had addresSed to them. The organitation . .

eis dedicated to the advancement, enrichment, encourage-
.

,.

ment and recognition of Black lDusidV pretessionai advancd-:_i.:

,ment of members And edtiCationaI; StWarshi,rand carer ..-,..:-

g uidance. The group may be inter.ested°in-bqcoming #vpi'Ved.'..

. .. V' , -

A . V

et $,1 '000 from N:c majorindusttyYin your 'are' '41:'',',

could you sNiaqd Wciild u be willing tO---functtO :(9 a,vendor of career ",: 4. Ah

.
0

s-

:;`. 4 .

0 0

Bill:, If you wire,to,

.
ed to your school diS<trict? 'KENDORS:aren%t n8tes 'aril`" bad. One,aduan-,t.'

oxk.under a sifrict,'perlp alb contracting

't be -4VInefromHinside .06 Ed!k.Fation"
-

441,-

tape they have ?is;Athat, they can

control, arr4n4emelitAtil4C-4-ftWtic
,' Stem.- tat " D 2."'" "1/14

4 ,t

Stlri.raey::. Yes , Bill..
.

0

4 b, 7.

Sylvia:s, DZSAGREE.', Our Stateis now into competency- based' instruction..

While oleteaphesiwere."'grandfathered" in ,ssi they don't have to meet

the 'standards', oul flew teacher,i'do ha4e to meet them.
. ., . . a

. .
.
.

Bin!:
4

''If career ed continues to 1Xist as a.function of the school district,

it may well, in less than 5 years, amount to nothing more than a coabina-
,

.4

tion., of cougseling and guest speakers: That's because it's7a person (like
-,''', Shirley) ]responsible for pushing it instead of making it a SCHOOL SYSTEM

e ' a
, ADAaTATION. Career Ed can be explained easier to an industtialist than

to'arfreducator.

rs'
Shirley: We have done many things, to try to institutionaliZ career ed

<,
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in our school-systum,during the past ten years; but nothing remains constant.
For instance, we provided infusion suggestions for teaching career ed with
each district's adopted reading and math objectives, and we infused each
special module written to teach these skills'in the junior high r ading
program, but this summer the districtis discarding the continuou uniform

testing system on which these materials were predicated and will replace r,

it with a "nw" criterion - referenced. testing system and ne,w reading and
math objectives. The obsolete materials will. probably be discarded no one
is charged with the responsibility Of salvaging them nor with rewriting 'N,

new support4paterial With career education infused. N .

Hex is another example of the need for continuing attention to maintain
the career education thrust. Circle K Corporation has their main office

in our district. . Although I had made overtures to the company and provided
information on career ed, when the president wrote the superintendent that
he would like to donate money to buy several small buses for field trips;
a distriCt committee was formed to meet witb 1 company reps and no Career

Ed 'staff member was included. The donation was used for a dental health )

screening program instead, a commendable objective'but probably available
from other sources, and the company's interest in supporting career educa-
tion was turned off.

Bill: Perhaps the thing we should be working toward is having a number.of
local-industries each "adopt" a local school: te,

Shirley: Yep, one of our greatest needs is to CHANGE TEACHERS to give them
a better understanding of the world of work outside of education and'of

the workings of our economic system. The ABIEC sponsors a 'program which
has companies paying selected teachers to work the whole summer, but it only

involves a small number. .Even a day spent "shadowing" ,a worker'in another

field. is an'eye-opener for most teachers. We.'ve done it in summer insti-

tutes sponsored by grants from the National Alliance,of Business, butwe
need to involve MOST teachers in,this type of experience (and educational
administrators also). Our superintendent does not want to release teachers
from their.classes during. the school day-for any type of in-service because
substitutes cannot adequately take their places, and in- service beyond
the school day or dtring the summer must be reimbursed (in our district
at $9.00 per hour). Companies which Adopt a School could provide this

service but would they would they be willing to,pay the teachers and
the administratosrs for 'time spent observing?

12. We're also much involved in the PARENTS GUIDE TO TELEVISION, the
TEACHERS GUIDE TO TELEVISION, and the PARENT PARTICIPATION TV WORKSHOPS
(all sponsored by NBC) This has great potential 'for getting parents

involved in discussing work value questions with their children.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS - Elvira Barrera

1. Our school system has 61,000 students in 97 schools. Of these "students,

89% are minority persons. Seventy-five percent are Mexican Americans,

15% are Blackf.and 1% American Indians.

ti



2.' We've been invcDTNid in career ed since 1973. Two years ago, was
appdinted as Career Ed Coordinator for the entire school district, My

first, job was to educate EVERYONE about wivt career ed is. There is
some'initial resentment from voc ed-colhselort.

, 3. I have now started a COMMUNITY CAREER ED ADVISORY COUNCIL. Members
of that Council, like many otheri, initially thought of "career ed" and
"voc ed" as synonymous terms.

4. Major .components of our total career ed effort include:

_Stafl-DeveloPent_=_Uzing P L 25,72111.2_uiads3,4e._._haita4e

this for abou.e. include225 persons. These classroom
teachers (who ge't,18 holirs), principals (who get 6
'hours), and /counselors (who get 3-4 hours): Teachers
are paid a stipend for teleir attendance but others are,
not. We have followed up 51 of the teachers involved and . .

verified that they are now infusing a "careers" emphasis
in classrooms.

Experienced Based,Career Ed (EBCE) - Available to selected
Juniors and Seniors, this program provides an experiential
learning opportunity in the coplunity.°' About90 students
now participate. This program is now funded with local
funds.

Executive High School InternProgram This is a program .

where selected Juniors and Seniors can take a'sabbatical
for one semester to work with an employer on a single
'Job site. In effect, it's an intensive shadowing career
exploration effort. There is now some community back-
lash.

4

. 0 .

)

Bill: How do you deal with the argument'that maybe this prog--'d
ram.should be part-time with students in school part of the
day?

Answer: They do meet,high school graduation prequirements.

Youth Employment Training Program (YETP) - This is for
economically disadvantaged youth Ages 16-22. Participants,
are paid for worki'sxrience done after school. This
program also include4

kle

the SYEP (Summer Youth Employment
Program),

Career Development Center - This is a media cente r with
materials for both students and teachers to use. We have
a GIS (computer-based occupational information) setup at
this Center. All 8th graders are bussed to this Center
for 1 day as are high school students who are undecided
about their career choices. The Center staff now includes

187
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2 teachers and 1 counselor - funded with local funds.

, 5. In 1979,,we did a needs assessment and found our students' biggest
needs were for career derision- making skills. Thus, this is now a major

,emphasis for us.

. 6. We serve all minority youth BUT, even when you think Of all 5 of
our components, we must recognize that we are still reaching only 15-20%0
of our total student population. Our biggest challenge is staff develop-

\ ment of teachers.

7. Minority community organizations with whom we've linked include:

4

TAME, (Texas Association For Minorities in Engineering)
This group has. provided us with materials and its members
will ,go into schools, talk with students, andserve
as good minority role models forour students".

NWEE (National Women Epployment.and Education; Inc.) -
-This ds a private organization headed by LUPE ARGUIANO.
As aprivate organization, she has taken welfare mothers,
given. them skill training in non-traditional jobs, and
placed them in record numbers. Her statistics are far
superior to CETA's. She serves on our Career Ed Advisory
Council and has secured some of her women, graduates to
serve as role models for us.

Bill:, AGREE. Her results are really fantastic.

Rafael: She has some data showing higher rates of sucess for minority
persons than are typically seen in other programs.

8. Parents of minority kids are favorably inclined. toward career ed in
our school district. Some of these parepts bring their children to the
Career Cer\t6r on Saturdays to study career materials. Our major problem
is not community acceptance of career ed, but4rather community awareness
and understanding of what carekr ed is and how it works.

Shirley: AGREE. Somehow we need to get the message out to parents of
minority youth that careered is available. JMost parents expect their
children are getting "career edilike" things inschools because they

bellOe that is the purpose of the schools, to prepare youth for work.
They don't know career ed ismin danger because of lack of grassroots
support.

Bill: Equipping minority youth with career decision-making Skills is
important, but hard to do. Providing such skills should be the cornerstone

of career education. It certainly is the biggest cvvent weakness in our

public school syst'em, We need to get back, in our communities;.to raising
such questions as:

I
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why are.youth'being edutated? and

.

for what are our students being educated?

Sylvia: I was raised in community that was 98% Mexican American
persons. There, the "WHO EVER WILL BE WILL BE" philosophy was prevalent.
Career decision-makih a BIGGER roblem. for Mexican 'American youth than
fpr others.

Bill: DISAGREE. In tead, it's a p.roblem
whether they are mi, ority person's or not.

do somethingis,80. of the solutions,

--t
Shirley: Part o it ifs tied into religion - at !east those which teach'

for POOR persons, no matter
Being able to BELIEVE you can

that "God contr ls your life and therefore decision- making on your part
'nay not be nec ssary.".

IBM: I sus eq that part of what, we need to look at here is the tax base
question in contrasting Phoenix with San Antonio. That is, Phoenix has a
relatively igh proportion of older retired persons whereas San Antonio has
many mote oung parents.

Rafael: Are Mexican American youth in San Antonio getting as much and as
good car -er ed as other youth in that school district?

Elvira l YES.% Two-third of the elementary teachers who have gone through
our c 'eer ed staff develogment are Bilingual Ed teachers; each volunteered

)''

for t is. SIT' addition, some of the career ed materials we've dev9loped have
bepniprinted in Spanish as well as in English.

/
When you talk about "Mexican Americans", it's very important to

differentiate b *tween those who are 2nd and 3rd generation persons versus
th

/

se who have been here 6 months or less.

E vira: DISAGREE. I don't see any differences in recdOltivity among those
ewly arrived versus' those who have, been here for generations.

. . .

Elvira: If I see a special problem in making career ed viable for Mexican
American youth, ,it's that some parentsof these youth have an impression
that educators in the, school system know everything and tha&,he parents -
as well as the students - should do what they say. When, then, some Counselors-
still think and act as though minority yquth,all enroll in voc ed, Some
Minority parents' just go alon41,) This is a problem we must work on,

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY - Sylvia Garcia

1. Texas has over 1,0(1) K-12_scAol districts, including .7'major urban
school districts. Eispaniciyouth are dispersed throughout these 7 major
urban school districts. In East Texas, we have large concentrations of
,Black students.

ti
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2. Both good and bad things ar happening to career ed in Texas at the

present time.' "Bad things" include:

J
We had curriculum committee tl-tat recommended to our
State Board of Education that thete would rio longer be
any State-mandated INFUSION efforts. This keeps career
ed from leing a State mandate, in spite of the fact that
local Shcool distriCts can do it with INFUSION if they
choose to do so.

4

This has forced us to engage heavily in an emphasis to get
career ed emphases included in the textbooks we adopt
in Texas.

1 t

Our State law for career ed didn't pass our State legislature
this year. We had 200 persons at the GOVERNOR'S SYMPOSIUM
ON CAREER ED but even that didn't do it. We are going ta
keep trying to get this industry-driven state legislation
'passed. We will try again in the next biennium.

We are trying to gpt community career ed coalition efforts
going. This summer, we will be training people from 9
communities in this BUT our go'l was 14.

South of San Antonio, we haven't been able to get very much
going in career ed. This is the Rio Grande Valley area which
includes ,piny Hispanic persons'. We have had''Only two
career ediproposals from that area, and neither was good
enough to get funded.

3. ,"Good things" hapkening include:

Top business/industry executives (such,as the Corporate
Hea6f IBM) and the Governor are supp6rting career ed.

V

We've gotten a very good "bang for the buck" with our
P.L. 95-207 funds,

)

We've had much community involvement - including Girl
Scouts, Boy Scouts, Rotary, TAME, etc.

By "coalition" we'Mean the joint involvement of the
Education System, the business/labor/indugtry/ and
community organizationS: We know this is what's needed.

,Pablo: Community organizations such as Rotary, BSA, and Girl Scouts
don't include many Hispanics,nor do they appeal much to them.

4Y1x;ia: AGREE. Tfue, we helen't yet 'had organizations' such .as. LULAC

or the G.I. Forum involved. State Government tends to resistjinvolving
community organizations that are politicaci-in nature - such a MALDEt%

.190
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At the LOCAL community leyel, it's much easier to involve these kinds
of organizations.

4. Some Mexican American community organizations become very angry when
they're .asked simply to DONATE services to our efforts. After all, they're
busy just struggling for survival!

:Pablo: The State Boards of Education need to look to include community

organizations serving marginal as well as those representing traditional
community "leaders".

t.

Sylvia: We have to set up priorities. To date, our priorities have been
more on getting business/industry involvement in career ed than in cfettin_
involvement of community organizations.

Clikrme$: So far as I've been Able eb tell, persons in Hispanic communities
don't give career ed a highipriority- at'least it doesn't seem so to me.

Sylvia: DISAGREE. Irk our State needs survey, "career guidance" was NO. 1

amqngALL ethnic groups, including Hispanics.

Shirley: There'.s ;.chicken and egg': thing involved here. In communities
such as ours - with high proportions of poor minority persons - such,pgrsons
tend not to get.much involved because:

they don't haVe the timer i.e., they're busy just
,-surviving; and

vs.
. Iheir culturaltbackground is inconsistent with what

we're asking them to do.- become involved in schools
to influence curriculum.

01

%
)

For example, we undertook' one effort to involve parents that saw us mail
750 letters, make numerous personal phone calls, schedule the meeting
for a'community hall (so the stigma of a school' building could be avoided)
and still NOBODY-CAME! 'N,'

.

Bill: Once Ii6u explain td a Hispanic parent what career ed is, they will
be supportivj. Without some action steps to accomplish this, the career
ed movement may wep. be born, exist, and die witt.fut HispaniC parents
ever' knowing the term. One of the things career ed does is to prepare
kids for careers that don't ,exist now THAT'S SOMETHING MUCH NEEDED.

vir

b'Pablo: InPOlving parents - as.Shirley says - isathe key. It boils down to
an educational presentation that parents can understand. Many parents are
frustlated, ey_ave'house payments, personal problems. YES, they
are tired at night bu th ARE interested in the careers of their children.
,We need teams of persons'ou n the community explaining career ed to parents

t /

and community group members.

Rafael: We can't expect outreach efforts tb work. in a `vacuum. We need
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community feedback if we really expect to get community involvement.

Bill: At the beginning of the War on Poverty, there was a stipend for
every participant. -Thaes.not absolutely necessary. There ARE people
who KNOW how to organize parents. We need to involve them with career
ed - and we haven't done that Our parents can smell 'a "1 shot deal"
a mile away. Real parent participation demands starting very slowly.
If you want 100 parents eventually, you must be wiling to start with 5.
I think parental involvement is very possible.

Rafael> AGREE if there is really meaningful participation. .

plvia: Migrant Education is a go_osi example. They h

making roles. That's what 7kes that program work. .

.Shirley: Remember, most school district curriculum staff job descriptions
don't include an item to "involve parents" except in a superficial way.
Districts generally don't look kindly on staff wtlo try to organize parents
to promote change in the'system.

Pablo: DISAG)EE. We have to run risks. Don't pretend that we' don't organize

people for political reasons. It's either that or you\jus;t "tranquilize"

them. "1.-

DADE COUNTY, FLORICA - Betty. Kleinfeld

1. Career ed is going forward - not backward in Dade County at this
time.

Community involvement is EVERYWHERE in Dade County's
career ed efforts.

Dade County is the 4th largest school district intt e USA.

-In 1980, career ed was taken out of voc ed and up-
graded to a Director's position. T e Director of'Career'
Ed now reports directly to the Ass . Superintendent for -

Support Services. The 'Dade County Coalitidn for Career '

Ed lobbied strongly to make this upgrading of career ed
in Dade County a reality.

There is now, relatively speaking, mote local and less
Federal/State funding for career ed in Dade County.. It

takes only a 4mall part of the total school budget
because we count on a strategy of INFUSION into regular
programs rather than ADD-ON ap oaches.

2i Articulated School-Based:Management Plan for CareerEducation:

Of21 major objectives for Education for Dade County,
career ed is.#7.

I
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SCHOOL BASED MANAGEMENT is common in Dade County for
many programs. The basic idea behind it is to give

, the building principal more autonomy - including more
control over his/her own building budget.

We're emphasizing how to articulate elementary/junior
high school/senior high components of career ed.
Within each of our 4 administration'areas in the
county, we have designated one senior high school
which, with its feeder junior highs and elementiry
schookls,Haomffiscs the operational implementatio`
basegor our plan.

------s---Now, eacn stroo1.naf7N-FeWriiiiCiJaing an administrator,
a counselor, a teacher,'a parent, ah occupational
specialist, and in high schools, a -Stadent.

! At the elementary school level; complete inftlsion
in classrooms is done using the CABS (Career Awareness/
Basic Skills) hsterials. These materials include a
teacher's guide, a student workbook, and visual aids.
The teacher hAs, in effect, a set of lesson plans '
already ready for use.

At the secondary school level, academic subject areas
are given a "careers" emphasis through a generi9'
checklist for all supervisors when visiting schools
and making formal observations for all subject disciplines.

Of the 4 senior high schools now involved, one,is 98%
Black; one mostly Hispanic; one a mixture of Blacks/
Hispanics/Whites; one includes rural, migrant, Blagk,
Hispanic, and white Anglo students.

There is a handbook for the SCHOOL-BASED MANAGEMENT
PLAN FOR CAREER ED with each school-based team member
identified along with his/her objectives, activities,
and criteria for evaluation of effectiveness.

I

3. Career Exploratory Fairs

Community persons, as well as occupational and placement
specialists and classroom teachers in schools, are (,111.

, deeply involved in this activity.
4

Community-based organizations,)ncluding those in the
recent civil disturbance areas, have been involved.
Several of our students got leads for entry level job
opportunities from such contacts. These fairs held in
the local high schools, gave students an opportunity
to speak to the.businessTn a setting familiar to the
student.
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District-wide Career Awareness Fair

!-.---Working with PROMETHEANS - a community organization
of Black professional persons headquartered in
Washington', D.C. Prometheans,is now expanding its \,
operations to 7 cities, including Miami. I015.--THI

LAMBDA a Black sorority - is the community based
- organization sponsor of this in Dade County. Many

other community groups are involved in this sorority.
''The Dade County School Sys \em is a co-sponsor.

4

The Fair is for 9th grade students, all of whom will
_The Fair wi11',1,qct for

3 days. Ninth graders will come to the Fair from a
, 2 week unit on career exploration in'their classes
at school. Minority role models will be highlighted
at the Fair. 'Several business groups, governmental
agencies will have booths at the Fair.

- 2

The 9th grade Career Exploration Fair is part of an,
articulated plan with the COLLEGE FAIR (for 11th
graders) and the JOB FAIR (for 12th' graders who don't,. -
plan on immediate college a tendance).

5. Dade County Coalition for Career Education: .

Started in 1973-74 by WOMEN'S AMERICAN ORT. Its initial

efforts were also encouraged by a group of parents
of special educat4on--st-udents.

A

The Coalition is now in the process of expanding its
types of membership and its scope of activities and
trying to get even broader community representation and
nvolvement. Oneof the problebs is that some community
'organizations, e.g. Kiwanis, are prohibithd, by their
charter, from joining any COALITION. For this reason,
some term other than "coalition" may have to be invented
for our use.

The Coalition has actively lobbied for career ed at national,
state, and local levels.

Frank Cobo, a Latin, is President of the Coalition this year.
He spoke before the School Board requesting it to form an
ad hoc committee on career fed with wide representation of
community members to monitor the career ed program in
Dade County. The School Board has unanimously ap roved
formation of this ad hoc committee.

The Coalition will also be making linkages with a variety of
other kinds o.Lparent advisory groups for the educational
system.
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The Coalition is now writing a grant aimed at securing
sufficient funds to employ a full-time Executive
Director.

The Coalition works with a variety of kinds of community
organizations having a "career ed emphasis" - for example,
the Dade Partners, a group of businesses interested and
involved in working with the Dade County Schools on

__a wide variety of prOgrams and issues.-

( How could career ed be made more effective for Hispanic youth?,

_nabl-o± 441-4eti-ition 4-snott14typi-cal "Rofar /1",inn q,"
but rather PEOPLE-ORIENTED community organizations. There are some
new organizations that have emerged in the last 5 years that could be
tapped, dncluding for example, church groups.

Sylvia: As an educator, we
\
need help in identifying such organizations.

Bill: Career ed is suited to a SURVIVAL STRATEGY. It's always had to
fight for survival. It still is in that mode. The three local K-12
programs we've seen here share some common things that should be included
in a career ed "check-off list". For example, one of the things I saw
was that, in the successful K-12 career ed efforts, there always seems to
be a crucial factor of some PERSONALITY involved i.e. the WILL of the
"career ed crusaders" appears to be a key element.

The trouble with "crusades" is that they don't leave a SYSTEM behind them.
The career ed "crusaders" of today -ieed to chronical the things they have
done that have made career ed work. 'It's possible that the entire career
ed function may, in the near futore, have to be underwritten by private
foundations. The career ed effort in the Ed Dept. appears to be in the

prccess Tc being whittled down to TOKENISM. Diversification of the career
ed efforFgoutside the ,Ed. Dept-. will be essential.

Bill: In terms of community organizations, the local "crusaders" will
have to- by themselves without Ed. Dept. help - keep career ed going.
Community organizations are going to have to absorb part of this respon-
sibility. Like bilingual education, career ed'is going to have to return
to the states and local communities, where it began.

Pablo: These new strategies are extremely important. Community organizations
are going to have to go to private industry and,Convince them they need to
become involved in career ed. Career ed has been the "step-child" of
education - not a regular part of the "family". A lot of convincing has

to be done at_the local level. Somehow, career ed Must begin to be
SYSTEMATIZED. This could be done by local teams whose members are them-
selves committed to selling careered to other communities. Team members
should include:

career ed experts;
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community persons;,

o, legislators and others who represent a good
cross-Section of the community.

Maybe two types of "teams" are ,needed - one to kdo the PLANNING and
a second to do the IMPLEMENTATION. A third type of "team" might con-

,/
sist of those charged with fund-raising.

Sylvia: Our career ed funding in our State legislature ..failed, not because
career ed was opposed, but because the State.legislature was forced to
deal with more immediately pressing issues - like bilingual ed and prison
-r-e-form--Asaresult.career_e_dcaulnLtgeton the legislative Calendar'
to'be considered.

Shirley: AGREE. It's easy-to mount pressure- groups for immediate
concerns but not for developmental efforts like career ed.

Shirley: Another ofacet of our problem is that career ed in most states
and nationally, has received such small appropriations compared to

important and expendable to many people. "If that's all it takes, why
vocational education and other educational grants that it appears un-

do they even need it all?" or "Why don't the districts just do.it with-
out extra money?" are often the comments.

Elvira: My problem in listening to all of this is that I'm not, as an
employee of the school system, in a position '0 approach some of the
community organizations that could get the word out in support of career
7-d. For example, if I approached COPS (Community Organized For Public
Service) my immediate supervisor might fireme! The only way it could
happen would be for someone else to contact COPS and then have COPS contact
our School Board and tell them to get involved in career ed. That's the

only way it could happen in San Antonio. 4

'Bill: Let me make a suggestion. One of the things we need to learn is

POLITICS. For example, if you go to COPS, you'll find at least one,
conservative COPS member that could appeal to your school board in an
effective manner.

Pablo: Two years ago, we had difficulties in Califo rnia. As the official

rep of the NCCB, I got some contacts with key persons from the various
organizations. Basically,, it's a question of establishing trust. The

pressure groups are oper&ting with a lot more finesse today than they were
in the 1960s and 1970s - when CONFRONTATION mas the primary strategy being,

used.

Elvira: I've talked at our caucus during our State career ed conference
about the need for community organizations in our area to become involved
in dareer ed - but NOTHING HAPPENED. Our school district is currently'

being looted on with sjcepticism by many in our broader community.
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Betty: What about using a community organization like the GIRL SCOUTS
to make contacts with the School Board? That wouldn't get you
in trouble, would4it? OrIthe PTA would be another good example.

Bill: Even when you have Latino representation inside the School Board,
you still have Latino community - organizations that regularly go before
the School Board and dress down its members BUT jirobahly 2 days earlier,
we would have met with key.Sdhool Board members and told them, what we
were going to do. It's a question of simply'foklbwing the "rules of

4-
thp game" intthese matters.

Rafael: dWe, as leaders, can't allow things to become PERSONAL. We have
an obligation to listen and learn from those who disagree with,us. We

have to'take the responsibility seriously.

Bill: Career ed neep to make"the most of the historic situation it's
in. If private industry was run the way most schoolsystems Tun, they would
be out of business in 3 years. The "Let's go out and get 'em" appraoch

typical in private business isn't seen in education. If career ed
now has some credible results of effectiveness - and it apparently dOes -
then we ought to sell career ed on the basi's of its evidence of effective-
ness.

Sylvia: AGREE. We need industry persons talking diisctly to school boards
about the need for career ed and why they support havchg it.

Bill: A while ago, Chicago found it necessary to employ an Asst. Superin-
tendent For Finance independent of the Superintendent and Board of Educa-
tion. That person - from private industry succeeded in getting the
confi(lenqk of industry back in public Schools.' Some people got upset to
see a "non-educator" making basic educational decisions, but that's what
was, and is, needed. The bottom line is that, in Chicago, the public schools
will open this Fall. They have NOT gone bankrupt.

'Shirley: We still suffer from a lack of understanding.on the part of
educators and the lay Plablic of the career education concept and the need
for support to assure it is incldded in the' educational program for all
students. For instance, even though all polls show that a'ter the basic
skills, parents believe schools should prepare students for work,we have
had difficultly each year getting people to appdar before the Arizona V

legislature to lobby for daredred funding. Even.when ,supportive, folks

don't ral) y around the cause as they do,,f'or.other ,issues such as special,
bilingual,or vocational education. Many still confuse career ed with
vocational ed. At one hearing at the legislature this year a representa-
tive of the Greater Phoenix Chathber pf Commerce was lobbying for,voc ed
'funds. Nevertheless, all his points supported a career ed thrust for all
students ratherthan'adding more specialized/technical job training classl
at the high school level.' He said that what business and industry want
are entry - level employees who know how to find, get, and keep jobs, who

obiye the right attitudes and are willing and able to learn. The legisla-
tors .did not catch the discrepancy, and subsequently more money was
appropriated for.voc ed to develop new technical classes in high schools.
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Betty: One good example of getting business involvedliasa.recent
School Board item in Dade County ask4ng the Board of Ed to co-sponsor
our CAREER FAIR with the Prometheans.7 We had the downtown Kiwdhis \
Club supporting it - and it passed.

Rafael:\ What I've been hearing all morning is POLITICAL needs rather
than CONCEPTUAL needs of career ed. That seems odd, i.e. career ed,
as a concept, is very difficult*to explain to people. ( ',

r
.

. .

Sylvia: Social JS does a good jOb at'rel,ercIngthe public on radio
,

and TV. , We have nothing comparable f4r career ed.
. ,- '

1
-Pablo: Thrte weeks age), the Nation 1 Conference of Chiristians- and Jews

lled_a meetingwithcorporate hea S'..1.b-talk about Hispanic cpncerns
.

.

.for Education.. With only a small grou present; it was mast effective.
I WILL SEND EACH PARTICIPANT 'THE MIiqUT S OF THI'g.MEETING. - '' 'r!'''

Shirley: The Arizona Department of E ucation had some money to".put into
developing Public Service Announcements (PSA's) this year to promote career
educatA on. They awarded the grant to a Career Education-Project. The
resultant 60, 30, and 10 second spots in En)Ilish and\ Spanish were very
professionally done and`well,-received by the TV stations around the states
,which use them regUlarly. The PROBLEM is that the message does not inspire
the public to action. The PSA's just show that a child's early interests
and experiences can lean° careers. They ao not explain caikeer education"
or motivate view6rs to support it. Good PSA's can be effective.

How can Minority CoMmunity Organizations-Get Involved in Career,Ed Coalitions?
1

Betty: The first requirement is to LIEE in career ed and beicositive 1

about it. To get miorities inVol d, communication is the key. At our
last meeting, we had a number of business/industry persons present, including
3 lawyers, who said they would be glad to join our SPEAKERS BUREAU if they
knew more about career ed.r, We're going to hold a workshop this summer to tell
prospective embers of our SPEAKERS BpREAU whatothey need to knoi'd about career
ed. 'A SPEAKERS BUREAU is one good way to reach out to the community.

The other thing is khoking how the Career Ed Coalition can best serve the
community's needs. For example, you could appeal to a senior citizens group
about how career ed can eventually reduce crimg. The "message" must be .

custom-made for each community group. We can! t each Coalition meeting,
ALWAYS explain what career e is. We need a 'Alidy" system so that, when
new members ate brought in, the come in knowin..what career edis.

Pablo: What minority community organizations now belong to the Dade County
Coalitimn?

Betty: I don't know. We're getting them involved in our Career Explora-
tioi Fair. By doing so, we hope to interest them in joihing the Coalition.

Tablo: Some minority community organizations might be resentful when they
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see that they haven't been invited to become involved in career ed years
ago. Why did career ed wait so long to invite us?

Bill: If you want a successful media campaign for career ed, hereare
.

someeessential steps that must be taken:

Contact your
Council. If

contributing
1

local affiliate of the National Advertising
you go to them with an IDEA, theyhave a
fund to develop it into a message.

Most major industries have lr in-house production facilities
for making the,ir own films and other media.- Cpntact them
and ask for in-kind donations required for them,to make
a career ed film. am!....

,
. .

I Each local TV
They might be
That Division
way. Why not-

t Recognize the
get involved.
you.

'station has a community affairs division.

interested in developing radio/TV spots.
will eventually have to be contacted any-
contact them early on?

community organizations you would like to
$ome of them can get media contacts fot

Get on talk shows. People feel that,lif you're on TV,
you must be impbrtant. The number of people who-Still
listen to RADIO is impressive.

Try to find forums representing Combinations of career
ed with such things as bilingual ed,.etc. Put it into-
a broader perspective. CAREER.ED MAY NOT FLY BY ITSELF
BUT COULD IF COMBINED WITH OTHER CONCERNS.

Get a major notable fro9-yoUr city to come on TV and talk,
not about career ed, but about how the principles of
career ed are important.

MOST IMPORTANT, set,tp a schedule for your med4 campaign
for a full 12 monthsand then try to follow it systematically.

.

'&ntact editorial boards of local papers and expla n career
edto them. They are influential, not only in w t'they
write, but also in the community contacts they, ave.

Elvira: I could do- some of the things on Bill'S list, but 'not others.
That is, some of what Bill suggests I do is prohibite /by ouiaSchool
Board policies. For example, I cant contact 'a TV s ation. We have a
"Community Information Office". Tfte determine wh 's'important to bring
to the attention of TV stations regarding Education They have determined
not to make "career eeone of thosetopics.

.1
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. Bill: There are ways around that. You could ask a Latino anchor person
to come participate in a career ed conference. That person could do
it on his/her own.

Bill: One of the things to do immediately would be to find some way. of
making the current OCE monographs visually exciting. That content ought,
to be converted into a 10-15 minute dynamic program.

Pablo: The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SPANISH BROADCASTERS -.in D.C.
is very important. They could get career ed on'TV. So could the SPANISH
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK .($IN), a television network dedicated to expanding
the positive image of Aispanics in the USA. El Visitante TV series II
has recqived $250,000 to do .13 magazine format TV,pprograms. The programs
will be aired through SIN. It should be clear tKat SIN is not producing
ox sponsoring the Visitante TV Series.

ShiriAr: Could SIN make "career ed" the topic of oneof the 13 scripts?

i . L

Pablo: The 13 current Ncripts are already written but we could do one
on,career ed later. It should involve Hispanics as presenters. A'non-

-.Uispanic person can't appeal to the Hispanic community.

Bill: Try to disassociate the INSTITUTION of career ed from the CONCEPT
of ,career ed. Latinos won't be interested in the INSTITUTIONS but they
will be Interested in the CONCEPT.

lvla: AGREE. It's the CONCEPT we need to have understood, not the
.'programs.

Vb

' Pablo: We need some good models.

Rafael:, We should be able to go to private sector persons and get
support for projectslirvolving minority community organizations in career
ed.

Bill: If you go to' private industry, you must do so with a detailed
year-by-year 3 year plan. What's needed now is a series of regional
conferences, NOT more National miniconferences. WE could self busine-N
on the specific task of, say, aiming for establishment of COMMUNITY' -

CAREER ED COALITIONS in B.specific cities.

Polly: To support our Coalition, we got small donations from a number'
of people. Our IS.46w-rtidon is just something I started on my own.

Bill: I'm involved now in a NATIONAL URBAN'COALITION effort to bring 25
major corporate heads to a meeting. A 100-person meeting wouldn't be
effective, but this small group meeting can be.'

Polly: DJS GRBE. We, gained by having 100 at our luncheon meeting.

People' were einforced by the others they4saw at that meeting.

Rafael: e kind of model Polly has needs to be expanded to otter parts of

war
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the country. Weave to do it'very selectively over a period of time.
It would have to be thought out very carefully in eachcommunity.

Polly: For overy person I've gotten into career ad, there are many who
have refused to become involved. We need to find COMMITTED persons,
people more willing to give TIME than to give only MONEY.

Shirlef: How does the "Coalition" differ from a typical Industry
Education Council?

Polly: We do NOT function as a "Council". For example, the educators ,
present aren't regarded as "memberg" but rather as "consultants".
Any community person or organization is welcomed as a member. We want

them to be an ADVOCATE group. We aren't bound toany other group.
We're just ADVOCATES FOR CAREER ED. When career.ed is fully imilemented,

we will disappear.

a
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